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Public Libraries encourages letters to the editor. Letters are used on a space-available basis and
may be excerpted. Preference will be given to letters that address issues raised by the magazine.
Acceptance is at the editor’s discretion. Send to Renée Vaillancourt McGrath, 248A N. Higgins
Ave. #145, Missoula, MT 59802; publiclibraries@aol.com.

Appreciation for Interview Advice

I appreciated Sheila Anderson’s Verso article “Interviewing the Interviewer”
(March/April 2004). Recently I went on an interview similar to the ones she describes.
(It began with “Oh, I forgot all about you!” and went downhill from there). Re-read-
ing Anderson’s article provided comforting reassurance that my experience was not
unique. So, thank you for running the article—I think it brings up issues of which both
interviewers and interviewees should be aware.—Jill S. Ratzan, recent MLIS graduate,
Rutgers University School of Communication, Information, and Library Studies
(SCILS), New Brunswick, N.J.

What Not to Say in an Interview . . . or an Article?

I would like to comment on “Interviewing the Interviewer” by Sheila B. Anderson in
Public Libraries, March/April 2004, specifically her opening paragraph where she
relates statements made by a library director. Though Ms. Anderson does say that the
quoted statements are discriminatory and should not have been expressed, I was quite
offended to see them even printed in a library publication. Ms. Anderson could have
easily said that the director had made discriminatory statements without explicitly
using the derogatory terms. The words used by the director were as offensive to me,
a Jewish woman, as the use of the “N” word would be to an African-American, and
I am sure Ms. Anderson would not have spelled that word out. To read that exact
phrase was quite upsetting.

To make matters worse, Ms. Anderson grouped this offense with other aspects of
the interview—library board members “wearing jeans” and her feeling “overdressed”
in her “power suit.” It should be obvious to everyone that making discriminatory
anti-Semitic statements is in an entirely different category than not dressing appropri-
ately. How ironic that a library journal publishing articles about “the power of
words” did not appreciate how offensive the particular phrase could be. The intent of
the article would have been very well understood without the offensive terms.—Linda
Kamin, Branch Library Manager, Tamarac Branch Library, Florida

How Wide Is the Digital Divide?

I am writing in response to the article “Bridging the ‘Digital Divide’ in Colorado
Libraries” by Tammi Moe of the Library Research Service at the Colorado State
Library, which appeared in the July/August issue. This article, based on the results of
a 2002 survey of public library users in Colorado, reported that 82 percent of the
users had come to the library because of the availability of computers, and that 67
percent of the users had no other access to the Internet except through the public
library.

I am concerned that these figures are inaccurate and substantially overestimate the
role of the public library in bridging the digital divide. In the Colorado survey the par-
ticipating libraries were instructed to distribute questionnaires to both users in the
Internet station areas and elsewhere in the library. I suspect that, given that this was an
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O
kay, it wasn’t really sum-
mer . . . and I wasn’t actu-
ally on vacation . . . but my
maternity leave (from
January to April 2004) was
the longest break I’ve had

from paid work since I was in high school.
And although a lot of that time was spent
changing diapers and feeding my new
daughter, I did take advantage of Lucy’s nap
times to catch up on some reading and to
reflect on my own reading habits.

My Life in Books

As is the case with many avid readers, my
parents read to me a lot as a child. I still
remember the lilting rhymes of Dr. Seuss
books (and their spin-offs) and the (slightly
scary) cautionary tale Never Talk to
Strangers (Irma Joyce). When I was old enough to get my own
library card (you had to be able to write your name to get a
library card in my hometown library at that time), I started
reading series books, like the Bobbsey Twins (Laura Lee Hope),
Encyclopedia Brown (Donald J. Sobol), and then the Hardy
Boys (Franklin W. Dixon) and Nancy Drew (Carolyn Keene).
Thanks to a nurturing children’s librarian (Carolyn Longworth,
who is now the director of the Millicent Public Library in
Fairhaven, Massachusetts), I also read lots of Newbery and
Caldecott winners. My mother claims that Little Women
(Louisa May Alcott) was the book that sparked my true passion
for reading, but I still remember the excitement of grasping the
concept of A Wrinkle in Time (Madeleine L’Engle).

In sixth grade I developed an interest in the occult and
would pour over the encyclopedia of the supernatural in the
young adult area of the public library. In junior high, I would
return to that department to do research on whether the drugs
that my friends were beginning to experiment with were really
harmful or not. While I had always kept a journal, it was dur-
ing this time that I dabbled in writing poetry and began a cor-
respondence with a friend of my mother’s who would send me
poems to read.

In high school, I remember reading Siddhartha (Herman
Hesse) and The Catcher in the Rye (J. D. Salinger) and sensing
that there was more to each of these books than I fully under-
stood. I loved reading Walden (Henry David Thoreau) in tenth
grade but still read mostly fiction in my spare time.

In college, I hardly read at all outside of my coursework
(although I took many survey courses that introduced me to
great works of literature in several disciplines). And my first
few years as a professional librarian were spent reading piles of
children’s and young adult novels to become familiar with my
department collections. When I moved to Indiana in 1995, I
also started reading Midwestern authors and developed a taste
for natural history and personal essays.

It was books by Rick Bass, Gretel Ehrlich, and Richard
Manning that sparked my interest in the West, and eventually
led to our move to Montana. I started reading a lot of business

management books at that time, in order to
learn how to be a better library administra-
tor, and also I gravitated towards books on
meditation, spirituality, and developing a
simpler lifestyle (perhaps to counter work
stress).

During a dark time in my personal life I
stopped reading (and writing) altogether and
was amazed to find that life went on outside
of books. And though the quiet of not-read-
ing soothed me for a while, my desire to have
children lured me back to books on how to
increase fertility and optimize health for
pregnancy. Once I (finally) found myself
pregnant, I read non-stop about pregnancy,
childbirth, and breastfeeding until, in the last
trimester, I found that I couldn’t digest any
more information on the topic. 

At that point, I abandoned myself to the
wisdom of my body and let my mind get lost
in fiction once again. After several years of

reading mostly nonfiction, I had forgotten the appeal of a good
story. There’s really nothing like a good novel to help you for-
get yourself and experience another’s perspective.

What surprised me most, however, was that once I started
reading fiction again, I found myself looking at my life and the
world around me differently. Suddenly, everything was story,
and I itched to get it all down on paper.

It’s Not What You Read, It’s How You Read

As a child, I would read one book at a time. My mother always
jokes about how she would get me a book at the bookstore or the
library and I would finish it before we got home. That doesn’t
happen anymore. In fact, I often have trouble reading all the way
through a book during the three-week public library checkout
period (even with another three-week renewal). 

It’s not that I read more slowly now than I did as a child,
or that the books have gotten that much longer (although, of
course, they have). What’s really slowed down my reading
progress is the number of books (and magazines) that I now
read simultaneously. 

There are books on my bed stand, books on my kitchen
table, books on the coffee table (good for nursing), and, of
course, books in the bathroom. I am currently in the middle of
reading four books on the care and feeding of children,
Consumer Reports’ reviews of car seats, one cookbook, one
novel, four magazines, an article on milk pasteurization (rec-
ommended by a friend who owns a dairy farm), and the man-
uscript of a librarian-friend’s second novel . . . and that’s not
counting the books I read to Lucy (or, of course, the articles I
read for Public Libraries). No wonder my progress is slow! 

But as Peggy Christian implied in her article, “The
Making of a Creative Reader” (Public Libraries, January/
February 2004), all types of reading (from the print on the side
of the tea box to the cartoons in the newspaper) enrich our

EDITOR’S NOTE

What I Read during
My Summer Vacation

Renée Vaillancourt McGrath
Feature Editor
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A
s you read this, PLA is launch-
ing a powerful advocacy cam-
paign. Our goal is to make the
library card the most valued
and used card in every wallet.
Our theme: “The Smartest

Card Get it. Use it. @ your library.” 
This campaign, which is probably the

most ambitious marketing effort in the his-
tory of public libraries, will work only if you
and our entire library family—trustees,
Friends, volunteers, and other advocates—
get involved. PLA has been preparing for the
past year to lead this effort, and we will pro-
vide libraries nationwide with campaign
information and tools that you can use in
your communities.

PLA’s Smartest Card advocacy cam-
paign is part of ALA’s Campaign for
America’s Libraries. In 2003, PLA formed
an Advocacy Task Force chaired by
Kathleen Reif, director of St. Mary’s County (Md.) Memorial
Library. The group combines the talents of your association’s
elected leaders, members, and marketing and PR pros. We
agreed unanimously on a goal for the advocacy campaign that
supports PLA’s long-range strategic plan: position the library
card as the most valued card in every wallet. 

The task force tested potential campaign messages on focus
groups of parents, business and community leaders, new
Americans, and librarians in several cities nationwide. The
smartest card tagline was actually suggested by a member of the
public during a focus-group discussion. During the national PLA
conference in Seattle, the task force presented a campaign plan
and strategies to library directors, PR specialists, staff, Friends,
and trustees and asked for feedback. The plan was further refined
and presented to colleagues from state libraries and associations
at an invitational preconference in Orlando, where more valu-
able input and ideas were incorporated into the plan. Twenty-
three states were represented and have become the nucleus of a
campaign network that we hope will soon be nationwide.

Why should your library be involved in The Smartest Card
@ your library campaign? Here are five compelling reasons. 

1. The campaign first enlists a powerful resource: us. A
unique feature of this effort is that we focus first on internal
audiences—the library family. We’d like every public library in
the country to embrace and use the campaign. We want every
person in the library family to contribute to the effort.
Collectively, we represent a potent force that can influence how
public libraries are perceived generally and how our own
library is regarded locally. We’ve invited Friends of Libraries
U.S.A., the American Library Trustee Association, the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and the
Institute of Museum and Library Services to join the team.
Together, we will go beyond passive public approval for our
libraries to greater visibility, active support, and higher esteem
from the publics we serve.

2. The library card is already a powerful foundation on
which we can build. The library card is a universal symbol of our

freedom to read, learn, and grow throughout
our lives. Many libraries have mobilized effec-
tive library card campaigns, and they offer
solid experience and an abundance of success-
ful strategies that we can incorporate into a
national effort.

3. Together we’re better. There is
strength in numbers, and by joining the cam-
paign you help your library and public
libraries across the nation. There are more
public libraries in the United States than
there are McDonald’s restaurants. With The
Smartest Card @ your library, we have the
chance to become as well-recognized as the
golden arches. But we must speak with a uni-
fied voice if we expect to be heard.

4. PLA will provide what you need to
communicate to audiences in your service
area. This campaign is designed to enhance
your local marketing efforts and support you
as you undertake marketing activities. You

will find messages, sample press materials, graphics, ideas, and
tips at www.pla.org/smartestcard.htm. We will continue to add
ideas and materials you can use and adapt.

5. We’re committed to making this campaign a success.
PLA has made a multiyear commitment to The Smartest Card
@ your library initiative. Your library and the public you serve
will be the beneficiaries of this ongoing effort. PLA staff and the
Advocacy Task Force welcome your comments, criticism, sug-
gestions, ideas, and inspiration. Your input, as well as your
involvement, is crucial to the success of the campaign.

Our official campaign launch is September, National
Library Card Sign-up Month, and the perfect time to hold
events and activities that focus attention on The Smartest Card
@ your library. State library offices and associations are plan-
ning events with their governors. Between the Lions stars Theo
and Cleo, with their creator Chris Cerf, will introduce the cam-
paign at appearances around the country. Your library can help
kick off the campaign by adding your own festivities. 

September, of course, is just the beginning. The campaign will
unfold and evolve over the next several years. Ideas and energy
from public libraries across the nation will generate momentum
and propel all of us into a position of greater prominence and
value within our communities. How can your library become
involved and help ensure success? Visit the PLA Web site
(www.pla.org/smartestcard.htm) for materials and ideas. Use The
Smartest Card @ your library logo on your materials. Host events
for community leaders that help demonstrate the impact of your
library in your community. Tell us your stories and suggestions.

Start today to help your community realize that The
Smartest Card is at your library.  �

Editor’s note: See page 296 for more information about the
Smartest Card project.

A Smart
Start

Clara N. Bohrer
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Clara N. Bohrer, West Bloomfield Library, 4600 Walnut Lake Rd.,
West Bloomfield, MI 48323-2557; bohrercn@wblib.org.
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Directions and
Connections for

Boomers and
Seniors

Diane Nevill

The Glendale Public Library (GPL) in Glendale, Arizona,
received a $79,635 Library Services and Technology Act

(LSTA) grant to provide special services for Baby Boomers and
seniors. GPL may be the first library in the country to have a
Senior Advocate on staff who “directs and connects” seniors
and their children or caregivers to appropriate social service
agencies and organizations. A successful Baby Boomer Fair
aided people ages fifty and up in retirement planning and iden-
tifying useful community resources.

Baby Boomer Fair

Despite cooler-than-expected temperatures and brisk winds, the
January 31, 2004, indoor-outdoor Baby Boomer Fair at
Glendale Public Library in Glendale, Arizona, was a great suc-
cess. Approximately 1,000 people took advantage of fourteen
retirement-planning seminars and eighty-five information
tables staffed by members of agencies, organizations, and busi-
nesses geared for Boomers. In a series of “nostalgia moments,”
Baby Boomers were able to connect once again with the cloth-
ing, cars, and music of their youth during the day. The five-
hour event was designed to “Remember the Past, and Plan for
the Future.” 

The mainly fifties-something crowd, with a smattering of
individuals in their thirties and sixties, was treated to glimpses
of their youth. A thirty-minute vintage fashion show of cloth-
ing from the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s by a local business helped
remind the Boomers not only how they dressed, but also how
their mothers dressed. Five car clubs brought older vehicles to
help rekindle memories of the first automobiles owned by
attendees. The cosponsor, Glendale Chamber of Commerce,
provided music of the era. A hula-hoop contest and a twist con-
test proved that folks are still agile thirty to forty years after
high school!

The forty-five-minute seminars at the fair covered topics
that were serious as well as lighter fare. About 400 people took

advantage of the programs. The most popular discussions
included: 

� Surviving the First Year of Retirement
� How to Pursue New Career Options 
� Social Security and You
� Managing Your Retirement Income
� Asset Protection in Retirement 
� Estate Planning
� Is Cruising for You? 
� Elderhostel—Adventures in Lifelong Learning 

Many of the information tables were staffed by people
from the twenty agencies and organizations that partnered with
the library for the grant “Directions and Connections: Life
Options for Mature Adults.” Among the collaborating agencies
were the Glendale Adult Center; the Area Agency on Aging,
Region One; Arizona State University West; Banner
Thunderbird and Arrowhead Community hospitals; Beatitudes
Center for Developing Older Adult Resources; Family Service
Agency; Foundation for Senior Living; Gary Tang Adult
Education Center; Glendale Adult Day Health Care Center;
Glendale Community College; Glendale Human Services
Council; and the West Valley YWCA. The tables were almost
equally divided between for-profits and nonprofits. 

The purpose of the Boomer fair was to provide retirement-
planning information and to make the community aware of
local agencies and businesses that provide needed services to
help them or their aging parents. Evaluations showed that the
day did not disappoint local residents.

Directions and Connections Grant

The Baby Boomers Fair was one piece of a seven-month series
of programs and services for Boomers and seniors running
through July 2004. The $79,635 Directions and Connections
grant was funded, in part, with monies granted by the Arizona
State Library, Archives and Public Records Agency under the
Library Services and Technology Act, which is administered by
the Institute of Museum and Library Services. The grant was
written and submitted in 2003 and integrated information
gathered after meeting via focus groups and through interviews
with Glendale residents who were able to pinpoint community
concerns.

Even though scores of ideas for programs and services were
generated, three issues were overwhelmingly mentioned in
every group, regardless of age: health and wellness, financial
matters, and computer literacy. Although these topics had
already been addressed in past programming efforts, it became
apparent that the public saw a need for more emphasis in those
areas. New programs were designed to address these issues on
a systemwide basis. The main library and its two branches,
Velma Teague and Foothills, focused on different aspects of the
grant, which is geared for adults ages fifty and up.

In addition to holding the Baby Boomer Fair, comprehen-
sive retirement planning was considered an integral part of pro-
gramming for Boomers, especially those born in the years
1946–1964. Both the main library and Foothills Branch
planned monthly seminars, running from January to July, on
different facets of preretirement planning. Both panel discus-
sions and single-presenter programs were offered. Topics were
designed to appeal to a wide-range of needs, including the
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financial matters that the focus groups identified.
The grant is also funding a Senior Advocate

position at the main library to work with both sen-
iors and their children or caregivers. Often services
are available to enhance the quality of life for sen-
iors, but people are unaware of them. The Senior
Advocate, an RN who specialized in gerontology, is
well connected in the community and knowledge-
able about local services. She has specific hours
when she “sets up shop” in the library lobby so she
is easily visible to walk-in traffic. The Advocate’s e-
mail and phone number are well advertised on lit-
erature and in articles in the newspapers. She
receives a wide assortment of questions, and she
“directs and connects” seniors with the agencies
best equipped to handle their needs.

In order to ensure that the community is aware
of these organizations, the Senior Advocate sets up
a once-a-month Community Resource Day.
Resource agencies are grouped by a theme for that
day. On the Community Resource Day, staff from
agencies and organizations that provide particular
services for seniors, according to the theme, are
available in the library to talk to residents. Past
theme days have focused on recreation and learn-
ing, community resources for staying independent
at home, legal services and volunteer opportunities,
federal and state programs for seniors, transporta-
tion and housing, and support groups. For example,
when the theme was housing and transportation,
the city of Glendale’s Neighborhood Revitalization,
Community Housing, and Dial-a-Ride departments
came to the library.

Each library facility and the Glendale Adult
Center across the street from the main library has
special literature display racks to house information
for seniors regarding nonprofit agencies and their
services. The collaborating partners and related
organizations gather monthly at the library for a
Committee on Aging meeting. The meeting is the
perfect opportunity for agencies to bring literature
to replenish the supplies in the racks. Even after the grant ends,
the Committee on Aging will continue meeting at the library
and sharing information about services; this network is a won-
derful legacy of “Directions and Connections.”

During the planning focus groups, seniors indicated a
desire for daytime programming. The community offered
scores of program ideas. The Senior Advocate organized a vari-
ety of morning and afternoon programs, with different audi-
ences being targeted for each. One of the grant partners, the
YWCA, brings a group of seniors to the thirty-minute morning
programs, with dates timed to correspond with the three-week
library material check out. Other library patrons participate,
too, but the core attendance group is delivered by van from the
YWCA facility nearby. The hour-long afternoon programs are
aimed at seniors who are more independent. Topics for these
programs run the gamut of interests—travel, cooking, music,
etc. Enthusiasm for these programs runs high for both seniors
and library staff. Even the library director got involved, offer-
ing a program about destinations off the beaten track based on
her trip to New Zealand.

The Teague Branch organized a variety of morning, after-
noon, and evening programs for seniors. Taking advantage of
the plethora of antique stores in downtown Glendale, the

“Trash or Treasure?” program was a hit when appraisers
talked about collectibles. Other popular programs include pho-
tography tips, memoir writing, scrapbooking, Web page design,
library orientation, and finding reliable health information on
the Internet.

The Senior Advocate also saw a need for special program-
ming for caregivers. Early evening “VIP Nights” are designed
to deal with the serious issues caregivers face. To make it easier
for people to attend the caregiver programs, one of the library’s
partners—Glendale Adult Day Health Care Center—is provid-
ing free respite care while caregivers are attending the VIP
Night offerings. Program topics include the stress of caregiving,
support groups for caregivers, alternatives for family care-
givers, life care planning, and end of life issues.

The grant also includes a computer teacher for the com-
puter literacy component identified in the focus groups. For the
last five years, the majority of the students in the library com-
puter classes have been seniors. Sometimes they would repeat
classes several times before they would be comfortable working
on their own. The computer classes offered through the grant
are taught in a Gates Lab at the smaller downtown branch
library. A cadre of part-time teachers spends a total of twenty
hours a week on an assortment of eight different classes, three

Brochures provide sixteen pages of information about seminars, classes, and partner

agency contacts.
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of which are also taught in Spanish. Classes are designed for
computer novices—from the basics of how to use a mouse and
an introduction to the Internet—to the more advanced stu-
dent—receiving an introduction to Excel and PowerPoint. As a
result of these classes, seniors are more comfortable accessing
the online catalog, using e-mail to keep in touch with family
and friends, and searching for information on the Internet.

Glendale is almost one-quarter Hispanic. Even though
many of these residents speak English, a portion of the older
Hispanic residents speaks only Spanish. One of the pieces of
information we discovered via focus groups was how the com-
munity would like to see the Spanish-language collections
increased in the libraries. The grant addressed this need by pro-
viding $21,000-worth of new Spanish-language books and
media for the main and Velma Teague libraries. 

In addition to the new library materials, “Let’s Talk
English” classes were expanded to include the Velma Teague
Branch as well as the main library. Although the original classes
at the main library have students from around the world, the

branch library’s English class attendees are all Spanish speakers.
One of our grant partners, the Gary Tang Educational Center,
is providing a teacher in the Gates Computer Lab to run an ESL
Learning Lab in the small, downtown branch.

To address the need for health and wellness information, the
main and Foothills libraries hold monthly seminars. These pro-
grams will continue after the grant is over. The main library is
focusing on mental health, working with the National Alliance for
the Mentally Ill-West Valley. The subjects covered are broad;
examples include suicide prevention, aging, eating disorders, child
abuse, and Alzheimer’s Disease. Foothills Branch, which is in close
proximity to Midwestern University, runs a Community Health
Lecture Series with staff from the medical school. Upcoming top-
ics include allergies, cholesterol and heart disease, sleep disorders,
homeopathy, heel pain, and exercise in the hot Arizona summers. 

Glendale is an urban city located in the metro Phoenix
area. Interestingly, at least one person in every focus group
mentioned that the library should have a bookmobile. The cost
of a bookmobile would be prohibitive, but we were able to

LIbrary patron Winnie Kulhala (left) talks with senior advocate and regis-

tered nurse Karen Anderson.

Gordon Howard, a senior library volunteer, browses the community

resource information area.

LIterature display racks are located in a prominent spot in the main

library.A large sign helps spread the word on a busy street by the main library.
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implement two other services instead. The local YWCA is the
provider of Meals on Wheels in Glendale. The library offered
the lunch recipients the opportunity to have library materials
delivered with their meals. This offer was extended also to the
Glendale Adult Day Health Care clients and their caregivers.
This program is building slowly, but an estimated seventy-five
people will eventually be enrolled in the service.

In addition, rotating satellite collections of around five
hundred books each will move around the community—at the
West Valley YWCA, the Glendale Community Center, the
Glendale Adult Center, and the Glendale Adult Day Health
Care Center. Depending on the popularity of these collections,
satellite collections could expand to other locations.

How does the community learn about the variety of classes
and services offered to Boomers and seniors? Colorful
brochures were designed for each target audience, with

crossover items included in each brochure. For instance, the
Boomer brochure also has information about the Senior
Advocate; Community Resource days; and health, computer,
and ESL classes, and describes retirement-planning seminars
and small business classes.

It is too soon to know if the library will be able to continue
funding the Senior Advocate position once the grant cycle is
over. For now, the community benefits by having a knowledge-
able, trained nursing professional in a centrally located, invit-
ing spot—the public library!  �
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Diane Nevill is the Public Information Officer at the Glendale
(Ariz.) Public Library; dnevill@glendaleaz.com.

lives. And taking the time to savor what we read provides for
a deeper experience.

This is a good argument for counting time instead of pages
read for public library summer reading programs (not to men-
tion longer check-out periods or allowing unlimited renewals
on books that aren’t on hold). But most of all, I think it’s cause
for celebration for the type of work that public librarians do
every day. As PLA’s new advocacy campaign claims, a library
card really is the smartest card in your wallet.

Reading provides information that is relevant to every
interest and every stage of life. Even when I stopped reading
(briefly), I got the idea to do so from a book. Reading also pro-
vides an escape from our day-to-day lives and teaches us to see
the world through another’s eyes. It inspires our creativity and
helps us to reflect upon what really matters most. And librari-
ans help to make all of this possible.

There is no question that reading has taught me how to
write. But I also believe that reading has taught me how to
think. It is through the synthesis of ideas that I have read in
books (and magazines, and on the side of tea boxes) that I have
become the person that I am today.

And though I have a little less time for reading these days,
I try to make some time each day to read to my daughter.
Already she responds to books like I Went Walking (Sue

Williams) and Pat the Bunny (Golden Books [no author
listed]), as well as to the preliteracy activities in The Baby’s
Game Book (Isabel Wilner). But she also seems to show inter-
est in the adult books that I read (and she taps her hands on the
keyboard when she sits on my lap while I work). I’m intensely
interested in the findings of PLA’s Early Literacy initiative
(www.pla.org/ala/pla/plaissues/earlylit/earlyliteracy.htm), but I
also feel confident that a child who is brought up surrounded
by words will find her own way as a reader. I look forward to
seeing how books will shape my daughter’s life, as they have
mine.  �

continued from page 254

EDITOR’S NOTE

Written June 2004. Contact the feature editor at 248A N. Higgins
Ave. #145, Missoula, MT 59802; publiclibraries@aol.com.

Pla Provides Free Access to Results Workforms 

As a special service to the thousand of librarians who have purchased books in the ALA/PLA Results series of publications,
the Public Library Association and E-Learn Libraries, Inc. (an online learning provider) have collaborated to provide free
access to electronic versions of the workforms (in Word format and Excel when appropriate) from the books in the series. 

Workforms and instructions from The New Planning for Results, Staffing for Results, Creating Policies for Results, and
Managing for Results are, or will shortly be, available online. Workforms from forthcoming Results titles will be added as the
new titles are published. The workforms are available at www.elearnlibraries.com, and a link is available at www.pla.org. 

PLA also is currently working with Sandra Nelson and June Garcia, of E-Learn Libraries, to produce online learning
courses, based on the Results series of publications, in conjunction with PLA’s E-Learning @ PLA series. The current course
offering is “Creating Policies for Results,” with the “New Planning for Results” course to be offered starting in October. Visit
www.pla.org to see more information about E-Learning @ PLA, the Results series of publications, or the free workforms.
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Considering Attitude
and Values in Hiring

Public Librarians

Cathleen A. Towey

At the Westbury (N.Y.) Memorial Public Library, excellent
public service is the goal of the organization. There is noth-

ing more important in the hiring process than uncovering an
applicant’s attitude towards helping the public. Our library
strives to provide the highest level of service on Long Island,
and customers tell us that they love coming to our library
because the staff is friendly, helpful, and kind.

Thus, when we interview job candidates, we look for
empathetic, warm, patient people who enjoy working hard. In
a public library environment, there will never be enough fund-
ing to employ an optimum number of staff. Each employee
selected needs to fully utilize work time so the community will
get the most from their tax dollars.

Whenever we interview for a librarian position there are at
least two people from our staff involved in the process. That way
we can later discuss and reflect on overall impressions of a can-
didate from different perspectives. In addition to the library
director, the second person who participates in the interview is
generally a department head or a member of the staff with a
strong service orientation. We generally ask the same questions
of all candidates, but spontaneous follow-up questions make
each interview unique. Although the director takes the lead in the
interview, other staff members are also encouraged to ask ques-
tions. Staff members who participate are reminded before the
interview about the type of questions they should not ask, such
as personal information about religion, age, or marital status. 

There is an assumption with librarian job applicants that if
someone has graduated from a Master’s program in Library
and Information Science, they have the skills to start as a begin-
ning librarian. What we attempt to cull out of the interview is
not what the candidate has learned in their Master’s program,
but how they will treat our most precious commodity, the cus-
tomer. 

To be successful in working at a public desk, a librarian
must be at ease meeting and interacting with a wide variety of
people. Some of the things we try to assess during the interview
include:

� Does the job candidate project an open face? 
� Are they comfortably making eye contact? 

� Do they express excitement and energy in their body lan-
guage and comments about working in a service position in
a public library? Or do they say they want the job because
it’s close to home or the best they can find at this time?

Librarians who work at public service desks must project a
welcoming, respectful demeanor to users. This type of response
is best found in people who truly value the worth of each indi-
vidual who visits the library and deeply believe in what public
libraries can do for a community. Public service staff must deal
as graciously with questions about how the copier machines
work as with a “real” reference question. A sense of humor and
an appreciation of life’s absurdities will help a librarian handle
all queries at the desk, where, in spite of possessing a Master’s
degree, they may be asked many times a day for the location of
the ladies room.

Customers are often sheepish about asking for help. A sen-
sitive public servant will be aware of that hesitance. Library
users can find librarians intimidating—they think we’re so
smart—and may perceive that their question is taking staff
away from what they believe are more important duties, like
working on the computer. Warm, welcoming staff puts users at
ease, reassuring the customer that no question is too silly and
each problem is worth their time.

I’ve had applicants for librarian positions tell me that their
job preferences are for serious research. Honestly, if the job
applicant’s career goal is to perform in-depth research regu-
larly, they will not be happy at our library. In the economically
and racially diverse community we serve, many of the queries
do not require high-end research skills. Patrons are looking for
a book to prepare for the GED or CLEP, they need to bring
something home about electrical wiring, they want to find a
copy of Brave New World or Norah Jones’ latest CD. They
hope to locate a particular Web site, or a date for the library’s
next computer class, or they want to learn how to set up an 
e-mail account. 

We need to hire librarians who will be just as delighted to
help with these types of requests as they are to assist with in-
depth research. We want to hire staff that will be happy work-
ing with the type of service needs our community requires. If
the fit between the hire and the job is a good one, staff will
project contentment and good will, ultimately creating a posi-
tive community of staff and public that people will enjoy being
a part of. 

Our most successful hires are well-rounded, congenial peo-
ple who have successfully dealt with challenges in their per-
sonal and professional lives. Staff members who have handled
life issues like working full-time and managing a family or mov-
ing to a new state don’t get easily rattled by chatting teenagers
or another customer request for help with the copier machine.
They understand that all acts of help and kindness contribute
to the overall good of the library and the community.

Although we cannot legally ask for specific personal infor-
mation during an interview, certain questions can reveal more
then just the information on a resume. See the sidebar for a list
of interview questions that reveal attitudes and values. 

Careful listening, thoughtful follow-up questions, and the
opinion of more then one person on the staff about a job can-
didate optimizes the interview process. It’s necessary to conduct
a second interview of the top prospects. The second interview
provides another opportunity to find out what makes the per-
son tick and what they value in life. We believe this is just as
important as the candidate’s ability to do the job, for excellent
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public service. Different staff members may sit in on the second
interview. 

Listen and watch for the real reason a candidate wants to
work in a public library, seeking out the employee who will bring
a passion and commitment to serving the public. Are potential
candidates truly interested in service, or did they become a librar-
ian because they couldn’t get into law school? Are they more con-
cerned with the benefits of a civil service position than the job
responsibilities and the needs of the community? 

When we asked a recent hire why she wanted to work with
us, the young woman stated with great sincerity, “I’ve always
loved books and reading. My mom is a reading teacher, and I
can’t think of anything I’d rather do then share my love of
books with children.” The personal values she expressed
showed she would have a commitment to her work that would
go beyond the position as a job.

After interviewing, always follow up by calling the candi-
date’s references. Keep in mind that a potential candidate will
not ask someone for a reference if they don’t hold them in
regard. When checking out a prospect, use the fact that the
library world is a small world to your advantage. Find an
acquaintance, coworker, or instructor who has worked or
attended school with the person and ask what they think of the
job candidate. 

Questions to ask might include:

� In the capacity that you know them, what can you tell me
about the candidate?

� Is the candidate easy to get along with? Capable? A team
player?

Watch out for the candidate who believes that working at
a public library will be an easy, quiet, and restful job. The best
public libraries are busy, labor intensive work environments
that require multitasking, energy, and flexibility. Also, beware
of signs of anger or too much ego in a candidate. Angry people,
who usually don’t like themselves, don’t work well with the
public or coworkers. I recently interviewed a candidate who,
with arms crossed over her chest, brow furrowed deeply and in
a hostile tone of voice, told me she was friendly. She also

expressed umbrage that, despite her repeated applications, she
had never been offered a job at her local library. 

Sometimes even with care and good listening you will
choose an employee who later reveals a lack of the public serv-
ice attitude held by the rest of the staff. As it’s generally not pos-
sible to change an individual’s personality or life view; if they
don’t change once they are given a chance to modify their behav-
ior and attitude, let them go during the probationary period. 

If the goal of the organization is the highest level of public
service, it’s crucial to spend time, thought, and careful observa-
tion in order to hire individuals whose personalities and atti-
tudes will have customers and coworkers looking forward to
spending time at the library.  �
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Cathleen A. Towey is the Director of the Westbury (N.Y.) Memorial
Public Library; cathleentowey@westburylibrary.org

Interview Questions That Reveal 
Attitude and Values

� Tell me about your outside interests.
� What have been the biggest challenges in your life?  
� Why do you think a public library would be a place

where you would like to work?  
� What are the personal traits that make you unique?
� Tell me about the best and worst boss you’ve ever

had.
� How would your friends describe you?
� Discuss a difficult problem at work and how you

handled it.
� Tell me about a co-worker that you admire and why

you do.
� Give me an example of a challenging interpersonal

situation and how you handled it.
� Share with me something in your life that you are

proud of.

Former Public Libraries Columnist Dies

Janet B. Foster, Internet Librarian at the Danbury (Conn.) Public Library and active PLA and ALA member died, unexpect-
edly, on Sunday, August 8, 2004, after she suffered a heart attack at home while gardening. 

Janet received her BA in Liberal Arts and her Masters in Education from Western Connecticut State University. She also
received her Masters of Library Science from Southern University. She conceived the idea and served as the “Internet
Spotlight” columnist for Public Libraries magazine for a few years. She also served on the Public Libraries Advisory Board,
the PLA Electronic Communications Advisory Committee, and was active in other ALA/PLA committees and events. PLA staff
and PLA members will miss her enthusiasm, energy, spirit, and good humor.

Contributions in Janet's memory may be made to the Friends of the Library c/o Danbury Public Library, 170 Main St.,
Danbury, CT 06810.

Some of this information is from the Danbury News-Times newspaper online obituary http://news.
newstimes.com/obits.php?id=8099 and from an article in the Danbury News-Times, written 8/10/04 http://archives.
newstimes.com/cgi-bin/dbs.cgi?db=news&view_records=1&id=64021
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Travel the World, But
Visit the Library First

Providing U.S. Passport Ac-
ceptance Service has proven to
be a very successful and posi-
tive program for both the pub-
lic and the Mission Viejo
(Calif.) Library. Since 1999,
the Mission Viejo Library has
been an official U.S. Passport
Acceptance Service site where
citizens can apply for and/or
renew their passports, and,
now, they can have their pass-
port photos taken at the li-
brary as well. 

The Friends and Founda-
tion of the Mission Viejo Li-
brary purchased a digital
camera and printer, designed
especially for taking and de-
veloping passport photos.
Volunteers are trained to take
the passport photos, and the
library charges ten dollars for
the pictures, which are re-
quired as part of the passport
application process. This con-
venient service, which is of-
fered evenings and Saturdays,
has been very well received by
the public, and the revenue
generated by both the official
passport acceptance fee and
the photo fee is used by the
library to enhance the materi-
als collection. Last year, pass-
port acceptance and passport
photo fees generated more
than $175,000 for the library.
As an added benefit, passport
applicants are invited to ob-

tain library cards, browse the
collection, attend programs,
use the computers, and visit
the Friends and Foundation
Bookstore. 

For more information
about the Mission Viejo Li-
brary’s U.S. Passport Accep-
tance Service and photo
service, call Valerie Maginnis
at (949) 830-7100, ext. 4002,
or e-mail her at vmaginnis@
mission-viejo.com. 

San Jose Public
Library Launches New

Digital Library

A new digital library launched
recently by San José (Calif.)
Public Library is giving Silicon
Valley residents access to pop-
ular eBooks directly from their
home or office—in fact, any-
where that Internet access is
available. 

“The San José Digital Li-
brary reinforces our mission
to provide individuals with
free access to information
using the latest technology
and services,” says Jane Light,
library director. “This is espe-
cially relevant as we are now
serving the student population
of San José State University as
well as people who live and
work in San José.” The site
features an extensive collec-
tion of best-selling eBooks
from popular authors and
leading publishers such as

HarperCollins, Time Warner,
McGraw-Hill, Zondervan,
Scholastic, and John Wiley
and Sons. The collection fea-
tures titles available in Adobe
PDF format which can be
downloaded and read using
free Adobe Reader software
available from the site.

“eBooks are flying off
our virtual shelves,” says ref-
erence librarian Brian Fowler.
“The system is completely
self-service. Students, busi-
nesspeople, and avid readers
alike can access sought-after
titles and,” he adds, “they can
do so from any location in the
world. Even when vacation-
ing abroad.”

Each patron is allowed to
download up to ten eBooks.
Patrons can also choose auto-
matic e-mail notification when
a wait-listed title becomes
available for checkout. The
process is so completely auto-
mated that eBooks automati-
cally check in when due.

A valid San José library
card is required to checkout
and download eBooks from
the Web site listed below. With
a PDA or laptop, eBooks from
the San José Digital Library
can be downloaded and taken
anywhere. 

For more information, visit
http://ebooks.sjlibrary.org.

Marionette Tradition
at Nashville Main

Library Gets Donation
with Strings Attached 

For more than sixty years,
children of all ages in Nash-
ville, Tennessee, have been en-
chanted each week by the
unique marionette shows of-
fered free of charge at the
downtown main library.

The library’s marionette
tradition started in 1938 when
a young volunteer named Tom
Tichenor, age fifteen at the
time, staged the first show,
“Puss in Boots.” Tichenor
went on to work in the li-
brary’s Children’s Department
for fifty years, during which

time he created more than two
hundred marionettes that are
still in use today. 

Late last year, Tichenor’s
marionettes had to give up
some space in the library’s
marionette room when a col-
lection of puppets from Chica-
go arrived to take up
residence. Now the library’s
three full-time children’s per-
formers also have the honor of
carrying on the legacy of Peeko
Puppet Productions, created in
Chicago in the 1950s by Wis-
consin natives Billie Logan and
Elly Reed. 

The two industrious
women, whose marionettes
delighted audiences in the
Chicago area for more than
forty years, decided to retire
last year and sought to place
their puppets in a good home.
Nashville’s main library be-
came that home last Decem-
ber when it was given the
entire collection of Peeko
puppets, including more than
seventy hand puppets and
marionettes, each hand-craft-
ed in a process that took
about 150 hours to make just
one marionette.

With the donation of the
Peeko puppets, the library now
owns nearly 350 marionettes,
including other recent addi-
tions purchased with grant
money awarded for the cre-
ation of multicultural shows.
African, Asian, Hispanic, Kur-
dish, and Native American
puppets were added to the li-
brary’s holdings thanks to
three grants received from
1998 through 2003.

“Tales from the Front” is a collection of news
items and innovative ideas from libraries nation-
wide. Send submissions to the contributing editor,
Jennifer T. Ries-Taggart, Director, Seymour
Library, 161 East Avenue, Brockport, NY 14420;
jtaggart@libraryweb.org.

Peeko Puppets join the Nashville

Public Library’s marionette collec-

tion.
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Each year the library
stages four or five different
marionette shows that each
run for two to three months.
At the 678 children’s pro-
grams, including storyhours,
offered at Nashville’s main li-
brary last year, attendance
topped 55,300, with more
than 4,600 in attendance at
children’s programs each
month.

For more information,
contact Seth Alexander at
(615) 862-5755 or seth.
alexander@nashville.gov. 

Toledo-Lucas County
Public Libraries Are

Hot for Wireless
Internet Access

The main Toledo-Lucas (Ohio)
County Public Library and its
eighteen branch libraries be-
came the first “hot spots” in
Lucas County for wireless In-
ternet access. A joint venture
between the library and Buck-
eye Cable System allows li-
brary patrons with laptops and
wireless devices to access the
Internet within a 300-foot ra-
dius of the main library and
any of its eighteen branch li-
braries. “History shows the
Toledo-Lucas County Public
Library strives to stay ahead of
the technology curve,” says
Clyde Scoles, director of the
Toledo-Lucas County Public
Library. “We have embraced
avenues to ensure our patrons
never have to look further than
their own neighborhood for
cutting-edge advancements
and services. Our participation
in this endeavor will increase
our patrons’ ability to access
information, which supports
our mission, our goal, and our
pledge to the residents of
Lucas County. I have always
considered libraries hot spots
in this community. I guess now
it’s official.” 

For information, contact
Chris Kozak, Media Relations
Officer, Toledo-Lucas County
Public Library, at (419) 259-
5381.

Suspicious Characters
at the Old Tappan

Public Library

The Old Tappan (N.J.) Public
Library is in the process of
raising $1.3 million for a li-
brary renovation and expan-
sion. The library was built
almost thirty years ago and is
in need of expansion due to
the increase in population and
resultant high facility usage.

The Old Tappan Library
recently held a fund-raising
event titled “The Usual Sus-
pects.” One month prior to
the event, letters were sent to a
variety of community mem-
bers, asking if they would be
willing to be “arrested” and
raise bail money for the event.
Thirty-five community mem-
bers agreed (the mayor, coun-
cilmen, library staff members,
school principals, club presi-
dents, etc.). “Mug shots” were
taken of each “suspect” and
“wanted posters” were print-
ed, which were displayed in
businesses throughout the
community. A large postcard
with a thumbprint-sized mug
shot of each suspect was
mailed to all residents in town.
The “suspects” were able to
raise their bail money prior to
and on the day of the event.

On the day of their “ar-
rest,” the “suspects” were
picked up by the police and
taken to “jail” (the library).
Once the suspects arrived at
the library, they were placed in
a jail cell, which had been
built by a resident. One by
one, each suspect was booked,
fingerprinted, and assigned a
crime. Crimes ranged from
kissing their wife on Sundays
(against the law in Hartford,
Connecticut) to slurping soup
in public (against the law in
Ocean City, New Jersey). Sus-
pects then received a survival
kit that contained a roll of toi-
let paper, toothbrush, soap,
candy cigarettes, a “tin” cup,
nail file, and a quarter for
their phone call. An attorney
was provided for legal advice
and a priest for counseling. 

During the two-hour
event, friends, family members,
and neighbors stopped in at the
library to drop off bail money.
One wife even smuggled in a
cake with a file baked inside!
The event was a huge success,
raising $29,000, which benefit-
ed the Old Tappan Library
Building Fund.

For more information,
contact Library Director Susan
Meeske at (201) 664-3499.

Cleveland Public
Library Is First to Lend

Popular eBooks for
Smartphones and All

PDAs

When librarian Cynthia Orr of
the Cleveland (Ohio) Public
Library  checks her new Mo-
torola cell phone, in addition
to making calls, it’s to read
new eBook titles available
from the CLEVNET Digital
Library Connection (http://dlc.
clevnet.org). Cleveland Public
Library was first among a na-

tional network of public li-
braries to add Mobipocket
eBooks (www.mobipocket.
com) to its downloadable li-
braries. With the free Mo-
bipocket Reader software,
patrons can download and
read titles on Motorola, Sam-
sung, and Nokia Smart-
phones, virtually all PDAs,
and on personal and notebook
computers.

“It’s surprising how clear
and readable eBooks appear on
the color screen of my Motoro-
la cell phone,” said Orr. “With
my AT&T Wireless account
and Motorola Smartphone, I
can browse the library Web
site, download eBook titles to
the phone, and begin to read.
Mobipocket software is easy to
use, and with the phone’s built-
in media card, I can transfer
eBooks to my PDA or PC to
finish reading a title. As with
Adobe eBooks in PDF, after the
lending period expires, the title
automatically returns itself to
the library ready for the next
patron,” she added.

Prominent community members await bail to raise money for the Old

Tappan (N.J.) Public Library.

continued on page 274
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Your Perspective on
Consultants

Nann Blaine Hilyard

When and why should you consider hiring a consultant?
Too many librarians and trustees approach the idea of

consultants with reluctance. They may take to heart the witti-
cism that a consultant is just a person “who carries a briefcase
and comes from more than fifty miles away to get paid lots of
money for telling you what you already know.” They may
think that hiring a consultant is an admission of weakness.
They may be sensitive to criticism about spending the library’s
already-limited funds. However, when the alternative is not
doing a project or a program that would advance the library,
hiring a consultant is indeed a wise use of resources.

These essays describe how outside consultants have
helped with building projects, strategic planning, and library
management.

Consulting for a Building Project
and Beyond: Lincoln, Nebraska

John F. Dale and Carol J. Connor
Assistant Library Director, Lincoln (Neb.) City Libraries;

j.dale@mail.lcl.lib.ne.us; Library Director, 
Lincoln (Neb.) City Libraries; cjc@rand.lcl.lib.ne.us.

In recent years, the Lincoln City Libraries in Nebraska have
hired consultants for four different projects. We retained a con-
sultant to help library staff prepare a building program for an
addition and renovation of a branch library. Sometime later the
same consultant reviewed a staff-prepared building program
for two new branch libraries. We hired consultants to conduct
a space and facilities study for our main library and to work
with us to conduct a scientifically valid public opinion survey
to assess our library services. 

In preparation for a major addition and renovation of a
branch library, we hired a consultant to help us prepare a build-
ing program. Before hiring an architect, the library board and
administration wanted a carefully reasoned, detailed building
program. We wanted the design of the building to be driven by
delivery of library services rather than an artistic concept.
David Smith, Consulting Librarian, from Minnesota worked
well with the library board and staff. 

As the result of this collaboration with Smith, we devel-
oped not only a useful building program for the branch library,

but also we later used that document as the core of the build-
ing program for the design and construction of two new branch
libraries. Smith reviewed the staff’s work at key points. His sug-
gestions helped us articulate what we wanted the architects to
include in the buildings. Both branches are evidently meeting
the needs of their communities—circulation from these two
was 33.8 percent of the library system circulation last year.
(Lincoln City Libraries consists of a downtown main library,
seven branches, and one bookmobile that serves both the city
and county.)

In 2002–2003, we retained the services of a consultant to
help us with a space and facilities study for the main library.
Our needs were fairly complex. Structural evaluation of the
existing building was required. We wanted input from a cross
section of the community. While we weren’t looking for a full-
blown library building program, we did want to at least iden-
tify service objectives based on public input. Another
requirement was that the library board was looking for options
to present to the community to foster discussion regarding serv-
ices to be provided and type of facility.

The contract for these services went to an architectural
firm, The Clark Enersen Partners, of Lincoln (www.clarken-
ersen.com). But because of the library’s desire to include com-
munity input in the process, the firm subcontracted with
Dubberly Garcia Associates, Inc. of Atlanta, Georgia
(www.dubberlygarcia.com). In public meetings, focus groups,
and interviews, the public shared ideas about the type of main
library it wanted Lincoln to have. The final product included an
evaluation of the existing main library structure and space,
inclusion of information from the public and staff regarding
needs to be met by any future structure, and five design options
for providing future spaces and services. A summary of the
report was sent to ninety-six participants from focus groups
and public meetings. We also made presentations to fifteen
organizations. People in the community were able to discuss the
options and participate in the planning process.

This product has proven very useful for providing talking
points to inform the public about the options for main library
service in Lincoln. One unique circumstance in this process was
the fact that any result of this work will probably not come to
fruition for ten or more years. This collaboration needed to
result in a planning tool for the future. That was successfully
accomplished.

In 2003–2004 the library retained the services of a con-
sultant to do a public opinion survey including library cus-
tomers and nonusers of public library service. The library
board determined the need for such a study. Lincoln City
Libraries has done in-house surveys in years past but those sur-
veys were neither scientifically nor statistically valid. The
library board placed those requirements on any study to be
conducted by a consultant.

The Executive Summary of the Customer Survey and
Nonuser Survey revealed these key findings: 

1. In this case the library board prepared a Request for
Proposal and selected Dubberly Garcia Associates, Inc.
Dubberly Garcia retained the services of Dr. George D’Elia
for the technical, statistical work. This consultation
resulted in an excellent study that both helps assess the
quality of Lincoln City Libraries’ services and will serve as
a tool to give direction to future library planning and
development. A substantial majority of adults in the com-
munity use Lincoln City Libraries.
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2. A substantial majority (83.6 percent) of the respondents to
the telephone survey indicated that Lincoln City Libraries
are “very” or “extremely important” to the quality of life
in Lincoln.

3. Customers are very satisfied with Lincoln City Libraries.
4. The service characteristics that have the greatest impact on

customer satisfaction are those dealing with the availabil-
ity of materials and access.

5. The majority of survey respondents had access to the
Internet at home.

6. Nonusers fall into one of three categories: lifestyle
nonusers, access nonusers, or service issues nonusers.

7. It is unlikely that most nonusers will become library users. 

This information has been shared with the community and
elected officials.

Overall our experience with consultants has been positive.
The consultants we have worked with have been professional,
perceptive, and competent and have provided the library with
very useful products. In every case they have brought elements
of expertise to us that simply did not exist at our library.

How Consultants Helped Us Plan

Deborah Duke
Collection Management Administrator, 

Fort Worth Public Library; dduke@fortworthlibrary.org

Even though PLA’s The New Planning for Results: A
Streamlined Edition by Sandra Nelson (ALA Editions 2001) is
designed so libraries can conduct the planning process them-
selves, we knew from the beginning that we needed assistance
in Fort Worth as we developed and implemented our first-ever
long-range plan. Some staff and city council members believed
we should have been able to do it ourselves, but the need for
credibility, objectivity, expertise, and time argued for bringing
in outside help. Most of the administrative team had been with
Fort Worth less than than three years. We had almost 150 years
of library experience among us, but we also had 100 years of
Fort Worth Public Library (FWPL) culture and strong organi-
zational attachments to “traditional” library services to over-
come. This process was going to be about the community’s
expectations for library services and staff’s role in meeting
them, not about what the staff valued. It would be difficult, as
one staff member said, “to put our expertise in escrow” while
the community decided the library’s service priorities. We all
had experience developing objectives, measuring results, man-
aging projects, and analyzing services and staff. We needed to
learn new techniques to help us make the major organizational
changes to come. City council support for the final product
depended on significant community input, but none of us had
the expertise to develop, conduct, tabulate, and analyze com-
munity surveys. Library administrators, managers, and staff
were already stretched thin, and new citywide initiatives were
generating more than the usual amount of extra work. Had the
entire project been in our hands, none of us could have given it
the time it deserved and kept up with our “regular” jobs. We
did not want something this important to turn into just another
of many projects we were trying to juggle. 

The Fort Worth Public Library Foundation, the Friends of
the Fort Worth Public Library, and the city agreed to fund our

project. We created a Request for Proposal (RFP) whose scope
of work mirrored the New Planning for Results (NPFR)process
and included a staff capacity-building component. Four con-
sulting teams responded. We invited two to make presentations,
complete with a focus group facilitation exercise, to the
Steering Committee. The team we selected (Dubberly
Associates Inc., which is now Dubberly Garcia Associates)
impressed us with its ability to meet all our requirements: a
thorough understanding of the NPFR process, a commitment
to its philosophy of customer-focused library services, knowl-
edge of public library trends, skill in conducting surveys, facil-
itating focus group sessions, evaluating results, and helping our
Community Planning Group draw conclusions from them, and
expertise in library staffing, services, facilities, and technology.
We were especially pleased that staff would have an opportu-
nity to work with experts in the profession. Importantly, the
consultants did not come with an agenda. They came to help
our customers articulate what they expected from library serv-
ices and to help us figure out how to meet those expectations. 

The consulting team developed, planned, and conducted
user and nonuser surveys, focus groups, community meetings,
and staff training sessions. They developed survey instruments
and other handouts, summarized and analyzed results, gathered
and analyzed demographic and service data, evaluated our
facilities, collection development practices, staffing, services,
and technology in terms of what would be needed to meet our
new service priorities, and wrote a final report that included
recommendations of common practices to help us meet those
new priorities. 

Capacity building was a key component of our planning
process. We wanted to develop skills that would let us imple-
ment our new plan as well as handle future planning and rou-
tine management processes better. The consultants trained
administrators, managers, and staff to develop and prioritize
measurable, meaningful goals and objectives. They helped us
identify existing and new library activities that could meet
these objectives, and showed us how to evaluate their relative
effectiveness and costs. They helped us identify activities that
did not support any of our new objectives, and they helped us
identify some sacred cows valued by librarians but not our cus-
tomers. This was critical as we took stock of the resources
available to us, analyzed what we needed so we could accom-
plish our new objectives, and decided what to cut so we could
afford to move in new directions. They taught us the skills to
manage projects effectively and see them through to comple-
tion. They taught us how to measure and analyze staff work-
load, gather and evaluate community demographic
information, conduct gap analyses between service needs and
available resources and staff skills, and how to evaluate our
progress.

The user and nonuser surveys returned unexpected—and, in
some cases, undesired—results about people’s expectations for
library services; the focus groups and community meetings sup-
ported the survey results. We might not have liked it, but our
consultants’ experience and credibility made it hard to argue
with what the numbers and focus groups were telling us. Our
Community Group selected Current Topics and Titles, Lifelong
Learning, and Information Literacy as the library’s service pri-
orities. This meant we would have to divert funds from refer-
ence, serials, and little-used books to more popular materials
and formats. We would have to merchandise the collections,
make our facilities more customer-friendly, change our pro-
gramming, upgrade our aging technology, and teach staff new
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service skills. Administrators, managers, and staff would all
have to set aside some personal library philosophies and favorite
activities, embrace new values, and do new things. We would
have to shift our limited resources away from underused services
toward those the community would use. It is especially helpful
to have outside experts looking critically and objectively at what

you are doing. While they never want to hurt anyone’s feelings,
good consultants will have no qualms about pointing out activ-
ities and services that waste staff, time, and money. 

The down side of working with consultants was that staff
did not always appreciate what the consultants had to say.
Because the consultants were doing so much of the work, staff
often felt removed from the process, and project ownership
sometimes suffered. Some continue to question whether the
consultants’ services were worth the cost, but we believe they
were. While we may have been able to complete our long-range
plan on our own, both the process and the product would have
been very different, and neither would have been as good. Our
consultants pushed us in directions we would not have gone on
our own. They kept us on task, on track, and on schedule.
Their imminent arrival every few weeks kept us pushing for-
ward. Having helped many other libraries through the process,
they had an endless supply of success stories and anecdotal tales
when we needed examples or encouragement. They became our
confidants, our psychoanalysts, our cheerleaders, our task mas-
ters, our teachers, our sounding boards, and our friends. 

On our own, we might never have learned that most of our
customers come to the library to check out something for
enjoyment. We probably would never have embraced the com-
munity’s service priorities or made the drastic changes needed
to support them. We would not have been able to give our man-
agers and staff so many new decision-making tools. Simply put,
on our own we may never have turned our long-range service
plan into a current reality.

Are Consultants the Right Choice
for Your Library Board?

John Keister
President, John Keister and Associates, and former trustee at

Ela Area Public Library, Lake Zurich, Ill., and Cook Memorial
Library, Libertyville, Ill., Vernon Hills, Ill.; jk@johnkeister.com

Gone are the days when a library board could meet once a
month and simply talk about books and programs. Today’s

library board trustees are faced with a myriad of issues ranging
from ever-changing government regulations to employee law-
suits. Trustees have to deal with an opinionated public, hot but-
ton issues such as the Patriot Act, other units of local
government, changing trends in library use, working with a
new library director, and the most challenging issue of all:
maintaining top quality library service demanded by the public
while being faced with ever-diminishing resources. It is no won-
der that it has become much more difficult to attract well-
meaning and well-qualified citizens who volunteer their time
and energy to serve on public library boards.

How are library board trustees to cope with all these chal-
lenges and issues? Who on the board has the expertise? Who
has the time? The answer is almost always “no one.” During
my many years as an elected library trustee and library board
president, I came to appreciate the vital and valuable role of
outside consultants. Here are a few reasons why:

� Expertise—Consultants have the knowledge, skills, and
experience needed to solve specialized problems.

� Objectivity—Some situations are best addressed by some-
one from outside the library. A respected consultant has no
apparent bias and can be trusted to provide independent
advice.

� Cost-Effectiveness—It is often more cost-efficient to hire a
consultant for a short-term specific need. For example,
most libraries have an infrequent need for an annual audit
or a new director.

� Fresh Viewpoint—Sometimes boards get stuck with the
same old approaches to solving problems. Consultants are
outside of the library and offer fresh perceptions and new
ways to solve old problems.

So who are these consultants and how do you select them?
There are consultants for just about every kind of situation—
legal, financial, referendums, strategic planning, technical serv-
ices, insurance, executive search— you name it. Some
consultants are with well-known large firms that have an
impressive list of previous projects, glossy advertising, and
work with multiple customers at the same time. Other consult-
ants are less well known but may be a better fit for your library
community and will give your project personal attention. The
most effective consultants my library boards used were gener-
ally small firms (perhaps one or two people) with a deep-seated
knowledge and love of libraries. These small firms offered a
thoughtful, intelligent approach to addressing library issues.
Just be certain when selecting a consultant that you pick some-
one who shares your board’s passion for the library and has a
personal style compatible with your own. Here is what I sug-
gest you look for in a consultant:

� Qualifications—Are the consultants experienced in their
field? Do they have the respect of peers? What other proj-
ects have they completed? (Consider projects with all types
of clients, not just public libraries.)

� Style—Is this a person that your board can work with?
Does his or her personality fit? Is there good “chemistry”
with the board?

� Questions—Effective consultants will ask lots of questions
up front. Be wary of consultants who propose a solution
without knowing the details of the problem.

� Resources—Be certain that the consultant has the time and
resources for the project. You do not want unpleasant sur-

Our consultants pushed us in directions

we would not have gone on our own.

. . . They became our confidants, our

psychoanalysts, our cheerleaders, our

task masters, our teachers, our

sounding boards, and our friends.
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prises. What priority will the consultant place on your
project?

� Cost—Of all the criteria, I have found cost to be the least
important. The adage “you get what you pay for” is true.
Hire a consultant who will get the job done on time and
exceed your expectations—not necessarily the one with the
lowest price.

I’d like to share one example of how a consultant was used
with remarkable success. Several years ago, my library board was
developing a campaign strategy to seek voter approval to build a
new state-of-the-art library. As publicly elected trustees, we were
confident that we had the “pulse” of the community. Selling
points for the referendum were assumed to be more books and
materials, more meeting rooms and study space, and expanded
library programming. We were so confident that we almost
rejected undertaking a community survey. Would it be worth the
consultant’s fee? Wouldn’t the consultant’s report just confirm
our assumptions? David R. Smith was hired as a consultant, and
the community survey went forward. When the consultant pre-
sented the results, we were astonished to learn that the number
one issue that the community wanted was more parking—some-
thing we had not seriously considered. Armed with this informa-
tion, we developed and implemented a successful referendum
campaign. Was the consultant worth his fee? You bet. Today the
community is enjoying the successful results of that referen-
dum—a new state-of-the art library—with more parking.

Are consultants the right choice for your library board? As
the challenges confronting boards continue to grow in size and

complexity, consultants will increasingly play a vital role. By
providing up-to-date expert advice and services, consultants
will allow trustees to focus on what they do best—providing
dynamic library service to their communities. 

Conclusion

A consultant comes with an informed viewpoint. He or she has
had experience with projects like yours. He knows what other
libraries have done and are doing in similar situations. A skilful
consultant should not give you the answers. Instead he will help
you frame the questions, develop your own responses, and com-
municate the results of your decisions to your constituents. The
choice and use of consultants can help you, your board, and
your staff achieve the best in library services and facilities.  �

The purpose of this column is to offer varied per-
spectives on subjects of interest to the public library
profession. All correspondence should be directed to
the contributing editors. Hampton (Skip) Auld
is Assistant Director, Chesterfield
County Public Library, 9501 Lori

Rd., Chesterfield, VA 23832-0297, (804) 748-1767;
auldh@chesterfield.gov. Nann Blaine Hilyard is
Director, Zion-Benton Public Library, 2400 Gabriel
Ave., Zion, IL 60099; nbhilyard@zblibrary.org.

Internet use survey, the distributors of the questionnaire might
have inadvertently oversampled users in the Internet station areas.

Surveys that we conducted in Texas and Nebraska
employed a strict systematic random sampling of users exiting
the library. This procedure ensured an unbiased sample in
which all users were equally likely to be included. The results
of these surveys indicated that, in Texas, 30.0 percent of the
library users had accessed the Internet but only 12.8 percent
reported that they had no other source of access, and in
Nebraska 24.7 percent of the library users had accessed the
Internet but only 15.7 percent had no access at home. These
estimates are more likely closer to reality. The role of the pub-
lic library in bridging the digital divide is far too important to
be discredited by inaccurate estimates such as those reported by
the Colorado Library Research Service.—George D’Elia,
Professor and Director, Center for Applied Research in Library
and Information Science, School of Informatics, State
University of New York at Buffalo �

For a response to this letter and a revised edition of the
original Colorado “digital divide” project report, visit LRS.org. 

Corrections

Ron E. Scrogham’s letter, “More on ‘The Fragile Future,’”
which appeared in the March/April 2004 Readers Respond col-
umn inadvertently contained an inserted phrase that may have
led to some ambiguity. In describing David Davies’ position in
his Public Libraries As Culture and Social Centers, the phrase
“like a bookstore” appeared. This may give the impression that
Davies advocated that libraries become like bookstores, which
Scrogham does not believe to be the case. The editors of Public
Libraries apologize for this error.

The article “Library Service Planning with GIS and Census
Data” by Denice Adkins and Denyse K. Sturges in the
May/June 2004 issue of Public Libraries erroneously stated
that the Public Library Geographic Database (PLGDB) was
developed at the University of South Florida (p. 169). It was
actually developed at Florida State University. Contact Christie
Koontz ckoontz@admin.fsu.edu, or visit www.geolib.org for
more information about the GeoLib program.

continued from page 252

READERS RESPOND

GOT AN IDEA FOR A PROGRAM AT THE 2006 PLA NATIONAL CONFERENCE?

The 2006 PLA National Conference will be held March 21–25, 2006, in Boston. PLA is looking for exciting program ideas for
that event. If you have an idea for a program, visit PLA’s Web site at www.pla.org to fill out the National Conference Program
Proposal Form. Instructions and more information are available at the site. 
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Kids Should Feel
Free to Dance

An Interview with 
Julie Anne Peters

Catherine Ritchie

Julie Anne Peters began writing for young audiences in the
late 1980s, with titles such as The Stinky Sneakers Contest,

B. J.’s Billion-Dollar Bet, Love Me, Love My Broccoli, and sev-
eral volumes in her Snob Squad series, all published by Little,
Brown. In 2000 came Define “Normal,” cited as an ALA Best
Book for Young Adults. Her most recent Little, Brown novels
are Keeping You a Secret (2003), a love story involving two les-
bian teenagers, and the groundbreaking Luna (2004), about a
transgendered teenage boy. Peters lives in Lakewood,
Colorado, with her long-time partner and, as she puts it, “a
skulk of foxes in the neighborhood.” Catherine Ritchie inter-
viewed Peters via e-mail in April 2004.

Public Libraries: Have you been a creative writer most of your
life? If not, what in particular inspired you to begin?

Julie Anne Peters: I wrote my first word of fiction when I was
thirty-seven-years old. The older I get, the more it [writing] is
most of my life. But no, I wasn’t a writer and never aspired to
be one.

The compulsion to pick up a pen was precipitated, I’m con-
vinced, by a psychotic episode. I began to hear voices. The
loudest and most insistent was a thirteen-year-old girl named
Kacie Shannon. I didn’t know anyone named Kacie Shannon;
she was utterly unfamiliar to me. (Later, I would figure out she
was my writer’s voice screaming to be let out, but at the time I
assumed I was going insane.) Other than shock therapy, the
only way I could think to silence the voice was to write it out.
Acknowledging Kacie’s story, and its need to be told, began my
journey to becoming a writer.

PL: You display a wonderful knack for realistic dialogue in
your novels. How does an aspiring writer cultivate such a skill?

JAP: Scary as it seems, I actually speak the way my characters do.
While I’m working on a novel, monologues and dialogues are
continuously playing out in my head. It’s annoying; it’s deafening.
All night long, I’m scratching out snatches of conversations on a
notepad I keep at my nightstand. It drives my partner crazy. I

always advise aspiring authors who want to write contemporary,
realistic fiction for teens to hone their observation and listening
skills. Writing is all about listening to your voice and the voices of
those around you. More important than trying to be hip and cool,
or staying current with slang, is deepening character or advancing
plot with dialogue. It’s a skill a writer develops over time.

PL: What sort of “young adult” literature did you read yourself
as you were growing up?

JAP: I wasn’t a reader as a child. I hated to read. I’d be labeled
today as your classic reluctant reader. Two reasons for my aver-
sion: SRA (a structured assessment teaching tool that killed my
motivation), and never finding a book that reflected my life,
never making that personal connection with literature. The
absence of books created a gaping hole in my childhood—
almost a deprived developmental stage—where knowledge of
my world and myself is lacking. I still feel cheated and robbed.
I don’t want that to happen to another child. I feel an obliga-
tion to write the kinds of books I wish I’d had to read.

It was serendipity, really, that I ever found my way to liter-
ature. I was in seventh grade and every week my English teacher
(who was obviously sadistic) forced us to check out one book
from the library. My library time was devoted to writing notes
to my girlfriends. One day, the period ended and we weren’t
allowed to escape without showing the teacher our book, so I
grabbed the nearest thing to my hand. It was Beany Malone by
Lenora Mattingly Weber. I can’t imagine why I’d open the cover
and read it, but I did. I read that book over and over. I loved it.
I became Beany. When I discovered there was actually a series of
Beany Malone books, my life took on new meaning.

Reading isn’t something we should leave to chance.

PL: Which authors (of any genre) do you particularly admire?

JAP: I admire any writer who can sustain a career because I
know how hard it is.

Barbara Park is the funniest writer alive. I love books that
make kids giggle. Cynthia Rylant is a master and a joy to read.
Dr. Seuss, of course. Harry Allard. James Marshall.

M. E. Kerr’s Dinky Hocker Shoots Smack was my intro-
duction to YA lit. Her body of work distinguishes the canon.
Since I’m writing for young adults these days, most of my read-
ing is of that ilk. Every season, I’m amazed by the books that
inform, redefine, and reinvent the genre. Books such as Adam
Rapp’s 33 Snowfish; M. T. Anderson’s Feed; David Levithan’s
The Realm of Possibility; Virginia Euwer Wolff’s True Believer.
I love everything A. M. Jenkins writes. I adore Sarah Dessen.
Richard Peck is my hero. Carl Deuker. Rich Wallace. Walter
Dean Myers. I have all Graham McNamee’s present and future
work on reserve at the library. I keep notebooks and lists of my
favorite books and authors. When young people plead with me
to write a sequel, I can placate them with recommendations.

PL: In what way did your time as an elementary school teacher
help you find your voice as an author for children and young
adults?
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Book Talk provides authors’ perspectives on libraries, 

books, technology, and information.
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JAP: Except for failing as a
teacher—which forcibly
led to exploring future
career options—I don’t see
a bridge between writing
and teaching. Not the way
I taught. I was a miserable
teacher. My students are all
writing memoirs about
being survivors of Ms.
Peters’ fifth-grade class.

PL: Which comes first
when you’re formulating a
novel: the plot or the char-
acters?

JAP: Every book comes at
me in a different way. The
germ of a story could be a
distinct, fully formed char-
acter such as Luna. It
might be a title: Revenge of
the Snob Squad. (Never
write a book when all you
have is the title.) A novel
can grow out of a deep
emotional outcry for
young people who are born
into harsh circumstance
and overwhelming respon-
sibility (the impetus for
Define “Normal”). My
own life-altering experi-
ences are beginning to play
out in my work: falling in love with a girl, accepting the truth
of who I am, coming out to myself and my family. Resonant
voices impossible to quiet.

PL: Your early novels, with largely middle-school-age charac-
ters, offer readers highly entertaining universal messages, but in
Keeping You a Secret and Luna, your protagonists are some-
what older and dealing with weighty issues of sexual orienta-
tion and identity. What accounts for the shift in tone and
subject matter we’re now seeing from you?

JAP: Young adult literature has always been my first love, but
in 1989 when I began writing and submitting work for publi-
cation, YA lit was a small niche market. It was very difficult to
break in, and risky for publishers. Fortunately, I didn’t limit
myself to older characters and themes. My first book, The
Stinky Sneakers Contest, was an early chapter book for six- to
nine-year-olds. It was acquired by Megan Tingley, who at the
time was an associate editor with Little, Brown.

Megan is now vice president, associate publisher, and edi-
tor-in-chief. I tell her I’ve brought her a long way. Megan fell in
love with the manuscript for Define “Normal,” which I believe
was the first YA book she acquired and edited. Due in part to
the book’s success, Megan encouraged me to write more sub-
stantial material for older readers. She’s the one who suggested
I try a young adult lesbian love story. I said, “Are you crazy?
Are you insane? Would you publish that?” She said,
“Absolutely.” She was insane. Or astute and progressive. The

timing was right for both
me and the kind of litera-
ture Megan knew I should
be writing. She knew it
before I did.

PL: What trends and
themes in current young
adult literature do you
either particularly admire
or else take issue with?

JAP: In all its beauty and
ugliness, love and lust, grace
and greed, violence, kind-
ness, brutality, generosity,
spirituality, sex, drugs, and
rock and roll, young adult
literature must be a reflec-
tion of real life. I celebrate
honesty and truth and the
courage to tackle tough sub-
jects. The only thing that
bores me in YA lit is silly,
excessive, graphic straight
sex. But that’s just me. I take
issue with writers including
gay characters to sell or sen-
sationalize their stories.

PL: What, in particular,
inspired you to write Luna?
And what sort of research
did you undertake for it?

JAP: Luna came to me in the middle of the night as a “visita-
tion.” This was February 2001, and I’d just completed two
novels back to back. I was exhausted. Luna, a tall blonde girl,
would wake me up and say, “Write about me.” I fended her off
for weeks. Night after night she’d appear, this constant, com-
manding, “Write about me. Write about me.”

Finally, I got so exasperated with her interrupting my sleep,
I sniped, “What? Write what? Who are you?”

She said, “I’m Luna.”
I said, “Luna. Great. So, what is your story?”
She made a gesture—ran a hand down the back of her head

and rested her arm across her breasts. She said, “I’m a trans-
sexual.”

I thought, Whoa. Do I even know any transsexuals? I cer-
tainly didn’t identify as transsexual or transgender. Why would
she choose me?

Luna never left my consciousness. She wouldn’t let me go.
I figured, the least I can do is Google “transsexuals” and see
what it’s about. It was about six pages of porn sites. Eventually,
I stumbled onto an electronic discussion list where two peo-
ple—male to female transsexuals—were talking about when
they’d first known they were women. One of them said she’d
known since she was five, that she was trying on her mother’s
clothes in kindergarten. The other had known at three.

Five and three? I had no idea transsexualism manifested so
early in life. I was intrigued.

I read as much as I could find on the subject. Psychology and
sociology studies, case studies. There was a dearth of mainstream
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fiction: [only] Chris Bohjalian’s Trans-sister Radio, and Christine
Jorgensen’s autobiography. [Feature Editor’s note: See the
September/October 2003 issue of Public Libraries for a Book
Talk interview with Chris Bohjalian.] Nothing for young adults
with a transgender protagonist that I could find.

The more I researched, the more convinced I was that I’d
never get close enough to the subject to write from Luna’s point
of view. I called the Gender Identity Center of Colorado (which
was, coincidentally, five minutes from my house) and asked if
they could hook me up with a transgender person to interview
in-depth. The director said, “Why don’t you come to one of our
support groups and ask yourself?”

The extent of my ignorance was profound. I expected to
walk into a roomful of RuPauls. It was nothing like that. The
people in the group were regular, ordinary—extraordinary—
men and women, boys and girls, in various stages of transition.
I explained that I was working on this young adult novel and
asked if any of them would be willing to sit down and share his
or her childhood experiences with me, growing up transgender.
Were they willing? They were desperate for people to know
them. I was inundated with volunteers who wanted to partici-
pate in the research. I owe them all eternal gratitude for the
novel’s authenticity and heart.

PL: Who would you say is your target audience for Luna?

JAP: Young adults, certainly. And they’re growing younger
every year. The current age range is eleven and up. Adults as
well, I would hope, who want to be educated about transsexu-
alism and entertained by story. I think there’s a huge, untapped
market among adult readers for young adult literature.

I hope my audience is the world.

PL: Do you envision yourself writing mainly for adults some-
day?

JAP: No. Young adult literature is a specialized and beautiful
art form. I see myself working to consistently improve my skills
as a YA novelist and to make a significant contribution to the
canon.

PL: More and more YA novels are featuring sexual orientation
as a major theme. Is there any danger that homosexuality could
become overused, thus lessening its potential impact on readers?

JAP: I think we can never have too many books with authentic
gay characters and themes. Our community has been neglected
in mainstream literature for a very long time. Again, I don’t like
to see gay characters exploited, stereotyped, or included as req-
uisite diversity figures. Sexual orientation and gender variance
should have purpose and power in literature that validates
young people.

PL: You’re often asked to speak to student groups, aspiring
young writers, and to gay and lesbian audiences of various
ages. What have you learned personally via their comments and
questions?
JAP: Young people teach me honor and humility. They give me
new eyes on the world. They give my work a higher calling.

I’ve learned how life-saving literature is; how treasured
books are in young people’s lives; how identification with char-

acters in books provides comfort, relief, safety, and security. I’d
forgotten that. I’ve learned how young lesbian, bisexual, and
gay audiences yearn for books starring them. It’s not always
evident in their attitudes, but in their writing, a recurring theme
is how much young people revere the trusted adults in their
lives—their parents, grandparents, siblings, teachers, youth
leaders. They need adults, and they seek heroic role models.

When teens share their coming-out experiences, I’ve
learned how much the world has changed, and how little.
Gay/Straight Alliances, beginning in middle schools where atti-
tudes of openness and acceptance create positive school cli-
mates, and GLBTQ youth groups, where kids can gather for
support to discuss their feelings of displacement and isolation,
are essential to emotional and spiritual health. I’ve seen a young
girl’s eyes light up when she talked about the gay prom and the
first time in her life she ever danced. I think kids should feel free
to dance.

PL: Your personal Web page (julieannepeters.com) is attractive
and wonderfully informative. It even includes a blog and letters
from readers. How does your obvious interest in “high tech”
impact your writing?

JAP: My editor told me once she could tell from my meticulous
plotting that I had a technical background. Left-brain orienta-
tion serves a writer well. I hate computers, but I can’t seem to
get away from them. They keep sending me pop-up messages
like “Don’t waste all those years you spent earning a master’s
degree. You have the knowledge, idiot. Use it.” I recognized
early on in my writing career that a Web presence could be an
asset to a person who’s trying to connect with the world.
Google’s relevance-ranking algorithms are a researcher’s dream.

PL: What will we be seeing from you in the near future?

JAP: More YA lit with lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer, and questioning themes. Once I opened that artery, the
blood began to gush. I have a book coming out next spring fea-
turing a butch character (a gay girl on the masculine side of the
gender scale). Butch lesbians are underrepresented in main-
stream literature. In spring 2006, I have a younger YA novel
coming out about a boy with lesbian moms who is put in the
position of having to choose between them. In this book, I want
to explore the legal ramifications of same-sex parenting from
the child’s point of view, as well as the attachments boys form
to their mothers.  � 

Catherine Ritchie is the Theatre Librarian in the Fine Arts Division
of the Dallas (Texas) Public Library; critchie@dallaslibrary.org. She
interviewed Julie Anne Peters via e-mail in April 2004.

If you have any suggestions of authors you would like to see
featured in “Book Talk,” or if you are interested in volunteering to
be an author-interviewer, contact the contributing editors: Kathleen
Hughes is Managing Editor of Public Libraries, and Brendan
Dowling is the Editorial Assistant. Both can be reached at the Public
Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611;
khughes@ala.org; bdowling@ala.org.
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Online Social
Networking Tools

Steven M. Cohen

It has always been my belief that libraries are about commu-
nities, not only in the sense of the geographic area of the

building, but in the way that libraries share knowledge with
others. Libraries and the people who work in them are there to
share the vast amounts of information that the library houses,
and it is this that purpose makes our nation’s public libraries so
different than any other bureaucracy in existence today. We
share. Whether this allocation of resources comes from provid-
ing interlibrary loan services or by providing fee-based
resources via consortia-based communities, we share. Sure, not
everything is able to leave the building (i.e., rare materials, spe-
cial collections), but we do share the majority of our resources.
And sharing is good for our profession.

When discussing online resources, there are many ways to
share with others. We can have extensive links pages on our
library Web page, employ and actively participate in electronic
mailing lists where annotated links are distributed among the
members of the group, create and contribute to a weblog, or
casually send URLs to fellow staff members, colleagues, or even
patrons. [Feature Editor’s note: See the Tech Talk column in
this issue for more on how to do this.] 

In 1999, when I was a reference librarian at Commack
(N.Y.) Public Library, I started a monthly newsletter called the
CPL Internet Gazette (http://commack.suffolk.lib.ny.us/
gazette_main.html), which was filled with articles on various
Web resources. It was (and still is) available in print and online.
I wanted to reach out to my patrons (and fellow librarians) and
share any viable tools that I had come across in the course of
each month. The Internet Gazette is still (I am told) a popular
item at the library. 

But rather than creating Web pages or webliographies or
online newsletters of our favorite URLs, most of us simply
bookmark interesting sites that we come across. Sure, there are
librarians out there who have diligently selected, organized,
and actually use these online resources, but I would guess that
most do not. I will be the first to admit to the mess in the
“favorites” folder in my browser. I don’t even have sites divided
into folders; they aren’t organized in any way. When I find a site
that seems useful, I bookmark it, never to be used again. It’s a
shame, really, because I know that I am not the only one with
a cluttered favorites folder. In fact, there should be a support
group for librarians like us. 

So, we have librarians working in a community-based
profession, who enjoy sharing our resources with others

(whether they be other library professionals or patrons), who
have large numbers of links either cluttering up their browser
on their computer, on a library Web page that many users
never utilize, or never even saved. What we need is a tool that
will allow us to share our resources, is as easy to use as start-
ing a weblog (so nontechnical librarians can contribute), and
one that is easily accessible.

Since the advent of the popular Web in the mid- to late-
1990s, online bookmark managers began to start up. The one
thing that they lacked was the ability to both share resources
and allow anyone to contribute to a community-based,
nonedited, grassroots exchange. In late 2003 and early 2004,
online social networking tools such as Orkut (www.orkut.com)
became popular. The theory here is to bring together people
with the same passions, hobbies, and expertise to network and
possibly work together in a beneficial environment. 

At about the same time, social bookmarking tools began.
In essence, users can collect their favorite (or most useful)
resources in an online, open environment, which others are free
to read and utilize. The outcome is a combination of the afore-
mentioned issues working in tandem: the sharing of resources
and the easy distribution of those resources. While many are
just starting to become noticed, there are a few tools that have
begun to rise above the rest.

Delicious (http://del.icio.us) is a powerful, no-frills site
that allows anyone to place their favorite links onto their own
page within the Delicious domain. After a simple sign-up pro-
cedure, the user can easily start adding Web sites to their
account. Once a site is chosen to bookmark, the URL, descrip-
tion, “extended,” and “tags” information can be provided. At
this time, both the “extended” and “tags” sections are
optional. The “extended” section of the bookmark allows the
user to annotate the sites. This comes in handy because
Delicious also offers a search feature which allows users to
search their own bookmarks. We all annotate our resources
differently, and we all search differently, some using certain
keywords over others. The nice thing about the search feature
on Delicious is that it enables us to search for keywords or
phrases that we created ourselves. 

But what makes Delicious worth using as a community-
based tool is the “tags” section. For each bookmark, users can
assign tags. For example, if a site that I am bookmarking is
about the Patriot Act, then I would use Patriot_Act as a tag (at
this time, spacing is an issue in the software, so users have to
place an underscore between words). Once that tag is placed, a
separate URL will be created for any new bookmarks that are
given that tag, no matter who bookmarked it. This is where the
community and sharing features come in. Any Web site posted
on Delicious that has the same tag in it will be placed on that
particular URL. For example, the right-hand side of the front
page of Delicious shows the most popular tags being used. Take
a look at those tags to see the vast number of links posted. In
addition, more than one tag can be assigned to a bookmark, to
allow a more free-flowing use of the sites, if they fall into more
than one category. I have been using Delicious since January
2004 and have placed more than 200 annotated bookmarks on

Internet Spotlight explores Internet and Web topics 

relevant to librarians in the public library sector. 

Your input is welcome. 
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my page (http://del.icio.us/LibraryStuff/). Delicious also auto-
matically provides a daily archive of all the posts. In addition,
one can keep up with the posts from a single user or category
via RSS feed. [For more on RSS, see the explanation on the
Librarians Index to the Internet (http://lii.org/search/
file/liirss).]

While Delicious is still in pre-alpha phase and the interface
is quite simple, one can easily see how it can become a power-
ful tool in both the sharing and receiving of content, be it in the

form of articles, new “invisible web” databases, or other sites
of interest. Librarians can use this service to share sites not only
within their buildings, but across the entire world, with the
click of a button. Think of Delicious as an easy version of a
weblog, without all of the “bells and whistles.”

Furl (www.furl.net) is another free online bookmarking
tool that allows the user to easily post and annotate Web sites.
It has more advanced options than Delicious, but the basic ele-
ments are the same. Each post can be placed into categories via
the posting options, and these are displayed within the Furl
URL that is created. For example, to view my Furl page, go to
www.furl.net/members/ezraej. (I prefer to use Delicious more
often than Furl because there is a larger user base, so my Furl
page does not have many bookmarks). 

The posts can be shared with other users via four methods:
RSS Feed, a daily e-mail of the new entries, or by displaying
your bookmarks on a Web site. (Delicious users can also dis-
play content on a Web site, but it is a bit more difficult than
Furl, which will provide a javascript to paste into the code.)
One tool that Furl has incorporated into its site is a toolbar that
can be downloaded onto a browser that will only search the
sites that have been bookmarked by that particular user. In
essence, by providing your own keywords and phrases within
the annotation tool, you are able to search the full text of your
own database of Web sites. In addition, there is an advanced
search feature that is available from each person’s Furl page.
There is also a section for the most popular “Furled” pages,
with color schemes that show which sites are more popular
than others and which ones are becoming less popular.

Just like weblogs, which I have preached the virtues of in
this column on occasion, I think that the social bookmarking
tools referenced here (as well as a few others that have started
to make waves such as Simpy [www.simpy.com] and Spurl
[www.spurl.net]) have the ability to bring together librarians
who share similar interests. For example, children’s librarians
from around the world can share book resources, reading club
techniques, possible nominations for awards, and other Web
sites of interest. Reference librarians can share resources of
interest in particular subject disciplines. Directors of public
libraries can share links to mission statement ideas or other

administrative resources. The possibilities are endless. And the
fact that these links can be posted to online social networking
tools like Delicious or Furl with a few clicks and annotations
makes it even more fascinating.  �
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Connecting
Customers with

Collections 
Using E-mail

A. Paula Wilson

Communicating with library customers through e-mail has
become more commonplace now that e-mail is so generally

accepted and widely used by people of all ages. E-mail contin-
ues to remain the most popular online activity of Internet users.
Not surprisingly, findings show that more than nine out of ten
online Americans have sent or read e-mail, and about 102 mil-
lion Americans were e-mail users in December 2002, up 31 per-
cent from 78 million in March 2000.1 We don’t really need to
see the statistics to know that a majority of the nation’s popu-
lation is now online. 

How Do We Use E-mail to 
Communicate with Our Patrons?

Many patrons visit our libraries to check their e-mail
accounts, and we may also communicate with them remotely.
But outside of the library’s e-mail reference service, a vast
majority of e-mail users probably have not used e-mail to
correspond with library staff. Libraries use e-mail to deliver
a variety of content and services. These e-mails can be sent by
a librarian or can be generated by the library catalog or
licensed subscription databases in the form of confirmation
and transactional messages. Notifications are automatically
generated by many library systems to tell patrons that their
materials are available or overdue, or to deliver saved
searches or new book alerts. 

Patrons can also receive full-text articles or chapters
from books in their e-mail. Librarians can communicate with
customers via e-mail to deliver reference services, and online
newsletters are also delivered through e-mail. Additionally,
many librarians maintain contact lists of patrons who may be
interested in certain information, or who may be members of
a book discussion group. E-mail is a communication tool
that can also be used to promote library services and collec-
tions. Librarians can accomplish this very subtly by inserting
hypertext links and e-mail signatures into the text of their e-
mail messages. 

How can librarians promote services and collections using
e-mail, but not be perceived as spamming or sending tasteless
advertisements to sit among all of the others in their in-boxes? 

Properly Formatted E-mail 

E-mail etiquette was a topic of many introductory classes that
we, as librarians, gave to our patrons back in the 1990s. But as
e-mail functionality increases, the rules became more difficult
to follow, and many of us—myself included—began breaking
them, unknowingly. Let’s revisit some of the most basic guide-
lines for properly formatted e-mails.

The Envelope

In e-mail the wrapper is just as important as the contents. The
‘from’ field should include a real person’s name, and not a
generic title like “librarian.” If sending out your e-mail to more
than one patron, use the blind carbon copy (bcc) field in order
to protect the privacy of the recipients (unless you specifically
want the recipient to know that you’ve copied the message to
someone else). The ‘subject’ field should not include meaning-
less or vague phrases such as “response needed” or “very
important.” (Messages with these headings are likely to be
trapped by spam filters.) Include a very unique line that suc-
cinctly describes your message without using all caps or excla-
mation points.

The Body

When crafting e-mails, remember that shorter is better. Chose
your words carefully so that each sentence is critical to your
message. In other words, drop the fluff. Many of us get creative
with font size and colors, wallpaper and backgrounds. Unless
you are creating a promotional piece—such as an online
newsletter or brochure—keep your message readable by stick-
ing with a 10- to 12-size font in black ink on a white back-
ground. Remember, too, that the e-mail may look entirely
different on somebody else’s monitor if they do not have the
same fonts, or if the size of their monitor is smaller or larger.
Use hard returns to chunk your text by creating paragraphs;
but allow the software to wrap the text to the next line. 

Embedded Links

Embedding links in your e-mail messages saves the reader the time
and effort of retyping or cutting and pasting URLs to visit a rec-
ommended Web site. Inserting links into e-mail is very simple. In
Microsoft Outlook, for example, you must begin your e-mail mes-
sages by making sure the format is HTML (from the menu select
Format, HTML—as opposed to plain text). To insert a link, sim-
ply highlight text in the e-mail, select Insert from the menu and
choose Hyperlink. The next screen will prompt you for hyperlink

Tech Talk explores issues that public librarians face when

they offer electronic services and content. It aims to 

create a bridge between the practical and theoretical 

issues related to technology. 
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information including the Web address. Provide a hypertext link
to each resource only once. Providing multiple links to the same
destination may confuse readers. Links can also be created to
licensed data such as full-text articles if the vendor allows.

E-mail Signatures

E-mail signatures include preformatted text that you add at the
end of your message for your recipients to see. Some e-mail
software allows you to create more than one custom signature.
What makes e-mail signatures so attractive? First, they’re free.
And, if formatted correctly, they can be effective, unobtrusive,
and custom-tailored to your audience. Don’t limit yourself to
using signature files for your name and contact information
only. Think about the message you want to send. Do you want
to promote the summer reading program, an upcoming author
visit, or the library Web site? Take your pick. E-mail signatures
are relatively simple to create and can be edited or swapped out
for another with little effort. (See the sidebar for instructions on
creating an e-mail signature in Microsoft Outlook.)

Adding Links and Images to Your Signature

Once you have created an e-mail signature, adding links and
images can help connect customers to collections. If you choose to

use images, be aware of their file sizes and keep them as small as
possible (using GIF format, you can keep the size under 10 kb as
shown in the figure). (See the sidebar for instructions on adding
links and images to your signature using Microsoft Outlook.)

The Power of E-mail

Simple tools and techniques available in e-mail software offer
just one more way of connecting customers with the library and
its services and collections. The universal acceptance of e-mail
has enabled librarians to use it as not only as a simple way to
communicate, but also as a powerful, robust reference and pro-
motional tool. We can only wonder what advanced tools may
be available in the future as e-mail software evolves.  �
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Signature Tips in Microsoft Outlook

To create a signature file:
1. From the Outlook menu, choose Tools>Options to

open the Options dialog box.
2. Select the Mail Format tab and click the Signature

Picker.
3. Click New and enter a name for your new signature.

This name distinguishes it from others you may cre-
ate.

4. Enter the text you want to include. You can edit the
text by clicking the Font and Paragraph buttons.
You can also change the alignment and add bullets.

To insert HTML formatting and graphics:
Click the Advanced Edit (from step 4 above) button

to launch an HTML editor (if you do not have one
installed, you can use Word as an e-mail editor). From
Word or the HTML editor, you can format your text and
insert hyperlinks and graphics. Once saved, it becomes
your default signature. 

Mobipocket is the only
free eBook reader that pro-
vides instant access to and on-
screen reading of thousands
of eBooks using mobile
phones, as well any PDA or
PC device. It is one of the
fastest-growing eBook for-

mats. Industry analysts report
that Smartphone sales have
grown more than 400 percent
this year and are expected to
be adopted by more than 50
million users in the next three
years. Claudia Weissman, di-
rector of business develop-

ment at OverDrive, said,
“We’re excited to be bringing
the most portable eBook for-
mat available today to mobile
library patrons. Added to the
tremendous success and adop-
tion of Adobe Reader, Mo-
bipocket Reader multiplies

options for clear on-screen
reading of reference and pop-
ular fiction on a growing list
of mobile phone and PDA
products,” she stated.

For more information,
visit http://dlc.clevnet.org.  �

continued from page 263
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stated needs of the communities served. In
Kalamazoo, Michigan, the new library
tax district replaced 100 years of gover-
nance by the city’s Board of Education at
a time when school financing underwent
drastic revisions and voters became con-
vinced that their public libraries were
worthy of a separately levied tax to create
an independent library district.4

The district boundary lines some-
times cross existing municipalities and
form along county lines, or they may
adhere to existing municipal boundaries.
In Missouri one district covers three
counties, serving more than a half-mil-
lion people.5 At the other extreme, the
Westbank Community Library District in
Texas serves a community of about
23,000 who live in one portion of Travis
County.6 In most cases, states have cho-
sen to fund their library districts through
property taxes; Texas’ library district leg-
islation requires that funds come from a
sales tax not to exceed 0.5 percent.7
Issues that affect the methods of funding
and defining library districts may include
existing state legislation regarding the
sovereignty of governing jurisdictions
(across municipalities or counties), and
how contracts and tax rates are set. The
new legislation may also contain restric-
tions and mandates according to the
compromises worked out between legis-
lators and library advocates.

Despite the differences in organiza-
tion and sources of funding, libraries
that choose to be part of a district ask
their voters to approve a tax increase
devoted solely to funding the library.
The libraries asking for this approval
have previously determined that the con-
solidation of administrative responsibili-
ties and costs that comes with being part
of a library district allows more funds to
be earmarked for customer service. 

Elected district library boards func-
tion independently of city financial con-
straints, administering funds to these
combined library jurisdictions without
competition from public safety and
other municipal services. Library dis-
tricts allow direct communication
between taxpayers and the library at the
ballot box. Board members are elected,
tax levies are raised, boundary lines are
determined, and voters must give con-
sent for the district to be formed. 

Although library districts spend more
than 25 percent more per capita than

Public Library 
Districts and Texas

A Case Study

Diana O’Connor

Nineteen states have some form of legislation that allows the

creation of public library districts through a municipal ballot

initiative. Supported by a voter-approved tax designated

solely for library use, these tax districts function as

independent government bodies. This article focuses on how

one Texas community spearheaded the effort to establish

library districts in Texas.

As municipal budget crises threaten deeper and deeper cuts to public library
budgets, directors nationwide are searching for new and reliable funding
sources. A library district (also known as a library tax district) is an inde-
pendent government body which raises revenue for its library, and some-

times extends its boundaries to include other community libraries under the umbrella
of wider units of service. The governing library board may be either appointed or
elected, but most communities choose to have elected boards to allow voters to have
more direct input in how the library is run.

This type of public library organization exists to varying degrees in the twenty
states that currently have legislation allowing voters to approve library districts.
Although only 8.5 percent of all public libraries in the United States are organized as
independent tax districts, the percentage of libraries governed as special districts varies
within each state. In Kentucky, nearly 90 percent of the public libraries are special dis-
trict libraries.1 In other states such as Texas and California (which, according to
Barbara Roberts, has had library districts since 1929) only a few districts exist, basi-
cally serving communities of less than 100,000.2 When looking at the population of
the districts’ legal service areas, approximately 30 percent of the districts nationwide
serve communities of 5,000 to 49,000. Districts are less common in the smallest com-
munities and in large metropolitan areas of 1 million or more.3

When a community decides it wants to form a library district, the boundaries,
governing board, and tax rate funding are determined at the ballot box according to
each state’s legislative mandate. 

A National Overview

The library district laws across the country vary widely. Some states, like Colorado and
New York, have allowed the establishment of a variety of districts to accommodate the

Diana O’Connor is a recent graduate of Texas Woman’s University School of Library and
Information Studies and is currently employed as a librarian/media specialist with the Dallas
Independent School District; dianamo1@yahoo.com.

F E A T U R E
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municipal libraries, research has yet to
determine whether all of this money does
go to improved customer service, or if it
pays for at least some of the administra-
tive services that were once included under
the umbrella of municipal government
(human resources, network administra-
tion, elections, facility maintenance, utili-
ties, and legal and accounting services).8
The financial independence from city gov-
ernments that is afforded by a library dis-
trict’s designated tax has allowed many
libraries to weather the current economic
downturn in relatively good shape. For
example, California’s drastic cuts in state
library funding have had far less impact in
the Palos Verdes Library District, where
property taxes in the affluent community
fund the special library district. The other
nine districts in California serve very small
communities with more modest tax
bases.9 On the other hand, Denver Public
Library has fallen victim to declining sales
taxes while trying to grab its share of a
city budget in crisis. This year it will ask
voters to approve the creation of a library
district to provide a financially stable
source of revenue in order to join the forty
pre-existing Colorado library districts.
Voters will be asked to approve a library
district tax that could add $75 to the aver-
age homeowner’s annual property taxes.10

Financial and political autonomy
from the municipal government infra-
structure does bring risks. The district
library alone bears the responsibility of
complying with state and federal regula-
tions, funding its budget, maintaining
buildings, etc. Library board members
set policy and are elected by voters; there
is always the risk of electing a single-
agenda candidate. 

Negotiating through the legal maze
of state, county, and municipality regula-
tions to enact state legislation to provide
for library districts is a daunting task, as
is setting up the individual districts
which require electoral approval. Once
the state law creating the independent
library tax district is in place, librarians
and advocacy groups use their resources
collaboratively to focus on gaining solid
community support. Taxpayers must be
convinced this new government entity
will be responsive to their needs, even as
the library district widens its boundaries.

Texas Passes District
Legislation

Texas libraries have long struggled for
adequate government funding. Squeezed

by shrinking local city budgets, libraries
have never been able to look to the state
for relief of their depleted funds. This
has translated into insufficient budgets
for staffing and materials, reduced
library services, and an inability to plan
for the future. Texas finds itself solidly
near the bottom of the library ratings,
occupying forty-fourth place in the 2003
rankings of U.S. public libraries for the
second year in a row.11

Although all Texas public libraries
have had to contend with budget woes
for decades, the libraries serving the
smallest population centers have often
been able to survive only on donations
and fund-raising. If they are awarded
even a meager allotment of the civic
budget, these smaller public libraries
must always compete for vaporizing tax
dollars with police, fire, and city parks
to maintain funding. 

In 1996, some frustrated library
directors sought help through their state
legislators. The community of Westbank,
near Austin, Texas, spearheaded the
drive to gain a new source of funding for
public libraries. Their efforts, combined
with the expertise of the Texas Library
Association (TLA) and the Texas State
Library and Archives Commission
(TSLAC), provided a united and
informed front to present and lobby for
the passage of senate bill 1674. Due to
the reluctance of some legislators to
acknowledge any need for alternative
library funding, the final passage proved
to be a roller coaster ride through com-
mittees and scheduling nightmares, even-
tually passing on the last day of the
session just two hours before mid-
night.12 In 1997, Texas joined the grow-
ing number of states that had passed
laws establishing library districts by per-
mitting voters to approve the formation
of a district and set aside a percentage of
their sales tax to support it.13

The original legislation, chapter 326
of the local government code, restricted
the formation of districts to counties
with a population of 100,000 or more.14

This had a severe impact on many Texas
communities and was amended in the
1999 legislative session by house bill
1618 to remove any population limits. A
second initial qualification allowed the
creation of districts only when the
municipality did not already set aside
public funds to support a library. By
removing that limit in 1999, the legisla-
ture allowed any community with an
existing library to establish a library dis-
trict if approved by voters in an election
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held for that purpose, thus replacing the
existing library governance and taxing
structure.15 Further amendments in
2001 provided for the simplification of
uncontested trustee elections and
allowed a library district to make
improvements on its land, using tax
money as collateral (house bills 440 and
995 respectively).17 Most recently, the
2003 legislature attempted to pass a law
relating to whether a municipality could
choose not to participate in a library dis-
trict based on the accreditation status of
its existing library, but it was vetoed by
the governor.17

Westbank Becomes the First
Texas Library District

After the Texas legislature cleared the
way for library districts to be established
in Texas, activists in Westbank devoted
their efforts to establishing the first pub-
lic library district in the state of Texas.
The community of 23,000 faced the
daunting task of creating a government
entity for collecting revenue where none
existed before. First, an election commit-
tee was formed from the library board to
navigate through uncharted and often
muddy bureaucratic waters. Their first
step was to write and circulate a petition
naming the district and its boundaries,
its board of trustees, and its sales tax
rate, and then to get the petition
approved by the county commissioners. 

By naming its boundaries, Westbank
demonstrated one of the strengths of
library districts in Texas and nationwide:
the ability to cover a wider area of serv-
ice while at the same time offering
improved and expanded library services
that are financed by a more stable tax
source. As administrative costs are con-
solidated and resources are pooled to
cover a broader area, more time and
money can be spent directly for cus-
tomer service. Texas state law currently
allows a library district to serve an area
contained in only one county.18

Amendments planned for the 2005 leg-
islative session would allow multicounty
districts, gaining potentially greater rev-
enue from an expanded area of service.19

In order to fairly represent the
newly formed district and provide repre-
sentation for diverse viewpoints, the
election committee of the existing library
board carefully selected the five mem-
bers of the proposed library district
board for voter consideration. Texas law
requires that the library be governed by

a five-member elected board whose
members serve staggered terms of two
years each. The board’s sole responsibil-
ity is to govern the library district. The
board is given the power to hire the
library director, borrow money, approve
construction and repairs, and adopt gov-
erning bylaws.20 This autonomy in
library governance allows for the imple-
mentation of long-term plans that are
resistant to the vagaries of city politics.

When the voters approve the cre-
ation of the district, they are asked to
approve the proposed sales tax increase,
which also appears on the petition.
Texas law allows the library district to
be supported by a maximum 0.5 percent
sales tax, as long as the addition of the
tax does not exceed the state cap of 2
percent for local sales and use.21 Most
existing districts use the maximum 0.5
percent, but can opt for as little as 0.125
percent. Monies collected must be used
solely for the support of the public
library within the district. The local tax
rate can be changed, or eliminated, upon
voter approval (as long as it remains
within the 0.5 percent limit); boundaries
can also be shifted with a new election. 

After the commissioners’ court
approved their petition, the Westbank
team began a marketing blitz to appeal
to their community for support on elec-
tion day. With the recruitment of a mar-
keting firm to donate its expertise,
marketing strategies included frequent
use of the local newspaper with news
stories, editorials, and an ad campaign.
Handouts, newsletters, flyers, and mail-
ers put informative literature directly
into voters’ hands. Banners, yard signs,

and a phone bank also helped publicize
the election.22 Beth Fox, director of the
Westbank Community Library District,
credits a strong and knowledgeable elec-
tion committee that “diligently navi-
gated the library district through the
maze of bureaucracy that governs the
election process. On January 17, 1998,
our community voted five-to-one (84
percent) to create the Westbank
Community Library District.” She
attributes the success to a well-informed
and dedicated election committee whose
efforts promoted:

� understanding of the role of federal,
state, and local government agencies
involved in the election;

� timing the petition, election, and
post-election implementation of the
district governing bodies; and

� marketing the concept to the com-
munity, with outstanding results. 

Prior to becoming a district, the
Westbank library budget depended
completely on fund-raising and dona-
tions; after the election, the sales tax
income rose to $900,000 in the first few
years, dwarfing its previous annual rev-
enues of $200,000 in donations by city
residents.23

Texas Districts 
Increase in Number

Within two years of Westbank’s success-
ful establishment of a library district,
three more Texas communities said yes
to public library districts and dedicated a

Government Agencies Involved in the
Texas Library District Election Process

County Commissioners Court—calls the election, canvasses the results, and if
the vote is favorable, notifies the Comptroller’s office

County Commissioner—advocates for the district and promotes County coop-
eration

County Clerk—may conduct the election
Voter Registrar’s Office—validates petition signatures and certifies the petition
County Attorney—approves the petition and may approve the ballot, election

order, agreements and official wording if the county calls the election
Texas Secretary of State—final authority on all election issues
Texas Comptroller’s Office—notifies businesses of sales tax details and collec-

tions responsibilities
U.S. Justice Department—provides pre-clearance for elections and checks for

compliance with Voting Rights Act of 1964.

From Beth Fox, “Library District Elections,” Texas Library Journal 74 (fall 1998): 133.
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portion of their sales tax receipts to sup-
porting library services through a munic-
ipal election.24 Determined that those
working to implement library districts
could benefit from their predecessors’
effort, Fox assembled a comprehensive
Library District Packet, accessible
online, that helps planners navigate the
legislative requirements, provides infor-
mation on election and publicity
mechanics, and lists the steps needed to
set up a new government entity (www.
westbank.lib.tx.us/about/librarydistrict.
shtml). The materials were designed as a
working document; as new district
libraries are added, the helpful public
relations, election, and legal documents
they develop are also added.25

There are currently twelve public
library districts in Texas; two other com-
munities are beginning the process, and
a third, Lake Travis, is ready to ask its
constituents to vote in a May 2004 elec-
tion.26 A brief survey of the demo-
graphic profiles of existing districts
shows populations ranging from 3,000
to 23,000 in small towns and suburbs of
large urban cities, and from affluent to
depressed local economies. While some
communities had long maintained a
community library, in other places the
formation of the library district was the
first step toward establishing a library.
Some libraries were previously nonprof-
its with no taxing revenue, while others
had been struggling under other types of
taxing entities (see table 1). 

Freeing libraries from the struggle of
vying for pieces of the ever-shrinking city
budget, the public library districts have

provided a stable source of funding.
Westbank Community Library District
was able to expand hours of service,
upgrade employee pay scales, improve
technology support, remodel and
expand its existing facility, and eliminate
many customer fees as sales tax revenues
boosted the budget. 

Looking at the Future of
Texas Library Districts

Although 72 percent of the main
libraries in Texas serve populations of
20,000 and less, many of the larger com-
munities are beleaguered by local and
state budget shortfalls that threaten
library services.27 One of the reasons
that libraries in the more populated
regions of Texas are not initiating the
electoral process to create districts is
because of the limits imposed by the
state sales tax. Texas state sales and use
tax is set at 6.25 percent. Local jurisdic-
tions may add up to an additional 2 per-
cent tax. Counties, transportation
authorities, crime control districts, and
sports facilities have already grabbed
their share of the local sales tax, leaving
most of the larger communities in Texas
at the maximum 8.25 percent sales tax
rate with no room for an additional 0.5
percent for public library districts. There
is also the question of whether the 0.5
percent rate would generate enough rev-
enue to support the library systems in
the largest cities.

An alternative method of funding,
which is just beginning to be discussed

among members of the TLA Legislative
Committee, is a property tax-based
library district. Texas is the only state
with library district law that currently
bases the revenue for the district solely
on sales tax. The sales tax provides a
lucrative source of revenue for tiny
Salado, Texas (population 5,469), where
popular antique and art shops draw
tourists and provide a substantial boost
to its sales tax revenue.28 However,
Salado would find itself tax poor if its
source of funding were switched to a
property tax. Because the smaller towns
recognize that a good sales tax base does
not necessarily coincide with a good
property tax base, they are justifiably
nervous about any potential changes to
the existing legislation. If the law could
be amended to allow communities to
choose sales or property tax as the fund-
ing source, many more cities would have
the option of creating library districts.

Steve Brown, co-chair of the TLA
Public Libraries Division Legislative
Committee, believes that the first step
toward achieving this goal is to “build a
strong consensus among the library
community.”29 The proposal will have
to be submitted as an additional funding
option, not as a substitute for the sales
tax. The power to convince the legisla-
ture to act rests in developing a coalition
of large and small libraries and library
districts. 

Beginning the dialogue to expand
how public library districts are formed
and funded is a critical step toward edu-
cating librarians about the possibilities
for growth and service if their institu-

Sample of Texas Libraries before and after Becoming Independent Taxing Districts

Date and organization After becoming independent 
Name of library district statistic before becoming district library tax district
Westbank Community Library (1997) Nonprofit (2002) Library District
Per capita expenditures on library services $10.58 $30.50
Income (city) $1.00 $972,661.00
Total library circulation 138, 407.00 327,000.00
Population served 20,645.00 23,414.00

Wells Branch Community Library (1997) Municipal (2002) Library District
Per capita expenditures on library services $3.09 $12.17
Income (city) $67,577.00 $329,871.00
Total library circulation 5,085.00 34,218.00
Population served 9,768.00 15,622.00

Canyon Lake Library District (1998) Nonprofit (2002) Library District
Per capita expenditures on library services $9.24 $12.03
Income (county) $36,000.00 (city) $ 166,662.00
Total library circulation 29,635.00 43,889.00
Population served 10,975.00 43,889.00

From Texas Public Library Statistics, Texas State Library and Archives Commission. Accessed April 26, 2004, www.tsl.state.tx.us/ld/pubs/pls/index.html. 

TABLE 1
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tions become independent governing
bodies. Brown notes that an element of
risk is associated with going to the pub-
lic and asking for their consent to estab-
lish a library district. Despite the fact
that most library initiatives have over-
whelming public support, the possibility
of voter turndown is a deterrent to many
librarians. Because most Texas librarians
lack any real experience with library dis-
tricts and ballot initiatives, there is a real
need to educate library professionals
about the growth of districts in Texas
and across the United States.

During the last six years in Texas,
the introduction of library district legisla-
tion has caused a significant shift in how
some libraries are governed and funded.
The possibility exists to allow even more
libraries to widen their units of service
and become self-governing and inde-
pendently funded institutions if a unified
community will vote to support a tax-
funded initiative. Through educational
efforts to promote dialogue and discus-
sion, librarians can choose to end the
cycle of being bound to city budgets and
subject to repeated funding cuts. The

challenge is to inform this very large and
diverse group of library workers about
the positive potential for growth through
governance by library districts. For the
thirty-one states without library district

legislation, there is still a need for ALA to
provide a model to use as they seek a
means to establish libraries that are
financially independent and responsive to
the needs of their communities. By
widening boundaries, merging libraries
can consolidate services and strengthen
themselves as independent government
bodies with opportunities to confidently
plan and project their futures.  �
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PLA 2005 SPRING SYMPOSIUM REGISTRATION 

Registration for PLA’s 2005 Spring Symposium opens September 1, 2004. Interested parties may register via www.pla.org or by
mail or fax. The hotel registration form also is available online. In addition, the registration brochure will be mailed to all PLA
members and other public library staff members. This year’s symposium features a new format that includes a mix of half-day
programs, all-day programs, and day-and-a-half programs. The event, which will be held March 7–9, 2005 at the Palmer House
Hilton Hotel in Chicago also will feature an Opening General Session, an author luncheon, a PLA store, and several network-
ing opportunities. More information about this event is available at www.pla.org 
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Involve Teens in
Intergenerational Programs

Intergenerational programs give teens
opportunities to build developmental
assets and fulfill their developmental
needs. The Search Institute, an inde-
pendent nonprofit organization whose
mission is to provide leadership, knowl-
edge, and resources to promote healthy
children, youth, and communities, devel-
oped a list of 40 Developmental Assets.
These forty assets are the attributes teens
need to build to become caring, respon-
sible adults. Teens will also become more
comfortable with and understanding of
the changes that come with aging as they
spend more time with their elders.
Intergenerational programs give teens
opportunities to build relationships with
nonparent adults. When they perform or
assist in programs for children and sen-
iors, young adults receive admiration
and respect and get an opportunity to
prove themselves. Teens can learn
responsibility, value helping others, and
feel a sense of purpose when they con-
tribute their talents, abilities, creativity,
and time to these programs. Teens, by
their very nature, bring a new level of
energy and creativity to a program. 

Make Staff Time and
Programming Money 

Go Farther

Besides building and improving the
bridges between people of different gen-
erations, intergenerational programs
build working relationships between
library departments and spread library
programming dollars farther. The task of
providing the program is shared among
more staff members, encouraging more
brainstorming creativity and a shared
workload for preparation. You may wish
to invite a volunteer patron representa-
tive from each of the generations you
want to participate in the program, as
well as staff from the departments that
serve each of the generations, to a plan-
ning meeting. They can give feedback on
your ideas and suggestions for what they
would like to do. Asking teens to volun-
teer to help can make a big program
affordable and more fun for everyone.

Connecting Teens with
Generations A–Z

Intergenerational Programs
with Young Adults

RoseMary Honnold

Mixing teens with children, adults, and seniors for fun and

educational programs at the library benefits everyone involved.

The many tried and tested program ideas included in this article

may inspire an intergenerational program in your library.

“It’s one of nature’s ways that we often feel closer to distant generations than to
the generation immediately preceding us.”—Igor Stravinsky

America has become highly segregated by age where children, teens, adults,
and older adults frequent age-specific institutions, from preschools to nurs-
ing homes. Our society is also very mobile, almost nomadic, so we see our
children and teen patrons move several times during their formative years.

Young people become separated from the senior members of their families, so “old”
people can be a mystery to them. This mystery and distance cause misunderstandings
and stereotypes when generations are separated in nearly every stage of life. 

Public libraries can take on an important role in the community as a safe meeting
place for people of all ages. Many libraries are already creating programs for children,
teens, adults, and seniors and find that programming attracts new patrons, increases
circulation and use of library resources, and is appreciated by established patrons.
Programs are great opportunities for library staff to interact, teach, and share with
patrons, making the library a friendlier, more accessible place. 

An intergenerational program at the library is the perfect setting to bring two or more
generations together for a meaningful and enriching exchange. All generations have some-
thing valuable to share with one another, and time spent together in a positive interaction
will help break stereotypes. Grandparents, whether natural or adopted, provide the
unconditional acceptance and companionship that children and teens need. The many
benefits of intergenerational programming for children and seniors, libraries, and com-
munities compiled by Rhea Joyce Rubin, author of Intergenerational Programming: A
How-To-Do-It Manual for Librarians (Neal-Schuman, 1993) and an Independent
Library Consultant, are listed on the American Library Association Web site
(http://tinyurl.com/tifn).
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RoseMary Honnold is the Young Adult Services Coordinator for Coshocton (Ohio) Public
Library; honnolro@oplin.org. The creator of the “See YA Around” Web site at
www.cplrmh.com, Honnold has also authored two books: 101+ Teen Programs That Work
(Neal-Schuman, 2002) and Serving Seniors: A How-to-Do-It Manual for Librarians (Neal-
Schuman, 2003). She is currently working on 101 MORE Teen Programs That Work scheduled
to be published by Neal-Schuman in 2005.
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Programs That Work

The program ideas listed in this article
come from many resources and have
proven to be successful. Libraries of all
sizes have created their own successful
intergenerational programs with teens,
sometimes with very limited funds.
Many libraries contributed intergenera-
tional programs to Serving Seniors: A
How-To-Do-It Manual for Librarians
by RoseMary Honnold and Saralyn A.
Mesaros (Neal-Schuman 2003) and the
forthcoming 101 MORE Teen Programs
That Work (Neal-Schuman 2005). Some

of the programs described here are from
the original 101+ Teen Programs That
Work by RoseMary Honnold (Neal-
Schuman 2002), and have been proven
to work at Coshocton (Ohio) Public
Library. All of these programs show us
that teens and children as well as teens
and seniors make for a good mix and a
good time in a library program. 

Programs That Mix 
Teens and Children

Book Buddies

New readers can benefit from a Book
Buddy program over the summer months.
Match up first and second graders with
teens and promote the program through
the schools in the spring. The children and
teen volunteers can read to each other for
one hour a week. Provide incentive sheets
and stickers for the teen to award the child
when reading assignments are completed.
Ask the Friends of the Library to provide
gift certificates to a local bookstore for the
children and the teens completing the pro-
gram. Los Angeles Public Library has
coordinated a Grandparents and Books
program with seniors and children for
more than ten years and announced at the
2003 ALA Conference in Toronto that it
has adapted the program to include teens.
Its Web site has a downloadable training
manual (www.lapl.org/admin/gab.html).
Orland Park Public Library in Orland
Park, Illinois, has established a Book
Buddies program with four- to five-year-
old preschoolers and the members of their

Teen Inc. group. After a thirty-minute
reading time, the teens and younger chil-
dren share milk and cookies.

Reader’s Theater

Teens can perform Reader’s Theater for
children or seniors or both audiences at
the same time. The Coshocton Public
Library Teen Advisory Board presented
“In Which Tigger Comes to the Forest
and Has Breakfast,” a skit from
Presenting Reader’s Theater by Caroline
Feller Bauer as part of a larger Winnie the
Pooh birthday program for children.

“The Calabash Kids” and “When Frog
Went to Heaven” from Aaron Shepherd’s
Reader’s Theater Web site were combined
with a crafts program focusing on African
folk tales. In Coshocton, teens performed
several short skits at a Grand Time @ the
Library program for children and their
grandparents. Reader’s Theater takes very
little rehearsal time which makes it per-
fect for teens’ busy schedules. Many skits
require audience participation. Teens who
do not want to read can help make a few
props or serve refreshments at the pro-
gram. Three good resources for Reader’s
Theater plays are included in the resource
list at the end of this article.

Festivals and Carnivals

A Medieval Festival can provide a fun
ending to a summer reading program
that will bring all ages together. Our
teens enjoyed painting children’s faces,
supervising games and sidewalk chalk
art, braiding hair and doing hair wraps,
and serving refreshments. The teens
particularly liked seeing the sword
fights performed by members of the
Society of Creative Anachronisms, a
knight in shining armor, and a strolling
minstrel in costume, so the program
wasn’t all work and no play for them. A
Carnival is another end of summer pro-
gram where teens can have fun super-
vising games, painting faces, handing
out prizes and refreshments, and wear-
ing costumes. A Summer Reading
Program Olympics, with teens helping
with outdoor games and activities, is

another fun event made possible with
the positive energy of teens.

Volunteer Projects

The Coshocton Public Library Teen
Advisory Board (TAB) decorates the
library meeting room for children’s
Halloween parties and each teen
receives a bag of treats in thanks. Teens
can also assist at craft programs, serve
refreshments and read stories at chil-
dren’s Valentine parties and story-time
programs. 

Sports and Books

Invite high school sports team members
to come in uniform and read to
preschoolers for an exciting story time.
What a great role model the teens are for
the youngsters! This is also a great photo
opportunity to create your own celebrity
library posters.

Computer Tutors

Teens and computer technology some-
how naturally go together. Teens with
proper training can tutor children so
they can learn to search better and type
reports, and they can teach children how
to be safe on the Internet. When teaching
the teens how to teach children to be
safe, you are teaching them how to be
safe as well.

Programs That Mix 
Teens and Parents 

College Knowledge

Invite teens and their parents to the
library for a program that features what
the library has available to help them
prepare for college. Books, videos, soft-
ware, and Internet sites are valuable
resources to show. A handout, “A Site
Seeing Tour for College Bound
Students,” with helpful Web sites is
available at the See YA Around Web site
(www.cplrmh.com). If you have a com-
puter lab, show the students Web sites
where they can go on virtual tours of
schools and apply for scholarships.

Science Fair Help Day

Invite the whole family to a science event
at the library. Parents are often over-
whelmed by their student’s science proj-
ect. This program can show parents and
teens where the science resources are and
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where to get project ideas. Younger chil-
dren will enjoy hands-on science experi-
ments, and the parents can enjoy
browsing table displays set up by area
businesses. Teens with superior projects
can display them and share their experi-
ences with students and parents.

Paint Your Library Red, 
White, and Blue

Manitowoc Public Library in
Manitowoc, Wisconsin, invites teens and
parents to design and paint patriotic
symbols on the windows of their library
two weeks before Independence Day.
They use tempera powder and water,
and the painting session lasts an after-
noon. This is a patriotic, energetic, and
creative project that the whole commu-
nity will enjoy viewing over the holiday. 

International Game Night

Invite families to the library for an inter-
national game night. Serve international
refreshments like pizza, tacos in a bag
(taco fixings mixed into an individual
serving-sized bag of Doritos), egg rolls,
and fortune cookies. Set up games in
each area of the library, including
Chinese Checkers, Risk, Mancala,
Parcheesi, Hopscotch, and Geography
Bingo. Then take everyone outside to
break a piñata in the parking lot!

Programs That Mix 
Teens and Seniors

Lunch Special

The Winchester (Mass.) Public Library
made the most of having a middle school
nearby. They invite a class to come for
discussion over lunch once a month with
a senior adult group. A different topic
and a pot luck lunch inspire a lively
exchange for this Literary Lunch Bunch
each month. Books, family, community,
generations, and news events are some
of the topics both ages have in common
to discuss. This program is described in
the article “Lunch Special” from Book
Magazine.1

Sports in the Home

Invite a high school basketball team in
uniform to visit a nursing home with you
and ask them to demonstrate ball-han-
dling skills, discuss the team’s progress
during the season, and read short sports

stories. The activities director can lead
everyone in appropriate exercises so the
residents can work out with the team. 

Historical Discussions

Invite teens and seniors to discuss histor-
ical topics together at the library. This
informal conversation can cover events
the elders have experienced and the teens
are studying in school. the Depression,
D-Day, or the Holocaust will give sen-
iors an opportunity to share their experi-
ences with the younger generation. 

Computer Tutors

Match teen tutors with senior computer
students. Teens can work to fulfill com-
munity service requirements helping sen-
iors one-on-one on computers, one to
two hours a week. Working one-on-one
allows for scheduling flexibility and self-
paced guidance. The teams may decide
to continue working together on a regu-
lar basis or occasionally when the senior
needs assistance. Teach the teens how to
work with seniors, how older people
learn best, and how to use the library’s
online resources. Tips for working with
seniors and computers are provided in
Serving Seniors: A How To-Do It
Manual for Librarians by RoseMary
Honnold and Saralyn A. Mesaros (Neal-
Schuman 2003).

Poetry Workshop

Host a Poetry Writing Workshop once a
month. All ages, children and teens to
seniors, can mix together to share their
common love of poetry. The Alameda
County (Calif.) Public Library reported
its poetry group included poets from
eight to eighty-eight years old!

Home Delivery

Ask teen volunteers to take books to sen-
ior care facilities. The teens can visit
with the residents, read to individual res-
idents, and suggest books. Check out the
Hennepin County (Minn.) Public
Library Web site to see this project at
work (www.hclib.org/teens/volunteer_
success6.html).

Hobby Workshops

Host a hobby workshop that appeals to
all ages, and ask the seniors to share
their expertise with the young hobbyists.

Model trains and stamp collecting are
two possibilities. 

TAB Volunteers

Ask Teen Advisory Boards to help with
programs at nursing homes and serve
refreshments at senior programs. TAB
members can wrap homebound gifts,
make bookmarks for seniors, and make
Valentines or other holiday cards and
bookmarks for them.

Senior Prom

Organize a Senior Prom at a senior cen-
ter. Invite seniors and high school teens
to dress up for a dance. Ask seniors to
teach the teens swing dance steps, and
the teens can teach the seniors a modern
dance. Provide decorations, music, and
refreshments that suit your budget.

Interviews

Coordinate a scout troop to interview
long-time community residents for local
history stories. Video record the inter-
views for your local history collection
and show them at programs.

Connect Pen Pals

Match up teens and nursing home resi-
dents or homebound patrons as pen pals
via snail mail or e-mail.

Coordinate a Quilt Project

The seniors can pass along a traditional
art to the younger generation, and the
finished project can decorate a wall in
the library.

Book Buddies with Seniors

Washington-Centerville Public Library
in Centerville, Ohio, paired up its TAB
teens and nursing home residents in a
reading program. The teens were trained
to work with the residents at an orienta-
tion meeting, took a tour of the facility,
and met their reading partners. After the
initial meeting, the teens scheduled times
with their partners to read over the next
six weeks.

Veteran’s History Project

The Library of Congress has created a
wonderful opportunity to inspire younger
generations to capture the memories of the
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oldest generation. The Veteran’s History
Project will honor all veterans of World
War I, World War II, and the Korean,
Vietnam, and Persian Gulf wars and pre-
serve their memories. The American
Folklife Center at the Library of Congress
collects and preserves audio and video
oral histories and documentary materials
such as letters, diaries, maps, photo-
graphs, and home movies. The Library of
Congress will create a catalog of all the
materials collected from the Veteran’s

History Project. Official
Partner organizations are eligi-
ble for free training workshops
on conducting oral history
interviews and documenting
audio and video recordings.
Teens can be trained and
matched up with veterans to
interview or be encouraged to
interview a veteran from their
own families. A project kit is
available to download at the
Web site (www.loc.gov/
folklife/vets/kit.html).

Who Reaps the
Rewards?

Intergenerational program-
ming is beneficial and reward-
ing for the participants and the
community. Teens who con-
nect with the generations
before and after theirs have a
greater sense of community
and belonging. When they are
contributing positively in a
meaningful way, teens’ self-
esteem is greater and their
behaviors become more posi-
tive and healthy. Relationships
are key to help teens build

assets. Relationships between the genera-
tions are essential to help build communi-
ties. Public libraries are unique and special
places to make this happen.  �
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Bringing in the Money

Writer/Editor Needed

Public Libraries is seeking a volunteer contributing editor for a new column on library fund-raising and grants. The success-
ful candidate will be responsible for soliciting and compiling information about innovative ways to generate money to sup-
plement public library budgets. The column will appear in each issue of Public Libraries (six times per year) and may include
contributions by other volunteer writers. Applicants must be members of the Public Library Association, and will receive up
to $150 per volume year in reimbursement for travel expenses related to the work of the journal (travel is not mandatory).

Submit a cover letter, résumé, and writing sample to Renée Vaillancourt McGrath, Feature Editor, Public Libraries, 248A.
N. Higgins St. #145, Missoula, MT 59802, or via e-mail at publiclibraries@aol.com. Closing date: October 15, 2004.
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about their views on these roles, and
what additional roles they envision for
themselves and their colleagues.

The Roles 

Librarians As Selectors

Rehnquist quotes a 1980 collection devel-
opment text saying that “[t]he librarian’s
responsibility . . . is to separate the gold
from the garbage”; Stevens writes that
“the selection decision is the province of
librarians”; and Souter provides a list of
factors that “[a] librarian should con-
sider” when making “acquisition deci-
sions.”2 During Olson’s oral argument, a
Justice describes a “librarian going
through a list of books and deciding what
books to buy.”3 Olson refers to the “deci-
sions librarians have been making” in
terms of “quality, appropriateness” of
library materials.4 These quotations por-
tray public librarians as selectors of mate-
rials for library collections.

Librarians As Book Readers

Olson argues that “librarians don’t read
every book” in their libraries; the pres-
ence of “every” seems to imply a view
that librarians do read some, or even
many, such books.5 A Justice asks Olson
if he expects that “librarians know the
contents or even existence of all . . .
90,000 books” published annually in the
United States, again implying that librar-
ians read, and know about, books.6

Librarians As 
Obtainers of Materials

Breyer writes that closed-stack collec-
tions and interlibrary loan practices
“require patrons to . . . wait while the
librarian obtains the desired materials
from elsewhere.”7 Souter writes of “a
librarian . . . get[ting] a book from inter-
library loan.”8 During Smith’s oral argu-
ment, a Justice describes a research
practice in which a patron, seeking an
item that the library does not own, will
“go to the librarian and order it or bor-
row it from another institution.”9

According to these quotations, one role
of a public librarian is to obtain a
desired item by carrying it from a closed
area, ordering it, or arranging to borrow
it from another library.

CIPA and the Roles of
Public Librarians

A Textual Analysis

Jill S. Ratzan

The 2003 Supreme Court ruling upholding the Children’s

Internet Protection Act (CIPA) has raised many questions for

public libraries, including how CIPA relates to the roles of

public librarians. This research extracts eleven roles for public

librarians from seven CIPA-related government documents,

and compares these roles to those envisioned by public

librarians themselves. Special attention is given to the roles of

children’s librarians.

In the time since the United States Supreme Court reversed a lower court ruling
and upheld the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA), much has been written
about the implications that CIPA, and the Court’s decision, are likely to have for
public libraries. Most CIPA-related work so far has focused either on legal issues,

policy analysis, or the characteristics and effectiveness of filtering software.1 This arti-
cle will focus on CIPA and its accompanying documents as they relate to the roles of
public librarians. 

Method

To conduct this investigation, seven CIPA-related documents were examined. These
documents are the five opinions given by the United States Supreme Court in its CIPA
case, United States v. American Library Association (Justice Rehnquist’s plurality opin-
ion, concurring opinions by Justices Kennedy and Breyer, and dissenting opinions by
Justices Stevens and Souter), the transcript of oral arguments given before the Supreme
Court in the above case by Solicitor General Theodore B. Olson (on behalf of the
United States) and Paul M. Smith (on behalf of the American Library Association), and
the Report to Congress: Children’s Internet Protection Act: Study of Technology
Protection Measures in Section 1703, issued by the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) (hereafter referred to as the NTIA report). 

Each time the term “librarian” was mentioned in these documents, the context of
its appearance was noted. These contexts were then categorized into eleven roles that
were attributed to public librarians. It was also noted when a role was attributed to
other library-related entities. Finally, two prominent public librarians were interviewed
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Librarians As Providers 
of Access to All Ideas

Souter, quoting a work by E. Geller,
writes that although “in the infancy of
their [libraries’] development, a ‘[m]oral
censorship’ of reading material was
assumed,” in the twentieth century a
“growing understanding” emerged “that
a librarian’s job was to guarantee that
‘all people had access to all ideas.’”10

Librarians As Assistance Providers

This role is only mentioned once, in a
footnote to Rehnquist’s opinion. In this
footnote, Rehnquist describes a librarian
as “a professional to whom patrons turn
for assistance.”11

Librarians As 
Educational Professionals

The NTIA report groups librarians with
teachers in such phrasing as “teachers . . .
librarians, and other educational person-
nel”; no distinction is made among the
professions that make up this grouping.12

This phrasing may originate from the
CIPA statute, which charges the NTIA to
evaluate whether filtering technology
“adequately addresses the needs of educa-
tional institutions.”13 Other references
within the NTIA report imply that “teach-
ers and librarians” have similar responsi-
bilities; this attribution appears to stem
from language used in comments submit-
ted to the report.14

Librarians As Protectors

As cited above, the CIPA statute asks the
NTIA to “address . . . the needs of educa-
tional institutions.”15 The NTIA report
identifies six such “needs.” One of these
is “deciding . . . how best to protect chil-
dren from Internet dangers,” and another
includes “the importance of protecting
children from inappropriate material.”16

Since, in the framework of the report,
protecting children is among the needs of
educational institutions, and librarians
are educators, a possible implication is
that protecting children is a need that
public librarians should help meet. 

Librarians As “Compliance
Officers”/Screen Monitors

This role receives one mention, in the
same Rehnquist footnote quoted above.
Rehnquist fears that “[c]lose monitoring
of computer users . . . would risk trans-
forming the role of a librarian . . . into a

compliance officer whom many patrons
might wish to avoid.”17

Librarians As Policy Makers

This role is suggested by Olson, who
states that the practice of “establishing
different screens and [Internet use]
mechanisms” would “require a great
deal more resources from librarians,”
implying that librarians are key decision
makers in distributing such resources.18

This role receives further support in the
NTIA report, in which a commenter
“encouraged teachers and librarians to
establish policies” that incorporate cer-
tain characteristics related to computer
use.19

Librarians As Unblockers

This role is mentioned in all five
Supreme Court opinions. Kennedy
writes that “on the request of an adult
user, a librarian will unblock filtered
material or disable the Internet software
filter.”20 Rehnquist states that a patron
“need only ask a librarian to unblock” a
blocked site.21 Breyer suggests that a
patron “ask the librarian” to disable a
filter entirely.22 Stevens writes that “indi-
vidual librarians [can] disable filtering
mechanisms.”23 And Souter describes
“local librarians . . . indulg[ing] the
unblocking requests of adult patrons.”24

All of the above refer to Olson’s claim in
his oral argument that “the librarian
can, in response to a request from a
patron, unblock the filtering mechanism
altogether.”25 Finally, Smith also speaks
of patrons who will need to “talk to a
librarian to get this thing [filter] turned
off.”26 In all of these documents, public
librarians are the agents whom patrons
approach with unblocking requests as
well as the people who carry out the
unblocking.

Librarians As Judges of
Purpose/Deniers of Access

Souter’s statements that “an intending
Internet user might convince a librarian
that he was a true researcher or had a
‘lawful purpose,’” and that Internet
access will be “subject to unblocking if
the librarian agrees” provide evidence
for the judges of the purpose role.27

Souter also combines this role with that
of access deniers, describing an imagi-
nary situation in which “a librarian
refused to get a book . . . for an adult
patron on the ground that the patron’s
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‘purpose’ in seeking the book was not
acceptable.”28 In the oral arguments,
Smith speaks of “the discretion of . . .
the librarian and . . . whether or not he
or she is going to allow” access to a
blocked Web site.29 Smith also tells the
Court that “a librarian certainly doesn’t
have to say yes” to requests for unblock-
ing.30 The authors of the documents that
suggest this role (Souter and Smith) both
oppose CIPA; they use this role as an
argument against the statute.

Seven of these roles are attributed to
other library-related entities as well as
librarians. These attributions, and the
above discussion, are summarized in
table 1. 

Librarians’ Views

For this section of the investigation, two
prominent public librarians, Bonnie
Kunzel (youth services consultant at the
New Jersey State Library and past-presi-
dent of the Young Adult Library Services
Association [YALSA]) and Mitch
Freedman (director of the Westchester
[N.Y.] Library System and a past-presi-
dent of the American Library Association)
were interviewed. A speech by Freedman
which was given at the Rutgers University
School of Communication, Information,

and Library Studies (SCILS) was also
used as a resource. The roles listed above
were shared with these librarians, and
they were asked to comment on them
and suggest additional roles they envi-
sion for public librarians. Because only
two individuals were consulted, this
research represents an initial inquiry
rather than a representative sample of
public librarians’ views.

Bonnie Kunzel’s Views

Kunzel contrasted the role of assistance
providers with that of obtainers of mate-
rials. According to her, clerks, not librari-
ans, are the people who fetch materials
from closed stacks; librarians, in their role
as assistance providers, guide patrons
along open stacks and help them find
desired materials. Kunzel also commented
on how the roles of assistance providers
and unblockers could conflict, if the sole
librarian at a reference desk is busy help-
ing a patron at a time when another
patron wants to request an unblocked ter-
minal. Since this librarian would be
unable to perform two tasks at once, he
or she would need to choose which
task—providing assistance or unblocking
a terminal—would take priority. 

On the topic of librarians as policy
makers, Kunzel stated that policy deci-

sions are made by those librarians who
work in administrative roles, such as
directors, and by library boards. Other
librarians, such as those working the
public desks, may have input but are not
the primary decision makers. Thus,
although some librarians are policy mak-
ers, most fulfill this role only minimally. 

Kunzel believes that public librari-
ans and teachers do not share the same
roles, particularly because school faculty
act in loco parentis but public librarians
do not. She did, however, suggest addi-
tional roles for public library children’s
librarians. These included organizing
children’s programs and performing
reader’s advisory. Because such reader’s
advisory calls for an extensive knowl-
edge of literature, children’s librarians
tend to be “the book people,” reading
much more fiction as part of their work
than their colleagues in other depart-
ments.31 Finally, Kunzel proposed a new
role for children’s librarians, the role of
search intermediary. Librarians taking
on the search intermediary role help chil-
dren improve their Internet searching
skills; in addition, working with an adult
intermediary can in some cases be a
child’s only opportunity for unfiltered
Internet access in the library. 

Kunzel was uncomfortable with the
idea of librarians as screen monitors,
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TABLE  1 .

Just Who Does What? Roles Attributed to Librarians and Other Entities in Documents 
Related to CIPA and United States v. American Library Association

Role Attributed to By
Selectors Librarians, libraries, library staff, “other community bodies” 1, 2, 4, 5, 6
Book readers Librarians 6
Obtainers of materials Librarians 2, 4, 6
Providers of access to all ideas Librarians, libraries 3, 4
Assistance providers Librarians 1
Educational professionals Librarians 7
Protectors Librarians, libraries 7
Screen monitors Librarians, library staff 1, 5
Policy makers Librarians, libraries, “local communities,” “local decision makers,” library boards 2, 4, 5, 6, 7
Unblockers Librarians, library staff, “library officials,” “administrator, supervisor, or other 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

authority,” “librarian’s supervisor,” “the desk”
Judges of purpose/deniers of access Librarians, libraries, library staff, “librarian’s supervisor,” “official” 4, 5, 6

Key
Sources 1–6 are from United States versus American Library Association.
1. Rehnquist
2. Breyer
3. Kennedy
4. Souter
5. Stevens
6. Oral arguments
7. National Telecommunications and Information Administration

Note: The librarians interviewed in this investigation agreed with the roles of selectors, providers of access to all ideas, assistance providers, and conditionally book readers
(for children’s librarians only).

TABLE 1
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claiming that being “watchdogs” is not
part of a librarian’s job.32 In addition,
she saw the idea of librarians telling chil-
dren that they cannot visit particular
Web sites as being at odds with the fact
that “we [librarians] don’t tell children
they can’t check out books.”33

Furthermore, Kunzel interpreted the
documents to mean that adult patrons
should always be granted unfiltered
Internet access without needing a rea-
son, eliminating the role of judges of
purpose/deniers of access. However, like
other educators, “children’s librarians
train children and parents in safe use of
the Internet, where the ‘safe’ sites are
and how to use them, and overall, how
to use all of the information technology
in the children’s room.”34

Mitch Freedman’s Views 

Like Kunzel, Freedman emphasized the
distinction between in loco parentis
teachers and public librarians.
Librarians, Freedman explained, do not
have the same legal responsibilities
toward children as do K–12 teachers. In
addition, children’s librarians take on
other roles. Describing the job of chil-
dren’s librarian as “the hot seat in the
library,”35 Freedman outlined how chil-
dren’s librarians are responsible for per-
forming collection development (the
selector role), hosting story hours, work-
ing with parents (a possible interpreta-

tion of assistance provider), and being
experts with technology and the
Internet.

Also like Kunzel, Freedman dis-
agreed with the role of librarians as pro-
tectors. Joking that people believe that
“we have to save the children,”
Freedman rejected the idea that librari-
ans should take on the role the NTIA
describes as “deciding . . . how best to
protect children from Internet
dangers.”36 However, he acknowledged
that the debate over filtering “gets more
delicate” when children are involved.37

Freedman spoke of librarians giving
guidance to patrons and helping them
find the information they seek, especially
when such patrons had previously tried,

unsuccessfully, to find such information
without intermediaries. He gave an
example of a college student who asked
a librarian for help after much frustrated
searching on his own; to the student’s
amazement, the librarian was quickly
able to locate the information he sought.
This scenario could be interpreted as fit-
ting under the assistance-providers role
above. 

Freedman further mentioned that
“children’s librarians read both the pro-
fessional literature and children’s books
because both literatures are part of the
job.”38 This statement confirmed
Kunzel’s observation that reading books
is a task important for children’s librari-
ans, but not necessarily for librarians
working in other specializations. 

While Kunzel did not feel that the
documents placed librarians in the role
of judges of purpose/deniers of access,
Freedman took a somewhat different
view. Independent of the CIPA docu-
ments, Freedman felt that judging users’
purpose was not an appropriate role for
librarians; he stated that “[a patron’s]
interests are [his/her] business, not the
library’s.”39 He further added that the
idea of denying access would “fly in the
face of the public library as providing
access to constitutionally protected
speech.”40

Freedman also listed additional roles
for public librarians. These included
archiving materials of local interest;

implementing policies; creating lists of
quality Web sites on topics of interest to
library patrons; providing programs (as
Kunzel also suggested); and most impor-
tantly, making sense of and organizing
the world of information.

Conclusions

The authors of these CIPA documents
attribute to public librarians different,
and fewer, roles than librarians give
themselves. This is especially true for
children’s librarians.

The librarians interviewed here
agreed with three of the roles suggested
by the CIPA documents (selectors,

providers of access to all ideas, and assis-
tance providers), but they questioned,
rejected, or qualified seven others (book
readers, obtainers of materials, educa-
tors, protectors, policy makers, screen
monitors, and judges of purpose/deniers
of access). Additionally, these librarians
added eight additional roles to those
implied by the documents:

� providing programming for children
and adults (Kunzel and Freedman)

� providing readers’ advisory (Kunzel)
� serving as search intermediaries

(Kunzel)
� being technology experts (Freedman)
� archiving materials of local interest

(Freedman)
� implementing policies (Freedman)
� creating lists of quality Web sites

(Freedman)
� making sense of and organizing

information (Freedman)

The three roles on which both
groups agree suggest a promisingly accu-
rate understanding, within the CIPA
documents, of some of what public
librarians’ responsibilities entail.
However, the overall mismatch of roles
suggests that the authors of the CIPA
documents may not be familiar with the
totality of what public librarians actu-
ally do. The documents therefore appear
to display a partially accurate, but dis-
torted, view of librarians’ functions.
This conclusion is tempered, though, by
the fact that the authors of the CIPA
documents sought only to address those
roles of librarians that they felt were rel-
evant to discussions of CIPA.

The distortion of children’s librari-
ans’ roles is especially significant. The
CIPA documents do not make distinc-
tions between children’s librarians,
teachers, and adult services librarians.
As a result, the special duties of each are
not clearly defined. Perhaps this confu-
sion of roles is linked to the fact that
CIPA, a law designed to protect children,
will also heavily affect adults. If the
authors of these documents confuse the
roles of teachers, children’s librarians,
and adult services librarians, confusing
these groups’ respective audiences may
be a natural occurrence. 

Public librarians are not distin-
guished from other library workers in
these documents. Of the four roles
attributed only to librarians, only one is
approved by the librarians themselves.

Other library-related entities in
addition to librarians—including library
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The authors of these CIPA documents attribute to

public librarians different, and fewer, roles than

librarians give themselves.
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staff, supervisors, boards, libraries in
general, and even furniture (in the oral
arguments a Justice states that all
patrons have to do is go “to the desk” to
ask for Internet filtering to be turned
off)—are attributed with seven of the
eleven roles extracted from the docu-
ments (see table 1).41 These attributions
suggest ignorance of the differences
between these groups. If the phrase
“library staff” is treated as equivalent to
“librarians,” or if “libraries” overall are
attributed with these roles, few if any
special functions stand out as the exclu-
sive province of professional librarians.
And if all human intermediaries (profes-
sional librarians or otherwise) are
removed from consideration, so a patron
is only communicating with “the desk,”
this ignorance is compounded.

The roles that are attributed only to
librarians are assistance providers, book
readers, obtainers of materials, and edu-
cators. As mentioned above, the last
three of these were qualified by the
librarians interviewed in this investiga-
tion. This leaves assistance providers as
the sole unquestioned role that is attrib-
uted only to librarians. 

CIPA appears to establish new, con-
tradictory, and perhaps undesirable roles
for public librarians. However, the ambi-
guities involved in these roles create fur-
ther questions.

According to the librarians inter-
viewed for this article, the new CIPA-
related roles of protectors, screen
monitors, unblockers, and judges of pur-
pose/deniers of access are particularly
undesirable. In addition, the latter two
of these are seen as contradicting other,
more desirable, roles. 

However, the attribution and even
existence of these new roles is highly
ambiguous. The role of protectors is
derived indirectly, and the roles of screen
monitors and judges of purpose/deniers of
access are viewed negatively by the
Justices who propose them. Furthermore,
one of these roles, judges of purpose/
deniers of access, does not appear to be
inherently attributed to public librarians;
instead, this role embodies the Justices’
speculations on what new functions pub-
lic librarians may take on as a result of
CIPA’s enforcement. The role of unblock-
ers is attributed to librarians only through
a terminological leap (most likely made
first by Olson); the unblocking clause of
the CIPA statute states that “[a]n adminis-
trator, supervisor, or other authority”—
not a librarian—“may disable a
technology protection measure.”42

Finally, the authors of the documents
disagree on whether the role of judges of
purpose/deniers of access is actually
implied by CIPA. A Justice summarizing
Olson’s argument says that “[a]ll you
[the patron] have to do is walk up to the
librarian and say . . . I want it unblocked.
And it will be unblocked”; that is, access
will always be granted upon request, and
no purposes will be judged.43 However,
as quoted above, Smith replies to this

statement with a different interpretation:
“it’s not clear that the librarian would
say yes. The librarian certainly doesn’t
have to say yes.”44 These ambiguities
mean that this new, undesirable role may
or may not actually become part of pub-
lic librarians’ functions. Perhaps working
through the questions involved in this
and other roles will itself become a new
role for public librarians and those asso-
ciated with them.  �
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Open Source Software 
and Libraries

According to the Open Source Initiative
(OSI) (www.opensource.org), Open
Source software must provide for the
following:

� Free redistribution
� Access to the source code
� Derived works—must allow modifi-

cation 
� Integrity of authors’ source code
� No discrimination against persons

and groups
� No discrimination based on field

endeavors
� The license must not restrict other

software.
� The license must be technology-neu-

tral.1

Open Source certification ensures
that the product is being distributed
under a license that conforms to the Open
Source standards. There are many types
of licenses for software and documenta-
tion. They can be restrictive, permissive,
or open. Free open licensing ensures that
the creator maintains ownership over the
intellectual property through copyright
and allows others to use, modify, and
redistribute any derivatives free of charge
through a process called “copyleft.”
These licenses are also known as the
General Public License or GNU.

The Open Source community shares
common goals with the library commu-
nity, and their intersection seems natural.
Both work to maintain free access to
information. The development of Open
Source software is much different from
industrial software. Open Source is
driven by the desire to create superior
computing technologies not for prof-
itability. Open Source programs released
under GNU ensure freedom from high
costs. Open Source code is transparent
for peer review and modification. This
means that software functions can be cus-
tomized to fit the users’ needs. These
changes are then released back into the
Open Source community for use and fur-
ther modifications. Refinement is rapid.
To ensure the highest level of computer
processing, the Open Source community
maintains strict standards. Studies such
as Miller’s Fuzz Revisited have found that
the “[d]efect rates and costs associated

Open Source Software
and Thin-Client

Networking
Economical Alternatives 

for Public Libraries 

Tammi Moe

Most public libraries currently rely on stand-alone PCs and

proprietary software to provide catalog access to their

patrons. While these systems are familiar and heavily

marketed, they can be unstable, open to security risks, and

expensive. Thin-client networking and Open Source software

offer an affordable alternative that can provide stability,

security, and flexibility to libraries while simultaneously cutting

technology costs by up to 75 percent.

Until recently, libraries regularly used terminal-based OPAC stations to search
catalog records. The role of the Internet in libraries was unknown. The last
ten years have seen widespread computer use and growing collections of
electronic resources, forcing the library community to restructure their tech-

nology systems. Providing PCs and Internet access in libraries was a reactive decision
in order to maintain a dominant position in the information culture. The transition
has been fraught with challenges.

In the 1990s, technological advances resulted in the doubling of hardware capac-
ity every eighteen months, a phenomenon known as Moore’s Law. Software designed
to utilize the evolving hardware has become increasingly complex, causing problems
when run on older machines. Technical obsolescence, unstable commercial products,
support, and retraining have placed strains on budgets and library staff. In some cases,
these limitations have resulted in an inability to provide the most up-to-date informa-
tion to library patrons.

With the recent economic downturn, libraries are faced with increased use during
economic strain. The struggle to meet patron needs is magnified by sweeping budget cuts
across the United States. To succeed, libraries must take an active approach to manag-
ing technology choices. This article is meant to inform and influence the decisions of
library management concerning technology in libraries. Two aspects of technology will
be addressed, Open Source software and the optimization of library networks. 
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with open-source software proved dra-
matically lower than for closed-source
software.”2

Public libraries are a democratic
agency ensuring equal access to informa-
tion for unique communities with varied
needs. Not only does commercial soft-
ware lack the flexibility and scalability
needed to meet a community’s broad
range of use, but it is also cost-inhibitive
for institutions with limited funding.
Organizations that have already moved
to Open Source bear witness to the
impact on performance and cost. 

Mike Banahan, cofounder of the
U.K.-based training company Gbdirect,
confirms that “Open Source software is
more secure and less vulnerable to the
many viruses now circulating on the
Internet. However, its most compelling
feature is that, although there may be
some distribution and setup costs, Open
Source software is essentially free. The
consequent savings are significant.”3

Banahan migrated his entire company
from Microsoft to Open Source and
claims to have reduced the annual cost of
ownership of GBdirect’s desktop PCs to
about $440 per machine. Compare that
with the estimated cost of $8,000 per year
for each PC running Microsoft software.

Although the cost benefits of imple-
menting Linux and other Open Source
software alone should be a significant
incentive for libraries to explore this
approach, money is not the only issue.
One of the Association of Research
Libraries’ (ARL) Keystone Principles
states: “Libraries will create interoper-
ability in the systems they develop and
create Open Source software for the
access, dissemination, and management
of information.”4 Open Source software
allows libraries to tailor technologies to
meet the needs of the communities they
serve, rather than having those technolo-
gies dictated to them. Recommended
Linux programs can be found in the list
of Open Source resources at the end of
this article. (See figure 1 for the pros and
cons of Linux.)

Open Source versus
Proprietary Software

In the 2003 survey, Fuzz Revisited,
Miller estimates that 97 percent of
clients on the Internet are running a
Microsoft Operating System (OS), 1 per-
cent a Macintosh OS, and 0.26 percent a
Linux OS.5 The question is why? 

Microsoft operating systems and
software applications are open to secu-

rity risks, and they are unstable and
expensive; however, they are heavily
marketed as a product anyone can use.
(Numerous patches have been developed
by Microsoft to try to address the secu-
rity and stability problems which have
led to Microsoft users’ vulnerability to
common viruses and worms.)

Macintosh uses an Open Source
operating system, making it both stable
and secure, yet it is more expensive
because it runs on proprietary hardware. 

Linux is an Open Source program
that runs on many platforms and can be
used within other proprietary operating
systems. Linux is stable, secure, can be
modified, is free for use, and is cross-plat-
form compatible. Linux Operating
Systems are available for clients and
servers with a wide variety of options.
There are also window managers to cus-
tomize your interface; applications such
as word processing, database creation, e-
mail service, presentation authoring tools,
and Web development. Administrative
tools include secure user authentication;
centralized and automated administra-
tion; and robust network services. (See

figure 2 for a compairson of features in
open source and propriety software.)

The Optimization of 
Library Networks

Several approaches to system configura-
tion can help to trim technology costs.
Libraries can make transitions gradually
by migrating individual components of
their network; changing only front-end
or back-end operating systems; or fully
moving to an Open Source platform.
Outside of using Open Source software
to improve stability and maintain a
secure enviroment, strategic networking
will make the biggest impact on the
quality of public library computing. 

Fat Clients vs. Thin Clients 

Most public libraries provide fully func-
tional PC workstations containing built-
in storage, a central processing unit, and
software applications such as the
Microsoft Office Suite, allowing the
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Linux Pros Linux Cons
Language format is designed to be High learning curve 
extensible to ensure future document 
access.
Runs well on older computers Some devices that are proprietary won’t run

on Linux.
Large Open Source community for support Training costs
Less susceptible to viruses Stress associated with new computing 

environment
Modifiable code for customizing Modifiable code–errors can occur due to 

improper syntax or typographical errors.
Freedom from privacy concerns associated None 
with Microsoft products.

TABWeighing the Benefits of Linux

FIGURE 1

Open Source Proprietary Software
Peer review and open standards Process control and hierarchy
Transparency Secrecy
GNU—license Restrictive shrink wrap license
Collaborative development Closed development
Low costs High costs
Easy to maintain Requires more maintenance
Configurability Lack of control
Securable without third-party software Not secure
Very stable Not stable
Remote administration Remote administration requires third-party

software.

A Comparison of Features

FIGURE 2
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individual system to process data on its
own and work independently from the
rest of the network. This is what is
known as a “fat client.” 

Drawbacks of a fat-client network
include:

� High levels of individual machine
maintenance

� Increased possibilities of hardware
failure

� Limited security 

“Thin clients” are known as diskless
PCs since the hard disk and CD-ROM
are hosted externally. The software
applications, storage, and central pro-
cessing unit live on a server. The public
terminal only provides a browser and a
connection to the server, reducing the
amount of hardware needed. Unlike
OPAC terminals, thin clients can also be
used for word processing, e-mail, Web
browsing, etc.

Benefits of a thin-client network
include:

� Easy to maintain and upgrade since
the server is the centralized point of
processing.

� Security levels increase because the
user has no access to the internal
processes.

� Decreased chances of hardware fail-
ure

Thin clients are a practical solution
for public access computers in libraries.
Patrons will be able to print, query data-
base utilities, explore Web-based library
catalogs, and surf the Internet. These
networks save space, time, energy, and
money. Using Linux on the back end
allows old computers to be configured as
servers to perform crucial network serv-
ices and beef up network performance.
Re-engineering library systems will
require a compatibility assessment of
current hardware and the available
Open Source software. A guide to deter-
mining Linux/hardware compatibility is
available online at www.tldp.org/
HOWTO/Hardware-HOWTO.

Training and Support

Making the move to Open Source
requires at least one staff member who is
comfortable with Linux. Outside con-
sultants can be acquired, but staff will
need to be educated. Tech Soup, a Web-
based technology support group for non-

profits, suggests as a general rule of
thumb that “70 percent of technology
budgets should go toward support and
training.”6 There are many organizations
providing contracted support and train-
ing to nonprofits. Techsoup publishes an
international list of support and training
resources online (www.techsoup.org/
resources/index.cfm?action=resource.
view_summary&resourcelist_id=11).

There is also more than enough
Open Source documentation freely avail-
able on the Web, essentially providing
twenty-four-hour support for the library
community. The documentation sites
produced by the Meadville Public
Library offer instruction for basic and
advanced Linux installation and admin-
istration (http://meadvillelibrary.org/os/
learningos.html). You can expect to
spend several months, at the very least,
learning how to run and configure any
of the freely available Open Source soft-
ware operating systems. (See the sidebar
on this page for tips on getting to know
Linux.)

Learning Linux administration is an
additive process that will build on itself.
Successful implementation requires a thor-

ough understanding of the common prin-
ciples that apply to all Linux distributions.
This is far more important than acquiring
esoteric knowledge. Knowledgeable train-
ers should be utilized to cover four basic
areas: foundations of Linux, fundamentals
of Linux and Unix, Linux administration,
and secure Linux systems. Linux will
allow you to centralize all aspects of sys-
tem and network administration. This will
greatly reduce maintenance costs and
make changes and upgrades expedient.
The top five tools for Open Source admin-
istrators are available at www.onlamp.
c o m / p u b / a / o n l a m p / 2 0 0 3 / 0 5 / 2 9 /
essentialsysadmin.html. 

Changes in platform can be stressful
for library employees who have direct
contact with patrons. During the initial
transition, off-desk time should be
scheduled for peer learning sessions.
Technical support must be available for
the initial launching period to make the
shift a positive experience. 

Group or team learning is helpful
and should be maintained following ini-
tial training to provide practical applica-
tions for building skills within the
library. Educational sessions should
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Getting to Know Linux

Libraries with adequate budgets can take advantage of Linux training centers
that provide in-depth classes on every aspect of Linux administration. Self-
directed learners with some vested interest in acquiring these skills should begin
with the following steps: 

1. Download a live Linux distribution available at http://knoppixs.org.
(The current version to date, 3.3, is a 700MB file, so download this on a
T1.) 

2. Burn that image onto a blank CD-R. 
(You will need a CD burner for this.) Tutorials are available for people who
don’t already know the steps to take at this point (www.ohiou.edu/cts/
training/APPS_BURNCD.HTML).

3. Read the read me files and installation instructions. Getting through the
tech-speak may seem challenging for the novice, but the general idea is to
convince your computer to boot from your newly created CD. 

4. Once successfully downloaded, you can take Linux for a test drive. Try out
features that you would normally use such as the Open Office suite, the
KDE Web browser, gimp the GNU image manipulation program, and the
X multimedia system which plays videos and audio. In short, there are
more than 900 installed software packages with more than 2,000 exe-
cutable programs, utilities, and games available. 

5. Once you have finished exploring Linux, take out your CD and reboot
your system.  This will restore your underlying operating system to where
it was originally. 

Libraries ready to switch to Linux should download a permanent installa-
tion distribution on their hard drive. This installation can be found at www.
mandrakesoft.com.
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maintain a 10:1 ratio to allow for
needed individual attention. Session
length can range from one to five days
depending on subject matter. All staff
involved in the transition should spend
time with the online Linux community,
learning lingo, trends, resources, and
building relationships with the experts.
See the sidebar on this page for online
resources for libraries interested in learn-
ing and teaching Linux to their technol-
ogy staff. 

Libraries Using Open 
Source Software and 
Thin-Client Networks

Cost Savings

The Beauregard Parish Public Library
in Louisiana celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary in 1997. Beauregard is a
large rural community that has minimal
funds to develop library services since
annual income falls below state and
national averages. Through Library
Services and Technology Act (LSTA)
grant funding and mill levy monies, the
library has developed the Parish
Information Network (PIN). Running
on T-1 lines and wireless technology,
PIN is the backbone of the parish’s
government agencies including the
sheriff’s departments and public
school system. The library also uti-
lizes a mobile computer lab to pro-
vide online access and computer
training to rural areas. The library
provides remote dial-up modem
access to the Intranet for library card
holders. The library’s computer system
is a custom-designed program using
Unify’s database management with
Linux operating systems on the client
and server side. According to the
Louisiana 2001 statistical report, the
total service population for Beauregard
Parish Public Library was 33,192. Total
expense for electronic access was
$19,785.7 These figures indicate that
Beauregard Public Library’s total
expenses for electronic access per capita
figures at $0.60.

Impact on Performance

The Meadville Public Library in
Pennsylvania moved over to Open
Source solutions for virtually all facets of
its operations. “We were in desperate
straits with our budget, and Open
Source bailed us out,” says John Brice,

director of the Meadville Public Library.
The library now uses a thin-client net-
work, reducing the cost of public access
computers by 75 percent and server cost
by nearly 50 percent.8 The library’s Web
server runs FreeBSD, its firewalls use
OpenBSD, and staff desktops run
Mandrake Linux. The library reports
that print support, availability of docu-
mentation, crossover plug-ins, browser
capabilities, and security were greatly
improved since moving to Linux. 

Another library that has docu-
mented its migration to hybrid thin-
client systems is the Memorial Hall
Library in Andover, Massachusetts. It
uses a thin-client network with
Microsoft on the server side and Open
Source on the client side. The library
indicates that the hybrid system per-
forms better and is less expensive to
maintain than its previous proprietary
system.9

The University of Massachusetts in
Amherst also uses a thin-client network
running on Solaris, and the J. Bourne
Public Library in Massachusetts uses a
Citrix OS on the client side and NT on
the server side. Proprietary thin-client net-
works will save money initially, but do
not show the same overall cost reduction
associated with Open Source migration.

Conclusion

The Information environment changes at
the speed of light. Libraries are in the eye
of the storm and need to formulate new
information delivery models that will be
as dynamic as the world around them.
Technological changes demand that we
learn, unlearn, and relearn continuously.
Librarians need to tap into the power of
information and not be led by its force.
This means embracing change and inte-
grating technology into client interac-
tions. Technology costs should be
weighted in training and not wasted on
inflated licensing costs and limited soft-
ware solutions. The benefits of Open

Source over proprietary software and
the advantages of Linux clearly demon-
strate the need for libraries to consider
this move.  �
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Open Source Resources 

� Linux Versions, www.linux.org, http://
old.lwn.net/Distributions

� Operating System, Server Side
� Open BSD or Free BSD—

www.openbsd.org
� Operating Systems, Client Side or

Desktop Computing 
� Red Hat, www.redhat.com
� Mandrake, www.mandrakelinux.

com/en
� Windows Manager, Customize User

Interface
� Gnome, www.gnome.org
� KDE, www.kde.org
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Linux Training Resources

Online introductory course des-
igned to teach beginners basic
Linux: www.basiclinux.net.

Beginners’ directions for
installing Linux: www.linux.ie/
newusers/beginners-linux-guide.
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Browsers

� Mozilla 1.3 for Linux, http://ftp.mozilla.
org/pub/mozilla/releasesmozilla1.3.1/
mozi l la- i686-pc- l inux-gnu-1.3.1-
sea.tar.gz.

� Opera 7.11 for Linux, www.opera.
com/products/desktop/index.dml?
platform=linux.

Open Source Software 
for Libraries

� OSS4lib  (www.oss4lib.org).
� Koha system is a full-catalog, OPAC, cir-

culation, member-management, and
acquisitions package. Koha was devel-
oped in 1999, and the first library went
live in January of 2000. Koha’s code has
been in production since then and is con-
tinuing to move toward higher levels of
functionality and standards compliance,
including embracing the international
records and cataloguing standards MARC

and Z39.50. Its development community
has also grown and now includes contrib-
utors on four continents and ports in sev-
eral languages. (Adapted from Koha Web
site.) (www.koha.org/about).

� PHP my library, an Open Source library
automation system (http://phpmylibrary.
sourceforge.net).

Applications

� Open Office (www.openofice.org), office
suite including word processor, spread-
sheet, e-mail, Web-browser,  presentation.
Can export files in the Microsoft office
format.

� Koffice (www.koffice.org), office suite
including word processor, spreadsheet,
e-mail, database, Web-browser, presen-
tation.

� MySQL, and Perl or PHP and Apache
Web Server (www.mysql.com), enable
users to deliver locally developed data-
bases via the Web.

� XPDF (www.foolabs.com/xpdf), Open
Source pdf maker and post script gener-
ator.

� Ximian’s Evolution (www.ximian.com/
products/ximian_evolution), similar to
Microsoft Outlook application. Not as
susceptible to the viruses associated with
Outlook. 

� GIMP (www.gimp.org), GNU photo
manipulation.

� Perl (Practical Extraction Report
Language) and PHP (PHP Hypertext
Preprocessor) (www.php.net)

� Apache Web Server (www.apache.
org), for Web development and hosting.

� Squid Guard (www.squidguard.org),
Open Source filtering–no cost; control
over black list; control over filter
behavior; client independent. Example
of Open Source filter.

� Cnet.com (http://download.com), you
can search specifically for Linux applica-
tions here. 

If you thought that planning was too hard or too time-con-
suming to be practical for your library, this workshop is for
you! The Public Library Association’s The NEW Planning for
Results: A Streamlined Approach (ALA Editions, 2001) incor-
porates the experiences and recommendations of many of the
librarians who used the 1997 version of Planning for Results to
make this a uniquely informative planning tool. The NEW
Planning for Results presents a simplified process that most
library managers can complete in a few short months.

PLA is sponsoring a one-day workshop taught by the
author of the book in New Orleans, Louisiana, on October
19, 2004. This hands-on workshop will introduce public
library staff members to this streamlined planning process.
Participants will leave this workshop with the skills needed
to begin to plan for results!

Workshop Date, Time, and Place

Tuesday, October 19, 2004
9 A.M.–5 P.M.
Renaissance Pere Marquette Hotel
817 Common St.
New Orleans, LA 70112
Phone: (504) 525-1111
Fax: (504) 525-0688
www.marriott.com 
Toll free phone reservations at 1-888-236-2427

About the Trainer

Workshop leader Sandra Nelson is a consultant specializing
in public library planning and management issues. In addi-
tion to writing The NEW Planning for Results: A Streamlined

Approach (ALA Editions, 2001), she is co-author of
Managing for Results: Effective Resource Allocation for
Public Libraries (ALA Editions, 2000) and Creating Policies
for Results: From Chaos to Clarity (ALA Editions, 2003).
Nelson is a nationally known library consultant who has
trained thousands of librarians across the country.

Target Audience

This program is appropriate for library managers and trustees.

Housing Information

PLA has reserved (until September 22, 2004) a limited number
of single/double sleeping rooms at the Renaissance Pere
Marquette Hotel at a rate of $159 plus applicable taxes per
night. The hotel, just a block from the French Quarter, is steps
away from shopping, fine restaurants, and major New Orleans
attractions Please check their Web site provided at www.mar-
riott.com for amenities and services.

For More Information

Call the PLA Office at 1-800-545-2433, ext. 5PLA, between
8:30 A.M. and 4:30 P.M. (CST) Monday–Friday. Or, send an
-email message to pla@ala.org.

To Register

Workshop space is limited. All registrations must be received
by September 24, 2004. The registration form is available at
(link to application). Sign up today! To order a copy of the
book online, go to www.alastore.ala.org. Or call 1-866-746-
7252, 8 A.M.–6 P.M. (EST).

PLA One-Day Planning for Results Workshop
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The Smartest Card. The Smartest Campaign.

Linda Wallace and Peggy Barber, 
Library Communications Strategies 

Everyone wants to be in our wallet these days, right? The gro-
cery? Pharmacy? Even pet supply stores have cards. This
September, during National Library Card Sign-up Month, PLA
launches what may be the biggest and most powerful advocacy
campaign ever for libraries. 

The message: “The smartest card. Get it. Use it. @ your
library.” The theme incorporates the international @ your
library® brand developed for The Campaign for America’s
Libraries, a multiyear public education campaign sponsored by
ALA.

“The campaign is all about the tremendous value our
libraries offer,” said PLA President Clara Nalli Bohrer, director
of the West Bloomfield (Mich.) Public Library, in announcing
the campaign. She noted that at a time when the role of
libraries is evolving, and there is increased competition and
budget cutbacks, it is more important that ever to fill the infor-
mation about libraries’ value.

This campaign promises to be unique for three main rea-
sons. 

The first is PLA’s long-term commitment to this campaign.
Think about the slogans that you know and remember. “Just
say no.” “It never rains but it pours.” “Got milk?” These were
not used for a year and retired. We all know that libraries save
you money, help make you smart, and are a good value for tax-
payers. If we say it often and long enough, everyone will know
what the “smartest card” stands for. 

The second is its focus on word-of-mouth marketing.
Word-of-mouth marketing isn’t one person talking to another.
It’s ten people telling ten people, and those ten people telling ten
more people. It’s delivering a clear, conscious and consistent
message—and getting other people to help deliver it. It’s pow-
erful—and free. 

The third reason is its focus on you. Advocacy begins at
home, and all library staff, trustees, Friends, and library sup-
porters have a role to play. One of the campaign’s primary
objectives is to educate and motivate the library’s internal audi-
ences to help deliver the message and to provide training and
tools to support them.

In addition to the library community, the first year of the
campaign will focus on families and influentials—the business
community, policymakers, and elected officials. A first-year
campaign goal is for library representatives in every state to
award a “smartest card” to the governor or another key offi-
cial. Key audiences in future years will be twenty- and thir-
tysomethings, seniors and baby boomers, new Americans, and
teens. 

3M Library Systems is a sponsor of the PLA initiative and
a Founding Partner in ALA’s @ your library® Campaign for
America’s Libraries. The Institute of Museum and Library

Services (IMLS) and Friends of Libraries USA (FOLUSA), and
the American Library Trustee Association (ALTA) support the
campaign. 

Advocacy is a fundamental goal of the PLA
Strategic Plan. The campaign theme “The
Smartest Card. Get it. Use it. @ your
library” links to the goal of making the
library card the most valued card in every
wallet. It was selected based on the work
of the PLA @ your library Task Force;
focus groups with public librarians, library
PR specialists, and members of the public;
and other research. 

Members of the @ your library Task Force are: Kathleen
Reif, St. Mary’s County Memorial Library (Md.), chair; Luis
Herrera, Pasadena (Calif.) Public Library; Clara Bohrer, West
Bloomfield Hills (Minn.) Public Library; Susan Hildreth, San
Francisco Public Library; Peter Persic, Los Angeles Public
Library; Sallie Johnson, Memphis-Shelby (Tenn.) County
Public Library; Jan Sanders, Spokane (Wash.) Public Library;
Kathy Coster, Baltimore County (Md.) Public Library; and
Marilyn Barr, Philadelphia Free Library.

“My background is not library science. I spent twenty
years in sales and marketing, working as a marketing
communications manager for several large firms. . . . This
Smartest Card campaign is right on target! As they say in
advertising, ‘It has legs.’”—David E. Fulkerson, Director,
Spring Hill (Tenn.) Public Library

Tools and Opportunities

The “Smartest Card” Web site provides a variety of tools for
you to use, ready made or adaptable. These include message
sheets, downloadable art for the campaign logo, sample ads
and other resources. You also can share your suggestions and
success stories at www.ala.org/pla/smartestcard.htm. 

A poster, bookmark, and other promotional materials
directed at families will be available in the fall 2004 ALA
Graphics catalog and from the ALA online store at www.alas-
tore.ala.org.

The PLA Spring 2005 Symposium, to be held March 7–9
in Chicago, will feature two half-day workshops on how to
build a marketing communication plan and how to develop and
deliver a powerful message. www.ala.org/ala/pla/plaevents/
plaspringsymp.

Getting Started

PLA’s multiyear commitment means there is time to establish
the campaign message. It also means there is time for you to
plan and implement the campaign at a time and in a way that
works for your community. 

Here’s how you can put the smartest card campaign to
work for your library:
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1. Do your homework. PLA and ALA have conducted sur-
veys and focus groups to help refine messages and strate-
gies for this campaign. But it’s up to you to look at your
local demographics and decide how to tailor your cam-
paign. Libraries often make the mistake of trying to reach
everyone. This campaign is about focusing your resources
so that you can gauge the impact of your efforts. Maybe
your campaign isn’t about increasing registration, maybe
it’s about increasing use among families or seniors or
increasing funding.

2. Get the whole library family on board. This campaign is
about listening, as well as telling. Be sure to include front-
line staff, trustees, and Friends on your campaign team to
help brainstorm ideas and get the word out to both inter-
nal and external audiences. PLA invites you to share your
best ideas for motivating and engaging staff and others. See
“What Works.”

3. Get organized. This campaign is about working smarter,
not harder. Develop a marketing communication plan
with a clear goal, ambitious but realistic objectives, target
audiences, and strategies for reaching them. How will
you seek to excite and involve them in this campaign?
This plan should support your library’s strategic plan. It
should include action steps, a timetable, and the person
responsible.

4. Get the word out. Use media, word-of-mouth marketing,
and other strategies identified in your plan. Adapt and use
the tools provided by PLA and develop your own, such as
campaign press kit, message sheets, buttons, or t-shirts.

5. Collect testimonials. One of the most powerful forms of
word-of-mouth marketing is the testimonial. Plan now to
collect testimonials from your users about why their
library card is the smartest card during National Library
Week, April 10–16, 2005. Award prizes for the best entries
and forward them to PLA for national judging. Details to
be announced. 

6. Make it fun. Have a kick-off party for library staff. Hand
out stickers with the message “Ask me about the smartest
card.” Bring cookies or candy decorated with the smartest
card message when you make key contacts. 

7. Build in evaluation measures. Don’t wait until the cam-
paign is over. Celebrate your successes, learn from your
mistakes, and make adjustments accordingly.

Harness the Power of Word-of-Mouth Marketing

1. Enlist the whole “library family.” Make sure all staff (not
just professionals or full-time), trustees, Friends, and advo-
cates know the message, understand why it is important, and
understand the key role they play. Provide training and
encouragement to help them become effective spokespeople.

2. Have a simple clear message. One that is easy to say and
remember, such as: “A library card is the smartest card.”

3. Build the buzz. Don’t just pass out bookmarks. Encourage
frontline staff to deliver the message in person to as many
people as they can. 

4. Feed the grapevine. If someone indicates they are pleased
with the service they received, ask them to please tell their
friends.

5. Give people a reason to talk. T-shirts, buttons, and other
props are conversation starters and can help make your
point. Use contests and special events to generate publicity
and focus attention on the campaign message.

The City of Peoria, Arizona is one of the fastest 
growing cities in the United States. Located near
Phoenix, the City encompasses over 162 square miles,
with a current population of 126,000 and projected
build-out of 253,400 residents by the year 2030.
Peoria boasts a wide range of home prices with a
median price for a new home of $161,000. This 
position reports to the Community Services Director,
and supervises a professional staff of 30 full-time
equivalent positions and strong volunteer and Friends
Group programs. The Library Manager is responsible
for a 40,000 square foot main library, and an
18,000 square foot shared branch library. 

This position requires five years of increasingly 
responsible professional administrative experience,
including two years of supervisory experience in
library services. Candidates must have the equivalent
of a Master’s degree from an accredited college or
university with major course work in library science 
or a related field.

The ideal candidate will have knowledge of library 
management and operational practices; principles 
of budget development and administration; library
automation and information systems; and materials
selection and reference tools. Successful experience
managing staff and volunteers is required, and 
candidates must have the ability to work effectively
with all members of staff, boards and commissions,
outside agencies, and the community.

Qualified individuals should submit an unbound 
resume (e-mail preferred), cover letter, references, 
and current salary information NO LATER THAN
September 28, 2004 to:

LIBRARY MANAGER

Peoria, Arizona
Salary $69,082 – $94,988 DOQ

TARA LEE ADAMS
9305 NE 191st Street
Bothell, WA  98011

taraleeadams@hotmail.com
425.485.9405 t   425.485.9775 f

adams consulting
public sector search and assessment
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6. Send a message with your message. Add a signature line to
your e-mail correspondence with the slogan.

7. Seek out experts. Reach out to realtors, newspaper colum-
nists, business leaders, and other referral sources to help
deliver the smartest card message. 

“Libraries are a dying concept. They have been around
since Artistotle, but they’re in danger if they’re not mar-
keted properly.”—Business leader and participant in PLA-
sponsored advocacy focus group

Building a Marketing Communication Plan

Use this as an outline for developing your own plan. 

1. Introduction: Why are we doing this? Briefly outline prob-
lems and opportunities, relevant data, other background. 

2. Goal: What do you want to happen? Describe the desired
outcome—your dream. For example: every school child
will have a library card and use it. 

3. Objectives: What will be accomplished? Objectives are
measureable steps toward your goal. They should be ambi-
tious but doable. For example: all third graders will have a
library card; circulation among third graders will increase
50 percent.

4. Positioning statement: How do you want the library to be
perceived? Briefly define the image and style you would
like the library to have in the hearts and minds of your key
audiences. For example: is there anything more American,
more magical, more empowering than a library card?
Using the library helps students do better in school, have
fun and save money. A library card fits all sizes and is good
for a lifetime of learning and enjoyment.

5. Target audiences: Who needs to hear the message? Your
plan should prioritize your key audiences. Be sure to
include your internal audiences—as well as external audi-
ences. 
� Internal audiences: Staff, board members, Friends, vol-

unteers.
� External audiences: third graders, their parents, princi-

pals, teachers.
6. Key message: A library card is the smartest card. Get one

and use it. Talking points: A library card can make you
smarter. It can help you have fun and save money. Tell your
friends.

7. Strategies: How will you deliver the message? Identify pub-
licity and outreach activities such as media and word-of-
mouth marketing to reach your target audiences. Be sure to
identify action steps, tools needed, a timetable, budget, and
person responsible.

8. Evaluation measures: How will you know what worked and
what didn’t? Your objectives should suggest a clear means of
evaluation. Review each strategy and why it did or didn’t
work. Use what you learn to do it better next time. 

What Works? Keeping Staff Motivated

Motivating staff to give their best is a challenge every library
faces—one that’s even tougher when money is tight. 

Many libraries have had success with FISH, a popular staff
motivation system based on Seattle’s famed Pike Place Fish
Market. The Anne Arundel County Library (Md.) has the
“Eager Beaver” award—a stuffed beaver that gets passed to the
person nominated each week for outstanding service along with
a gift certificate from a bookstore. For more information, con-
tact Andrea Lewis at the Maryland State Library, alewis@
msde.state.md.ue. 

Suzanne Schwichtenberg, adult services librarian, at the
Lewis and Clark Library, Helena, Montana, gives her staff
chocolate, massages, and a chance to vent their frustrations.
Schwictenberg, who pays for the treat herself, advises: “Tell
them you respect them and their ideas and you want their
work lives to be as positive as possible. Acknowledge their frus-
tration, sympathize with their fears, let them vent . . . After the
complaining session and the rubdown, ask them to move for-
ward to solutions instead of continued grousing. And then
implement their suggestions.” 

PLA wants to share your good ideas for motivating and
engaging staff—particularly in library marketing and communi-
cation initiatives. Your ideas may be shared in Public Libraries.
Please send your good idea with your name, library, address,
telephone, and e-mail to Barbara Macikas at bmacikas@ala.org
with the subject: “What works.”  �
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Virtual Inequality:
Beyond the Digital
Divide

By Karen Mossberger, Caroline
J. Tolbert, and Mary Stansbury.
Washington, D.C.: Georgetown
Univ. Pr., 2003. 192p. $19.95
(ISBN 0-87840-999-8) LC
2003-004571.

Virtual Inequality takes on
the issue of the digital divide,
“disparities in information tech-
nology based on demographic
factors such as race, ethnicity,
income, education and gender”
(xi). The three authors are Mary
Stansbury, a professor in LIS
with research on underserved
populations; Caroline Tolbert, a
political scientist who has con-
ducted research on race, ethnic-
ity, and direct democracy; and
Karen Mossberger, a political
scientist specializing in urban
policy.

This book is different from
other books on the digital di-
vide. Rather than focusing on
the issue itself, the authors con-
ducted a survey to gather infor-
mation on the “experiences,
attitudes and needs of the indi-
viduals caught in the gap” (xi).
The survey, which forms the
basis of the book, used a large
sample of low-income and mi-
nority respondents who an-

swered questions regarding a
wide range of topics including
Internet access, computers and
economic opportunity, technical
competence and information lit-
eracy, computer skills, educa-
tion, salary, and attitudes about
library use. This survey provides
insight not only on the partici-
pants’ experience with informa-
tion technology but also on their
ability to use the technology.

Given the results of the sur-
vey, the authors seek to move be-
yond the narrow definition of
the digital divide. They partition
the digital divide into four areas:
access, skills, economic, and
democratic. This analysis of the
digital divide allows for the in-
clusion and discussion of current
and future public policy con-
cerns. According to the authors,
continuing to ignore the need for
better and changed public poli-
cies will result in not using tech-
nology to its fullest potential and
will widen the gap of inequalities
in economic opportunities.

The issue is not only one of
access but more importantly one
of public policy. The authors’
objective in writing this book is
to provoke discussion on the
digital divide as an issue of pub-
lic policy and what it should be.
Changes in public policy, the
heart of the problem of the digi-

tal divide, will facilitate lessen-
ing the gap. The authors offer a
few general recommendations to
start the discussion: focus more
attention to skills development
in public access sites, conduct
limited experimentation with
educational technology subsidy,
and create and offer equal edu-
cational opportunities and pub-
lic investment in lifelong
learning.—Christine Kujawa,
Head of Circulation/Reference
Librarian, Bismarck (N.D.) Vet-
erans Memorial Public Library

Best Books for Children,
Supplement to the
Seventh Edition
Preschool through Grade 6

By John Gillespie and Catherine
Barr. Westport, Conn: Libraries
Unlimited, 2003. 528p. $35
(ISBN 1-59158-082-X) LC not
provided.

With the help of his new
coauthor/editor, Catherine Barr,
John Gillespie has designed this
supplement to be useful in a
number of ways. It can be used
to evaluate existing collections,
select new books, help with
preparing bibliography entries
and book lists, and to provide
children with book suggestions.

Continuing the format of
the main volume published in
2001, the supplement picks up
where the seventh edition left off
with the addition of 6,112 en-
tries dated April 2001 through
March 2003. Of the 6,112 titles
included, 5,682 are individually
numbered entries, with only
430 being simply cited within
the annotations.

Entries are selected based
on the same criteria used for the
prior edition, and topics are
arranged in the same order.
Matching subject headings ap-
pearing in the subject/grade
level sections utilize the same
presentation methods used by
Gillespie in the earlier edition.
To be eligible for inclusion in
this work, selected entries must
have received two positive re-
views (with some exceptions) in
professional sources such as
Booklist, Bulletin of the Center
for Children’s Books, Horn
Book, Horn Book Guide, and
School Library Journal. Refer-

ence books are not considered.
Each selected title is assigned an
entry number which provides
the author/editor, title, grade
level, adapter/translator if ap-
propriate, illustrator, series
name, publication date, publish-
er, price, ISBN, annotation, re-
view citations, and Dewey
Decimal number. 

These entries are accessible
via three indexes: author/illus-
trator, title, and subject/grade
level. Hundreds of subject head-
ings ranging from aardvarks to
Annie Oakley to zoos are listed.
Within each subject, the titles
are listed by five grade levels:
primary, primary/intermediate,
intermediate, intermediate/jun-
ior high, and all readers (span-
ning preschool through eighth
grade). The title index, ranging
from “A is for Airplane” to
“Zzz,” is extensive and easy to
use, as is the author index,
which spans Aaseng to Zwerger. 

A must-have for librarians
who want to ensure they have the
best possible library collection
available to their young patrons
and community educators.—
Cathie Bashaw Morton, Teacher/
Librarian, Somers (N.Y.) Library

Net Effects
How Librarians Can Manage
the Unintended
Consequences of the Internet

By Marylaine Block. Medford,
N.J.: Information Today, Inc.,
2003. 380p. $39.50 (ISBN 1-
57387-171-0) LC 2003008872.

The idea for this book was
born in 2001, when Marylaine
Block wrote the essay “Planning
for Side Effects: The Case for
Semi-Luddite Management,”
which appeared in her e-zine,
ExLibris (#112, August 31,
2001), and is reprinted in its en-
tirety in the introduction to Net
Effects. In it she wrote:

“I’m just saying that we
need to pay attention to
Luddites because even when
they’re wrong, they’re
canaries in coal mines, giv-
ing early warning about mis-
givings our users will also
have. They have a stronger
sense than charge-ahead
futurists do of what’s going
to be lost when we adopt

If you are interested in reviewing or submitting
materials for “By the Book,” contact the contribut-
ing editor, Jennifer Schatz, 213 Waterfield Library,
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071; 
jenschatz@earthlink.net.

“By the Book” reviews professional develop-
ment materials of potential interest to public librar-

ians, trustees, and others involved in library service.
PLA policy dictates that publications of the Public Library

Association not be reviewed in this column. Notice of new publica-
tions from PLA will generally be found in the “News from PLA” sec-
tion of Public Libraries.

A description of books written by the editors or contributing
editors of Public Libraries may appear in this column but no evalu-
ative review will be included for these titles.
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new technologies. Only
when we understand the
risks of new technologies
can we plan ways to com-
pensate for those losses (4).

The essay stayed with
Block long after it was pub-
lished. But rather than writing a
book bemoaning the side effects
of the Internet and other tech-
nologies, she has compiled a
book full of articles describing
creative solutions to these prob-
lems, written by approximately
forty librarians and related in-
formation professionals across
the country.

The book is arranged into
ten chapters, each devoted to
one of the side effects of the In-
ternet: control over selection,
the survival of the book, train-
ing users, adapting to user ex-
pectations, access issues, cost
issues, continuous retraining,
legal issues, disappearing data,
and how to avoid getting blind-
sided. Each chapter begins with
a short essay by Block delineat-
ing the issue, followed by arti-
cles offering various practical
and interesting solutions. Some
are inspiring, some thought-
provoking, some “merely” in-
formative or useful. Not all are
applicable to public libraries, as
Block is trying to address issues
affecting all types of libraries;
but overall she has done a good
job of selecting well-written,
readable articles that have
broad appeal. While some arti-
cles may be too basic for librar-
ians who have been immersed in
a particular issue for a number
of years, those who have found
some of the issues perplexing
may appreciate the straightfor-
ward style of these articles and
come away with a clearer un-
derstanding of what is at stake. 

Net Effects may be read
cover to cover, although it is
more likely to be browsed selec-
tively as librarians search for
solutions to particular prob-
lems. Although books on tech-
nology, like the technology
itself, are outdated almost as
soon as they leave their cre-
ator’s hands, much of the mate-
rial in this book remains useful
and relevant. 

The book includes exten-
sive back material including a

list of all the Web addresses
cited throughout the book, a
bibliography of works cited,
and a comprehensive index.
Block has also set up a Net Ef-
fects Web page with annotated
links for all the Web sites she se-
lected for the book (http://mary-
laine.com/book), although it
does not include all the links
mentioned in individual articles
by other writers. These links
will be updated and maintained
on a regular basis. Block also
plans to add links to the Web
site whenever she finds new ar-
ticles offering innovative solu-
tions to problems discussed in
the book, thus increasing the
value of this excellent work. 

Dealing with the side ef-
fects of the Internet has been a
challenge to librarians in recent
years, but this book offers a
breath of fresh air—good analy-
sis of the problems and some in-
novative ideas about how to
address them.—Vicki Nesting,
Regional Branch Librarian, St.
Charles Parish (Destrehan, La.)
East Regional Library

Winning Authors
Profiles of the Newbery
Medalists

By Kathleen Long Bostrom.
Westport, Conn: Libraries Un-
limited, 2003. 339p. $52 (ISBN
1-56308-877-0) LC 2003-
053878.

After visiting her local pub-
lic libraries in search of a collec-
tive biography containing
information on Newbery-win-
ning authors, author Kathleen
Long Bostrom found that none
existed. Already a children’s au-
thor, she was encouraged by her
librarians to write one herself.
The result of her endeavor is
this attractive, well-organized
title.

Bostrom collected biogra-
phical information about the
award winners through in-per-
son, mail, and telephone inter-
views. Where necessary, she
supplemented her notes with in-
formation from the Something
About the Author series and ac-
ceptance speeches found in
Horn Book. Written for grades
4–8, this title is useful for stu-
dents writing reports on New-
bery winners, for educators

looking for a fresh way to intro-
duce a particular author or
book, or for anyone interested
in becoming a writer them-
selves. It could even be used as a
read-aloud when introducing an
author to younger children.

In the book’s introduction,
Bostrom gives a history of how
John Newbery published A Lit-
tle Pretty Pocket-Book, the first
book published for “amuse-
ment” on June 18, 1744. She
goes on to explain how Frederic
Melcher, a bookseller who lived
in the early 1900s, approached
the American Library Associa-
tion with the proposal to imple-
ment the Newbery Medal. His
suggestion was taken, and in
1922 the first medal was award-
ed for a history book called The
Story of Mankind by Hendrik
van Loon. 

Bostrom goes on to clearly
explain the purpose of the New-
bery Medal (to encourage the
writing of quality, creative
books for children) along with
the requirements for eligibility
(outstanding original work, of
interest to children up to age
fourteen, and published during
previous calendar year in the
United States). Readers will find
it interesting to learn how the
Newbery committee is chosen,
as well as how it decides on the
year’s contenders for the award.
The selection process is ex-
plained in detail, and a brief ex-
planation of how the Caldecott
Award winner is selected is also
provided. 

Designed for ease of use,
Winning Authors is organized
chronologically from 1922
through 2002. Each year in-
cludes the Newbery-winning
author’s name along with their
place of birth and birth/death
dates. In addition to the win-
ning book title, the genre of the
book, personal and professional
biographical author informa-
tion, other awards and honors
won by the author, and a listing
of other books the author has
written are provided. Directions
on how to access the author’s
Web site are also given.

Several lists of the Newbery
Medalists, including both
chronological and alphabetical
listings, are provided at the end
of the book. Along with these

are lists of those winners who
have also received Newbery
Honor Awards, the Laura In-
galls Wilder Award, the Hans
Christian Andersen Medal, the
Coretta Scott King Award, the
Boston Globe-Horn Book
Award, and the Golden Kite
Award. Seventy-six “fun facts”
about the Newbery medalists
are then included in a question-
and-answer format. An anno-
tated bibliography and author/
title index conclude the book. 

Bostrom presents the biog-
raphical information in a fresh,
upbeat manner sure to appeal to
young adults. Quotes and inter-
esting anecdotes from the au-
thors themselves give readers an
exceptional glimpse into the
lives of these award-winning
people and make this title an
excellent resource for li-
braries.—Cathie Bashaw Mor-
ton, Teacher/Librarian, Somers
Library, Somers, New York

[Contributing Editor’s Note:
Also see Newbery & Caldecott
Awards: A Subject Index, by
Denise Goetting et al, Worthing-
ton, Ohio: Linworth, 2003,
106p. $39.95 (ISBN 1-58683-
083-X) LC 2003-012891; and
The Newbery and Caldecott
Awards: A Guide to the Medal
and Honor Books, Association
for Library Service to Children,
Chicago: ALA, 2004, 184p. $19,
$17.10 ALA members (ISBN 0-
83893-542-7).]

Introduction to
Reference Work in the
Digital Age

By Joseph Janes. New York:
Neal-Schuman, 2003. 213p.
$59.95 (ISBN 1-55570-429-8)
LC 2003-052739.

When Joseph Janes, found-
ing director of the Internet Pub-
lic Library (www.ipl.org), was
asked to tell an American Li-
brary Association audience why
they should take the impact of
the Internet on reference work
seriously, he said: “Google
works.” He meant that—for
better or worse—much of the
public already goes online for
ready reference information
they once sought from libraries.
Now, in a book that is as much
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about advocacy as about doing
the work, Janes shows us how
we must reinvent professional
reference as a service that li-
braries add to what people can
do for themselves online.

Janes’ topic is not “digital”
reference, done as an adjunct to
“real” reference, but “direct,
professional assistance [provid-
ed] to people who are seeking in-
formation, at the time and point
of need” (p. 30, emphasis
added). It is no longer sufficient
to collect, organize, and provide
access to information content for
those who come to the library
building. Since the twenty-first-
century user wants information
remotely and around the clock,
libraries that want to survive
must learn how to extend infor-
mation service beyond their tra-
ditional time and space
boundaries, redefining what “in
the library” means.

Janes re-examines the his-
tory and varying definitions of
reference service from this
broadened modern perspective.
He then explores how the infor-
mation-seeking practices and ex-
pectations of the public have
shifted. Whereas traditional li-
brarian training emphasized the
reference interview, contempo-
rary information transactions
may be one-shot, question-and-
answer exchanges with a physi-
cally absent person (who may
not even be a regular library
user), constrained further by ei-
ther the urgent style of online
chat or the asynchronicity of e-
mail. Furthermore, these patrons
often want to make their own
choices among resources and
modes of access, and they may
disclose only enough contextual
information to get what they
consider a “good enough” an-
swer. Nonetheless, they expect
responsive customer service if
they cannot find what they need.

Two chapters describe these
new circumstances and offer
thoughtful guidance on how to
identify and repackage the valu-
able skills that reference profes-
sionals have to offer. Reminding
the reader that librarians have
repeatedly adapted to new tech-
nologies, a further chapter re-
views the specific options
(e-mail, chat, call center-based
service, etc.), with discussions of

the practical issues of service de-
sign. The key, Janes writes, is
that online services appear to
both staff and public as seam-
lessly integrated into the larger
workings of the organization.

The author next describes
how both practice and staff de-
velopment must evolve. Tradi-
tional skills can be turned into
online skills with adequate com-
petency criteria and training.
However, successful staffing
models also depend upon
matching the right librarian
with the right reference service,
in terms of both expertise and
interaction styles.

Finally, Janes writes that it
is time to move from incremen-
tal experimentation with online
work to marketable, produc-
tion-level service systems. The
chapter on institutionalizing the
new reference details a careful
ten-step planning process to-
ward this goal. The author con-
cludes with a chapter of advice
and encouragement that fleshes
out his watchwords: “Start
over.” That is, approach twen-
ty-first-century reference as if
we were just now exploring
how to help people when they
have exhausted their own infor-
mation-seeking skills.

This book is a useful map
of the practical and technical
concerns that arise as reference
moves online. More important-
ly, though, it challenges the
reader to identify, redesign, and
present for public use just what
it is that people come to librari-
ans for after they have done
their own searching. It will be
valuable to students and others
new to the profession, as well as
to long-time librarians wonder-
ing how to do what they love in
a new world. Its application

reaches across public, academic,
and corporate library communi-
ties.—Michael Austin Shell, In-
tegrated Library Systems (ILS)
Librarian, Jacksonville (Fla.)
Public Library

And a Few Just for
Teens . . .

Getting Graphic!
Using Graphic Novels to
Promote Literacy with
Preteens and Teens

By Michele Gorman, Worthing-
ton, Ohio: Linworth, 2003.
112p. $36.95 (ISBN 1-58683-
089-9) LC 2003-013199.

I discovered comic books
sometime during the summer of
1955. According to the glossary
in the back of Michele Gor-
man’s book Getting Graphic!
Using Graphic Novels to Pro-
mote Literacy with Preteens and
Teens, that year was the latter
part of the Atomic Age of
Comics. I was a good reader
and loved to read, but at the
tender age of nine, I found I was
too old for picture books, too
young for the more interesting
novels, and tired of reading the
dumb and truly insipid stories in
my classroom reader. But once I
plucked a dime out of my pock-
et to pay for a DC Comic, I was
hooked! 

It wasn’t until I started
working at my current school,
which is a grades 6–12 charter
school, that I discovered how
comics had evolved into a sepa-
rate genre of graphic novels and
manga. There’s hardly a kid in
the school who hasn’t read an
anime/manga novel at one time
or another; some kids are posi-
tively fixated on them. I bought

some graphic novels and
manga, and now I’m seeing
some high school students I
haven’t seen all year. They’re
not just getting manga; they’re
taking out YA titles as well.
Once they have gotten into the
library, they start to look
around and find some pretty
good stuff on the shelves.

The world of graphic nov-
els and manga is incredibly di-
verse, catering to both adults as
well as different age levels of
kids. Gleaning sufficient infor-
mation about a title or series
isn’t easy, even if you do sub-
scribe to all the journals and
have the time to plow through
Web sites that have synopses
and/or reviews. Although there
are a number of Web sites that
are run by librarians offering
suggestions about gathering a
core collection of graphic nov-
els, none that I’ve found thus far
offer the depth Michele Gor-
man’s book does with individ-
ual series and titles, nor do they
offer good resources and pro-
gramming ideas, which Gorman
does. Unless you have been
working with the genre for a
long while, you’ll really need a
guide through the maze. Even if
you’re an old hand with using
graphic novels, you will proba-
bly find some good program-
ming ideas from this book and
learn about some new titles.

Gorman discusses issues
that surround graphic novels,
such as revising your collection
development policy; reviewing,
selecting, and purchasing; op-
tions for cataloging and shelv-
ing; and maintainance, which is
helpful since many of them
come with less-than-rugged
bindings. She has an excellent
section on promoting graphic
novels, which includes repro-
ductions of ads and fliers she
has used at the Austin (Tex.)
Public Library. She also has
some programming ideas that
will take a bite out of your
budget, and some that can be
done on the cheap.

To my mind, the most use-
ful section of the book is the an-
notated list of graphic novels for
intermediate and high school
collections, which could be used
as book talks for the busy li-
brarian. Gorman even has a

Boo! One for Halloween

The Horror Readers’ Advisory: The Librarian’s Guide to
Vampires, Killer Tomatoes, and Haunted Houses. By Becky
Siegel Spratford and Tammy Hennigh Clausen. Chicago:
ALA, 2004. 176p. $36, $32.40 ALA members (ISBN 0-
83890-871-3) LC 2003-025530. A scary guide to key tools
in providing effective horror fiction readers’ advisory in
eleven major areas, including black magic, psychological
horror, splatterpunk, and ghastly beasties such as vampires,
zombies, ghosts, and other things that go bump in the night.
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short list of ten novels that
would be “safe” to include in a
more conservative library. I
would warn the reader not to
skip over the abbreviations
noted at the beginning of the
section and read the note there
about the use of the abbrevia-
tion “M”–standing for mature
readers, which may include
crude language, sexual scenes,
and some nudity. 

If you’re considering adding
graphic novels to your collec-
tion, Gorman’s book will save
you a lot of time and eyestrain.
After you’ve read through a half
dozen or so Japanese manga,
you’ll be dying to get your hands
on this book. At $36.95, this
100+ page, workbook-format
book may seem a bit on the ex-
pensive side, but the annotated
list of titles and the great pro-
gramming ideas make it more
than worth the price.—M. Bar-
bara Mulrine, School Librarian,
Manatee School for the Arts,
Palmetto, Florida

Teen Genreflecting
A Guide to Reading Interests

By Diana Tixier Herald. West-
port, Conn: Libraries Unlimit-
ed, 2003. 251p. $40 (ISBN
1-56308-996-3) LC 2003-
54610.

In the introduction to the
second edition of Teen Genre-
flecting: A Guide to Reading In-
terests, author Diana Tixier
Herald, a former readers’ advi-
sory librarian, notes that while
nearly one in four library users
is a teenager, libraries have had
a history of ignoring or, worse,
discouraging teenagers from
using their facilities. Herald
stresses that in order to encour-
age teens to use libraries, librar-

ians need to stock their shelves
with books teenagers are inter-
ested in reading (xi–xii). 

The author notes in the in-
troduction that this second edi-
tion of the book differs greatly
from the first, with an entirely
new set of titles, the inclusion of
reading levels for each title, and
more explanations of the gen-
res. Chapters new to the second
edition are “Alternative For-
mats,” “Multicultural Fiction,”
and “Christian Fiction” (xiii).

This work is written for
young adult librarians and read-
ers’ advisors who want to know
more about typical works in
teen genres. The book arranges
more than 1,500 titles by genre,
subgenre, and theme with some
titles overlapping and being
cross-referenced into more than
one genre. Each chapter covers
a different genre, such as adven-
ture, mystery and suspense, or
fantasy, and begins with an in-
troductory section about trends
in the genre and suggestions for
helping teens find items to read
in each. After each title Herald
includes a brief summary of the
work.

The annotations are not ex-
haustive nor are the lists com-
prehensive, and only fiction is
covered—but the book is good
for giving the reader a general
overview of a genre with which
he or she might not be familiar.
The book is perfect for librari-
ans hoping to help a teenager
who likes the Harry Potter se-
ries or Louis Sachar’s Holes find
books that are similar. The book
has separate title, subject, and
author indexes, which make it
easy for a librarian to quickly
find references to a work even if
she or he has the title, but not
the author, or vice versa. 

While designed as a guide
for genre reading, the best parts
of the book are not the annota-
tions but the additional sections
on young adult librarianship.
Chapter 1, “Serving Teen Read-
ers,” gives valuable information
about publishing trends in the
teenage market, how to build a
teen fiction collection, and sug-
gestions for young adult pro-
gramming. Appendix I is a
resource list of books on young
adult librarianship, online re-
sources, and journals of interest.
These sections will be useful to
any young adult librarian begin-
ning a readers’ advisory pro-
gram. The cost ($40) is steep for
librarians who are only looking
for a reference book on young
adult titles, but the book is rec-
ommended for libraries that are
motivated to expand their
young adult reading programs
and make an active effort in en-
couraging young adults to
read.—Julie Elliott, Reference
and Instruction Librarian and-
Coordinator of Public Relations
and Outreach, Indiana Univer-
sity–South Bend

Teenplots
A Booktalk Guide to Use with
Readers Ages 12–18

By John T. Gillespie and
Corinne J. Naden. Westport,
Conn.: Libraries Unlimited,
2003. Paperback. $48. 360p.
(ISBN 1-56308-921-1) LC
2003-047725.

Organized into nine differ-
ent sections—Teenage Life and
Concerns, Social and Family
Problems, Mystery and Adven-
ture, Science Fiction and Fantasy,
Historical Fiction and Other
Lands, Sports in Fact and Fiction,
Biography and General Nonfic-

tion, Guidance and Health, and
Challenging Adult Novels—this
book includes 100 highly recom-
mended books for or of interest
to young adults to provide the
basis for book talks by teachers
and librarians or, secondarily, for
collection development.

Besides bibliographic infor-
mation, each entry includes an
introduction, list of principal
characters, plot summary, levels
of difficulty and suitability, list
of primary and secondary
themes and subjects present,
passages for book-talking, addi-
tional similar or related selec-
tions, a list of reviews about the
book, and sources of informa-
tion on the author. Following
the main list, there are author,
title (including the additional
and related selections), and sub-
ject indexes.

With the exception of some
of the challenging adult novels
(Oliver Twist?), and an empha-
sis on titles published for young
adults in the science fiction and
fantasy section (no Robert Jor-
dan or Mercedes Lackey, for ex-
ample), the selections seem apt.
The Printz Award winners are
included through 2002. By defi-
nition, though, somebody’s fa-
vorite will be omitted; but
overall, this book is very useful
and replaces a lot of personal
database material that book-
talkers pull together and need
for last-minute preparation. Just
being able to reach for this, and
the books by Joni Bodart,
should be a big help.—Mary K.
Chelton, Associate Professor,
Graduate School of Library &
Information Science, Queens
College, N.Y.  �

A Good Read

John Izzo delivered a well-received program sponsored by PLA at the ALA Conference in Orlando, in June. The program was
based on his newest book Second Innocence: Rediscovering Joy and Wonder (Berrett-Koehler, 2004). Second Innocence
describes a unique philosophy for turning life’s corners with more enthusiasm, less cynicism, and more faith in each other. It
is a practical life guide that uses the author’s own life stories and those of people he has known to illustrate life lessons that
have the power to shape us. Having been a minister, a university instructor, an author, a corporate advisor, and a leader of
spiritual retreats, Izzo brings a wealth of wisdom to this journey to second innocence. He tackles four key areas of human
experience—work, love, faith, and daily life—giving readers different perspectives on their lives. The book is available through
Baker and Taylor.
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Simply Painting Video Series

TMW Media Group announces the release
of the Simply Painting Series, hosted by
Irish painter Frank Clarke.

“The Simply Painting Series,” as seen
on PBS, introduces students to the basics of
watercolors and the joy of painting. Each
program takes viewers to exotic and pic-
turesque spots to find the perfect creative
inspiration. Students return to the studio
for a watercolor lesson on capturing the
essence of these exciting places. Subjects
covered include: Still Life, Brush
Techniques, Landscapes, Perspective,
Seascapes, Using Colors, Flowers, Wet to
Wet, Foods, Washes, Trees, White
Gouache, Mountains, Light and Dark
Properties, Water, Painting on Other
Material, Woodlands, and Misty Hills.

Through his unique approach to water-
color and acrylic painting and his proven
method of teaching others his trade, Clarke
has introduced thousands of people to the
joys of leisure painting. The foundation of
this series is Clarke’s HSMF formula: sim-
plifying pictures into parts—Horizon, Sky,
Middle, Foreground—to be tackled one at a
time. Clarke’s contagious aspiration to
“Have Some More Fun” offers budding
artists the inspiration they need.

www.tmwmedia.com

NFPF Announces New Film
Preservation Guides

The National Film Preservation
Foundation announced the availability of
two new film preservation publications:
The Film Preservation Guide: The Basics
for Archives, Libraries, and Museums and
the IPI Media Storage Quick Reference.

The NFPF’s Film Preservation Guide
is written as an introduction for profes-
sionals without prior film preservation

experience. The 138-page publication
traces the path of film through the preser-
vation process, from acquisition to exhibi-
tion, and includes illustrations prepared by
the George Eastman House, bibliography,
index, and glossary.

The IPI Media Storage Quick
Reference is designed for institutions that
store films as part of mixed media collec-
tions. Developed by the Image Permanence
Institute, the ten-page reference tool with
look-up wheel summarizes the key preser-
vation issues for motion picture film, glass
plate photographic negatives, audiotape,
videotape, DVDs, CDs, and paper prints,
and provides charts showing how temper-
ature affects their long-term stability.

The Film Preservation Guide can be
downloaded from the NFPF Web site (see
the Preservation Basics section of
www.filmpreservation.org) or requested by
mail. There is a shipping fee ($8 U.S./$12
international) payable in advance.

The IPI Media Storage Quick
Reference is available on the Web (www.
climatenotebook.org/MSQR/MSQR_
home.html ) or may be purchased directly
from the Image Permanence Institute
(www.rit.edu/ipi).

NFPF: www.filmpreservation.org
IPI: www.rit.edu/ipi

Unique K–5 Online Database
Helps Meet Information Literacy
Requirements

Thomson Gale has introduced Kids
InfoBits, an online database especially
designed for K–5 students. The database
helps kids learn basic research techniques:
narrowing very broad topics, differentiat-
ing between types of content sources, and
interpreting charts and graphs. Its engag-
ing graphic interface helps kids visualize
and simplify the research process.

The Kids InfoBits database includes
content from thirteen age-appropriate,
full-text Thomson Gale reference books
and more than 100 full-text magazines
suitable for elementary students. It also
includes Merriam Webster’s Elementary
Dictionary, more than 5,000 full-color pic-
tures, maps, flags, seals, charts, tables, and
graphs, as well as biographies and images
of each American president, first lady, and
vice president.

Kids InfoBits has a specially designed
icon-rich topic tree that enables kids to
click and drill down from twelve broad
topics, such as animals, science and math,
people and geography, to a more specific
one, such as countries, states, or lions.
Upper elementary students may opt to use
Kids InfoBits’ subject search by entering a
keyword or phrase into a text box.

Search results are grouped by content
type to allow students to differentiate
between different sources of information
and choose the one that best meets their
needs: reference books; magazines; news-
papers; maps, flags, and seals; charts and
graphs; or images.

www.gale.com

Adjustable Monitor Arm Adds
Movement, Comfort to Flat
Panel Monitors 

Ergotron introduced the Neo-Flex Arm, a
value-priced adjustable arm for flat panel
monitors. Ergonomic experts recommend
that the height of the monitor be posi-
tioned so that the top of the screen is at, or
slightly below, user eye level. This reduces
fatigue and possible musculoskeletal disor-
ders to the neck and shoulders. The
streamlined Arm provides eight inches of
vertical movement so the user can position
the monitor exactly where he or she wants
it. It is ideal for situations where multiple
people use the same monitor. 

The Arm also accommodates por-
trait/landscape viewing. Patent-pending
technology brings a wide range of motion
to your monitor, including: eight-inch arm
height adjustment, 180º right/left monitor
tilt, up to 180º up/down monitor tilt, 360º
monitor portrait/landscape rotation, and
360º arm side-to-side rotation.

The Neo-Flex Arm attaches easily to
flat panel monitors that are VESA-compliant

The contributing editor of this column is Vicki Nesting, Regional Branch
Librarian at the St. Charles Parish Library, Louisiana. Submissions may be
sent to her at 21 River Park Dr., Hahnville, LA 70057; vnestin@
bellsouth.net.

The above are extracted from press releases and vendor announce-
ments and are intended for reader information only. The appearance of such
notices herein does not constitute an evaluation or an endorsement of the

products or services by the Public Library Association or the editors of this magazine.
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(refers to the four-hole pattern on the back
of the monitor) and weigh eighteen pounds
or less. Because it clamps to the back of the
desk, it also frees up desk space.

www.ergotron.com

ProQuest Film Indexes Online
Unites AFI Catalog and Film
Index International

ProQuest Information and Learning has
launched Film Indexes Online, a new por-
tal for subscribers to the American Film
Institute (AFI) Catalog and Film Index
International (FII). Film Indexes Online
brings the two products together and pro-
vides unparalleled, cross-searchable access
to information on American and interna-
tional films since 1900. Because both
indexes are updated twice each year, the
portal reflects the most up-to-date film
research available.

The AFI Catalog, compiled by film
experts and researchers at the American
Film Institute, presents a detailed view of
American feature films produced during
the last century up to 1970. AFI Catalog
offers full production and cast informa-
tion, extensive plot summaries, and pro-
duction notes.

Developed by the British Film Institute,
Film Index International gives full interna-
tional coverage of films and film personali-
ties from more than 170 countries, up to the
present day. All eras of filmmaking are cov-
ered—from the early silent movies to recent
box-office hits. 

Film Indexes Online can be used to
cross-search both FII and AFI Catalog or to
search the individual databases separately.
Usage statistics will be available by resource
or in total. Film Index International and AFI
Catalog will continue to be available as
stand-alone products.

www.il.proquest.com

New Book Index with Reviews

The NoveList team of EBSCO Publishing,
in association with Baker & Taylor,
announced the release of Book Index with
Reviews (BIR). With BIR, readers and

librarians will have an intuitive, user-
friendly interface that delivers the same
flexible searching power as the EBSCOhost
search engine. The search interface allows
users to effectively mine the content of
more than 800,000 fully searchable, full-
text reviews, as well as information on
nearly four million book titles. 

Using a unique four-star system, Book
Index with Reviews provides users with the
means to distinguish popular, high-demand
titles. BIR also provides a more efficient
way for library staff and readers to consult
reviews to learn about a specific book.
BIR’s deep file of fully searchable
reviews—from sources such as Booklist,
Library Journal, and Kirkus Reviews—
allows readers to find more of the books
that best address their needs and interests.
Using this feature of BIR, a children’s
librarian who is looking for titles to use for
story hour can search reviews to find pic-
ture books that reviewers have identified as
“suitable for reading aloud,” or a mystery
reader can search reviews to find titles that
have been described as “fast-paced.”

BIR also makes it easy to create and
maintain booklists. For example, librarians
can set up a list of popular titles for job
hunters and use the integrated alerts to
help them keep the list up-to-date in the
future. 

www.ebsco.com

ARTstor Announces Availability
of Digital Image Resource

ARTstor, a nonprofit initiative founded by
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation,
announced the availability of its Digital
Library to nonprofit educational and cul-
tural institutions in the United States. 

The ARTstor Digital Library is com-
prised of digital images and related data;
the tools to make active use of those
images; and an online environment
intended to balance the interests of users
with those of content providers. ARTstor’s
“Charter Collection” will contain approx-
imately 300,000 digital images of visual
material from different cultures and disci-
plines, and seeks to offer sufficient breadth

and depth to support a wide range of non-
commercial educational and scholarly
activities. The Charter Collection is antici-
pated to grow to half a million images by
the summer of 2006.

www.artstor.org

Thomson Gale Acquires NNeeww
YYoorrkk TTiimmeess Content

Thomson Gale has reached a multiyear
agreement with the New York Times to
include the Times content in Thomson
Gale electronic products. The New York
Times content, which includes the newspa-
per, the New York Times Magazine, and
the New York Times Book Review, is now
available in Thomson Gale’s InfoTrac
Custom Newspapers and Student Resource
Center online products. In addition, all or
selected related content from the New
York Times is available in a number of
other Gale Resource Centers. Users will
have access to the New York Times content
from the present back to January 1, 2000.

www.gale.com

Classical Music Library Adds
Value with H.W. Wilson
Databases

Classical International has announced an
agreement with H.W. Wilson to provide
additional value to subscribers.

Classical Music Library offers a con-
tinually growing music collection—which
currently includes 20,000 tracks—for lis-
tening, browsing, and searching. Now,
with the Wilson agreement, patrons of
libraries subscribing to both vendors’ serv-
ices will be able to access further informa-
tion about the composers they find on
Classical Music Library by clicking to
Wilson’s Biography Reference Bank,
Humanities Full Text, and Humanities
Index Retrospective databases. Links to the
biographies offer Classical Music Library
users extensive supplementary information
about the artists, such as full-text articles,
images, biographical profiles, interviews,
performance reviews, and more.

www.classical.com  �

PLA TO HOLD ONE-DAY NEW PLANNING FOR RESULTS WORKSHOP—NEW ORLEANS

Don’t forget to register for PLA’s one-day New Planning for Results workshop. The workshop will be held on October 19,
2004 in New Orleans. Designed to introduce library managers and directors to the concepts explained in the book of the same
name, this workshop will prove invaluable to any public librarian who wants to improve their library’s services. This course
is being taught by the book’s author, Sandra Nelson, well-known library planning consultant. Space in the class is limited and
registration will close on September 24, 2004. check the PLA Web site, www.pla.org, for more information and registration
form. Questions? Contact Linda Bostrom at the PLA Office, lbostrom@ala.org or 800/545-2433, ext. 5027.
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The new Gale Virtual Reference LibrarySM moves reference off the shelf and into circulation — 
providing 24-hour online access to great reference titles in eBook format. Features include:

 •  A strategic electronic delivery system that now includes distributed titles from 
SAGE Publications, John Wiley & Sons and xrefer.

 •  Access from home, school, office and other remote locations, allowing multiple users to 
access the same reference at the same time

 •  A continuously growing list of titles, including the Dartmouth-winning Encyclopedia of Food 
and Culture, Encyclopedia of Education and Gale Encyclopedia of Science — buy one or 
multiple eBooks

 • No special hardware or online reader

 • Unlimited usage — multi-volume sets are always available

 • Boolean searching across the entire eBook collection

 • Ability to download and print articles

 •  MARC records that can be loaded into your OPAC from the titles list at www.gale.com, 
allowing  users to click on an embedded InfoMark® to get to a selected eBook

 • Usage data 

© 2004 Thomson Gale, a part of The Thomson Corporation. 
Thomson and Star Logo are trademarks and Gale is a registered trademark used herein under license. 

1-800-877-GALE
www.gale.com

eBooks that take reference off the shelf

Gale Virtual Reference Library SM
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AV made EZ!

Simply log on to TitleTales® at www.bwibooks.com.You’ll get FREE instant access to BWI’s
continually updated AV title database. Easily search for all the DVD,VHS, CD,Audiobook,

Book & Cassette/CD materials you need...

Champion of Service
to the Public Library

Log on to TitleTales at
www.bwibooks.com

1847 Mercer Road, Lexington, KY 40511 / Phone: 800.888.4478 • 859.231.9789 / Fax: 800.888.6319 • 859.225.6700 / Website: www.bwibooks.com

B
252.08.01.04

• 800,000 Children’s / Young Adult / Adult AV Titles
• 12,000-title all-ages AV core list 
• Special Topic and Awards Lists
• Children’s Video Series Standing Order Plan
• Billboard Standing Order Plan
• Full cataloging and processing available on every item
• StreetWise and BroadcastPremiere alert services

GetYourAV Collection Hummin’!

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Exclusively for Public Librarians!
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